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Forward by Author 

Hope kids have fun first with these easy stories inside a world of fantasy, but their parents 

might like to find out something deeper (see the Appendix) to inspire them in the future. 

The humankind has become the paragon of animals because of courage for adventure and 

innovation of tools. Through industrial revolution, people’s inventions are able to be 

applied in a mass scale to change our life styles and, sometimes, to alter our living 

environments; but then, in return, reckless creation could cause many complex problems 

in a mess. On the other hand, the waves of industrial revolution need the backup of 

constant massive supplies of resources and capital, and therefore, capitalism has risen 

and been getting more and more powerful as evolving with industrial revolution to steer 

the modern civilization. However, unfortunately, capitalism arouses spirits from the 

deepest dark side of humanity to form a great invisible evil hand which has gradually 

dominated the world through technological advances. As a matter of fact, for our 

civilization to escape from this vicious cycle of creative destruction, the key lies in an 

ancient wisdom of subtly balancing risk and return by managing our greed and fear with 

integrity, and thus the serial fable stories of Rainbow Arch are devoted to presenting the 

modern version of Plato’s Analogy of the Cave for this embedded wisdom to prevail.      

Jenher Jeng, Berkeley 
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Prelude 

In one of the numerous parallel universes, there had dramatically evolved an intriguing 

dual world, and in this world, there existed a magical planet where the Novahan 

civilization had been created in highly advanced technology – after going through two 

major disasters of creative destruction, the Novahan civilization finally found its way to 

build an ultimately perfect technological system. No one would’ve doubted the belief that 

such a technological achievement can keep the civilization going well in a sustainable way 

forever; however, shockingly against the Novahan’s expectation, the soul of this 

technological system – a guarding angel-like artificial intelligence system – predicted that 

the third creative destruction was coming. Fortunately, at least, this artificial intelligence 

found the key for the civilization to survive the coming catastrophic distinction, but even 

more surprisingly beyond what the Novahan can imagine, this key lay in another amazing 

civilization existing far away on the other side of the Milky Way – it was a world 

dominated by wizardry and black magic - and thus, there occurred an enchanted sequence 

of fascinating causal puzzles of spacetime story amid an era of havoc, resurgence and 

genesis … 
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In the universe where the planet Novah existed, another planet with highly evolved 

civilization was called Earth. However, being completely different from the Novahan 

civilization, the evolution of the civilization, due to some fundamental human factors such 

as laziness, selfishness, greed and fear, had been eventually dominated by black magic 

from the dark world on Earth, and the dark power forced the human population to 

deteriorate into sparsely separated tribes while some powerful bishop wizards were relied 

on for protecting people and barely maintaining the tribes together. The chief master 

wizard who was in charge of the Capital Temple had become the leader of all the bishop 

wizards because the temple had reserved the most important human treasures and 

talismans which were defensive instruments against black magic of the magicians from 

the dark world. Unfortunately, the ultimate talisman - the holy grail of all the treasures – 

was stolen by a bishop wizard who betrayed the Capital Temple and became a refugee in 

the dark world. Since this missing treasure had been endangering the survival of the 

human race, the master wizard therefore used all his magic power to create the Z5 crew, 

and hoped that they could accomplish the mission of bringing the ultimate talisman home 

after growing up with enough trainings. But something beyond the master wizard’s 

knowledge power was that the missing holy-grail not only doomed the future of the 

human race, but was also mysteriously connected to the fate of the far-away Novahan 

civilization under the threat of the third creative destruction. One starry night, the master 

wizard suddenly got a revelation from the outer space which convinced him that he had 

no choice but to send the five still innocent little guys – Stark, Bondi, Monique, Omar and 

Howard – out of their comfort zone in the Capital Temple to start their magic journey of 

adventure; on the other hand, Nova – a naughty Novahan little prince – was accidentally 

sent to Earth after inadvertently launching a mission-carrying spacecraft. The encounter 

between Nova and the Z5 crew unexpectedly started a new page of this universe’s history 

which marked the most remarkable legacy of evolution in civilization. 
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest 

Scene 1. The Encounter by the Unknown Boulder 
 

It was a beautiful morning with a crystal-blue sky. Sunlight sparkles were 

dancing over the top of the trees. Along the main trail of the forest, the 

flourishing clusters of tree leaves looked like green shining bubbles spreading 

all over the giant tree branches.  

 

 

: Hey guys, this forest is awesome, just like a fairy wonderland. It makes me 

feel very comfortable. Maybe we should live here forever - there must be lots 

of foods and fun here. 

 

 

: Howard, I don't think so. We got a mission to accomplish. Master won't give 

us a mission to enjoy our lives in a fancy world. I’m just wondering why the 

forests flourish so weirdly here. The whole landscape actually looks dull and 

the species are not very diversified. 

 

 

In spite of the exotic joyful scene, some members of the Z5 crew didn't look 

happy; instead, they looked worried because they were getting lost in the 

overwhelming Bubble Forest. Suddenly, they saw an extremely dazzling light-

burst over a bunch of scattered big boulders hundreds of yards ahead. 

Curiosity drove them to rush to the spot without awareness of any possible 

danger.  
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There the crew saw a strange human-like, kind of, creature after the light 

faded away. The creature had a very exotically curved face and a glassy mask 

- looked like having only eyes without a nose and ears. The eye-like objects 

are actually two marbles floating inside the glassy mask. The creature had no 

movements at all until moments later. The marbles suddenly trembled and 

scared the Z5 crew to jump backwards a few yards. When the marbles settled 

down, Stark, the crew’s leader, bravely stepped forward and began their first 

contact. 

 

 

: (in an uneasy tone) Who are you? 

 

Monique giggled behind Stark. 

 

: (in an innocent tone) Who are you? Where am I? 

 

This creature was able to communicate and speak like a human kid by his 

verbal sounds although his tone sounded as funny as quacks of a duck. The 

crew then felt more comfortable to approach him closer. 

 

 

: (in a teasing tone) You are in the bubble wonderland! 

 

: Hey, are you the Z5 crew?! 

 

: (in a suspicious tone) Yeah …, but how do you know us? 

 

: Islemma told me. Your outfit dresses look so cool and colorful. I can tell. 

 

: Who is “Izlama”? 

 

: Her name is Is-le-mma! She is a perfect A.I. 

 

: What's that - A.I.? 

 

: Gosh …, never mind. Islemma is just my teacher and guarding angel. 

 

: (replying wryly) Okay, good for you, but are you gonna tell us your name or 

not? 

 

 

: Why don't you tell me your names first? 

 

: You first, or we'll just leave you here. 

 

: All right ..., my name is Nova. 
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: Hahaha … your name is so funny. 

 

: (talking with attitude) No, it's not. You fat boy. Tell you what, I am a prince.  

 

: Oh yeah?! Give me a break, no prince on Earth looks like you. You look so 

weird! 

 

 

: Actually, I came from somewhere far away. 

 

: Yeah right! You don't even have a car. 

 

The crew laughed out loudly while Nova shook his head. 

 

: Listen! We don't have time to talk nonsense with you, all right?! 

 

: I don't know how to tell you, but … 

 

Nova felt frustrated and found Bondi looking friendlier than the others, and 

then turned to her. 

 

 

: Can we be friends, and you tell me your names?! 

 

Bondi kept being shy and quiet, then suddenly had her eyesight shooting 

toward the sky. 

 

 

All the crew members spotted a big black vulture quietly gliding through the 

sky, and they became very nervous immediately while Nova was left alone in 

confusion. 

 

 

: That's a barus vulture. We better run. It will tell the Dark Magician where we 

are in no time. 
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest 

Scene 2. The Suspense over the Exotic Mask 
 

More and more barus vultures were circulating in the sky – perhaps, they were 

also attracted by the light burst of Nova's arrival. Those big black birds were 

making the crew too nervous to be curious about Nova anymore.  

 

 

: (in a voice of anxiety and impatience) Stark, where are we going? 

 

: I have no idea yet, but just trying to keep away from the vultures. 

 

: Stark, you better check on Howard! 

 

: (yelling) Come on, Howard, you got to catch up! 

 

: I'm hungry.  

 

: Okay, why don't you just stay here with the stranger "Nofa". See if he can 

attract the vultures to come over and eat you. 

 

 

: Hey, Monique, leave Howard alone. He is our buddy. 
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: Stark, we need to find something fresh to eat. We’re about to run out of our 

food. 

 

 

: Howard, move on, and I'll get some delicious yapples from bubble trees for 

you, all right? 

 

 

: (in a voice of grievance) Thank youuu ... Stark. You're my hero ... always. 

 

: Pathetic crying baby! 

 

: Cut it off, will you? We got to stay together no matter what.  

 

: Wait, what about me? Can you tell me why you are so afraid of the big black 

birds?  

 

 

: Hey, do whatever you like. We don't care. 

 

: They're coming after us. The barus vultures are barbarian spies of the Dark 

Magician - the very evil man who rules the Bubble Forest! 

 

 

Some fluorescent light-green alien characters and symbols swiftly flashed 

over Nova's glassy mask. 

 

 

: (shouting) What's that?! 

 

: Yeah, I saw it, too. Something weird just showed up over your face and then 

disappeared! 

 

 

: Oh, take it easy. That's just the way we remember something important. 

 

: How can we be sure that you are not a killer robot sent by the Dark Magician 

to kill us? 

 

 

: (muttering) You would be dead now if I were one, stupid! 

 

: Anyway, Bondi, stop talking to him. We don't know if he is a spy with the 

Dark Magician. 

 

 

: Exactly! He showed up from nowhere and then the vultures appeared 

afterwards in no time. 

 

 

: (in a voice of desperation) Listen, I'm a good guy. I can show you something 

interesting if we can be friends. 

 

 

: Hey, we are hungry now and got to find something to eat. No one is free to 

listen to your nonsense. 
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: Look, the bubble trees look so big and green in that direction. We might get 

lots of yapples to eat over there. 

 

 

: Sounds a good idea. I'm starving, too. Let's go! And you, Nova, keep away 

from us! 
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest 

Scene 3. The Hint by the Sneaky Bird 
 

Sunlight scattered through the dense branches of the bubble trees along the 

trail, and it was quite confusing for the crew to spot any shiny golden-yellow 

yapple. After hours of walking, some little guys in the crew were showing 

signs of frustration and impatience without real yapples in sight. 

 

 

: (glancing around the surroundings and looking over his shoulder) Stark, 

Nova is following us. 

 

 

: Nahhh, he is fine. Don't be bothered, just watch out for the vultures and look 

for any sign of yapple in the trees. 

 

 

 : (in an annoying tone) Pshaw! I feel that we are walking toward a jungle 

mirage. We could be exhausted to death. 

 

 

: (yelling, running out of his patience, too) Shut up, Monique, you're not 

helping! 

 

 

: Oh yeah?! What have you done for good except for being "bossy"? 
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: (in a soft tone) Monique, give Stark some time, please. 

 

: Oh, well. Bondi loves Stark, nah … ♪ 

 

: (ignoring Monique) Look, guys, a heggi bird was just flying over. 

 

: Haha, now what - here we go again, Stark is distracting us when he is 

frustrated. 

 

 

: No, Monique, the bird loves to eat yapples - that means there must be some 

yapples around. 

 

 

: Hahaha, silly Monique! 

 

: Wow… yapples, yummy! Can we also try to catch some heggi birds to eat, 

too? 

 

 

: Hell no, Howard. We are not savages. 

 

The crew members were then all excited about searching for more heggi birds 

in the trees. These birds are quite sneaky with stealth feather of blue and 

green colors, and their eyes are so sharp in yellow. Nova was also very 

fascinated by the appearance of the bird - at least, they look friendlier than 

the barus vultures do, he thought. 

 

 

 : (whispering as sneakily approaching Howard from behind) Howard, I can 

catch birds for you if you mean it. 

 

 

Stark stopped, turned around and stared back at Nova from a distance. 

 

: (yelling in an upset tone) I heard you! Listen, I don't care what you can do. 

But you don't sound like a good guy. 

 

 

: (pausing and wincing) Sorry ..., I'm just trying to help. 

 

: Whatever ..., if you annoy us one more time, I'll kick your ass out of here. 

 

Nova felt embarrassed but nodded for trying to behave. 

 

: (in a suspicious tone) Stark, wait a minute, how could this guy hear our 

conversation from a distance? 

 

 

: I don't know. Maybe the wind. 

 

The crew kept looking around anxiously for more signs of heggi birds and 

yapples while Howard eventually fell behind the others and Nova caught the 

opportunity to walk side by side with him. 
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: (keeping his voice down) Howard, I can see many birds … 

 

: What? 

 

: Shhh…, keep your voice down, please. With an infrared vision, I have a much 

better eye-sight than yours. 

 

 

: What is "infari"? 

 

: I'll explain that to you later. But can you ask Stark to take a rest, you are 

very tired, right? 

 

 

: I don't know... What do you want? 

 

: Nothing, just care about you. You look so tired and Stark has no mercy. Or 

you should pretend to fumble, so he'll give us a good break. 

 

 

: Hey, that's a good idea. 

 

Howard tried to "fumble" on purpose, but unfortunately he was so clumsy 

that he tripped on an obtrusive root of a big old dead tree on the side of the 

trail and sprained his right ankle. It hurt so much that he cried out right away. 

Then, Nova was just aware that he will be definitely in a big trouble if Howard 

tells the crew about his bad idea. 

 

 

: Shhh … Howard, stop crying, please. … Please, please, you're fine. 

 

: (crying even more loudly) No! No! I'm not fine. It's all your fault! Wuhhhh 

…  
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest 

Scene 4. The Gift from the Oracle Tree 
 

Howard cried out loudly with mud all over his face, mouth and clothes, sitting 

by a big dead tree's trunk on the side of the trail, while Nova froze still beside 

him. The crew turned around quickly and rushed toward Howard. Stark 

checked over Howard’s injury while the others tried to comfort him. Nova was 

simply ignored. 

 

 

: Howard, you'll be fine, stop crying, what happened?  

 

: Nova told me … 

 

: (blushing and quickly interrupting Howard) I … I told Howard that I saw 

many birds which you're looking for, and … and that distracted him from 

watching his steps. I'm really sorry. 

 

 

: Liar! There is clearly no sign of heggi birds as far as I can tell. 

 

: Hey, Stark, look at this dead tree, so old and so big! When we passed by, we 

were too focused on yapples and heggi birds to pay attention to its unusual 

size and danger. 
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: Yeah, I know, but don’t you see that someone is still crying here? 

 

After making sure that Howard was fine, Monique and Omar were playing 

around the big dead tree. This tree neither looked like the other bubble trees 

nor could be classified into the category of any other tree species in the bubble 

forest - possibly an intriguing part of the remains on this land before the forest 

was reborn.  

 

As a matter of fact, this tree was so big that other bubble trees had left it 

isolated, and the tree's roots widely spread out and some even crossed over 

the trail to reach the other side. Behind the tree, there was another dark 

jungle out there, kind of eerie. Nonetheless, the weirdest part was the big 

hole in the trunk, and it certainly attracted the curious cat to explore it. 

 

 

: (yelling excitedly) Wow, holy cow, look what I found inside the trunk. 

 

: Can you two try to pay your attention to Howard at least for a while? 

 

: I can give him a gift to comfort him if you stop being "bossy".  

 

: What's that? Whoa … looks like a king's gem, could worth a lot!  

 

The gemstone, found by Monique inside the big hole of the trunk, displayed 

some extraordinary pattern with magic charm, and it was cut, in a very 

complicated way, into a shape of octagon with sharp cutting angles. By simply 

looking at it, anyone could feel excited just for no reason. 

 

 

: Monique, we cannot keep it because someone who lost it must be anxiously 

looking for it right now. 

 

 

: Weee? Who says that I'm going to share it with you? However, I can give it 

to Howard if he can become a man - and don't cry like a little baby. 

 

 

: (wiping tears off his face) Stark, can I keep it for now? I promise to return 

it to the owner later when we meet some village people.  

 

 

: Stark, actually, it's inside the trunk; not on the trail - must be lost for some 

time. No one could really find it here. 

 

 

: All righttt …, so has the gem given you the power to recover and walk now? 

 

: My ankle still hurts a bit. Can we take a rest? 

 

: Okay, let's take a break and I'll try to figure out if we are in the right direction 

for finding some yapples. 

 

 

: See, I told you. You had no idea where we're going. 
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: (in a tone of being pissed off) Oh yeah?! If you're so smart, why don't you 

just show me the right way to go? 

 

 

: I didn't say I’m the leader, okay?! 

 

: Urrrmm … guys, I really see many birds over there on the top of a small 

round hill. 

 

 

: (taking his anger out on Nova) Hey, you just caused another big trouble for 

us! What do you want from us, really? 

 

 

: (in an innocently begging voice) Sorry …, Stark, I'd just like to make friends 

with you. Could you please give me the last chance to win your trust? … Please 

… 

 

 

: Stark, he looks so different from us human, maybe he really has a much 

better vision than ours. 

 

 

: Wait a minute, why don't you show us some tricks first, X-man? Maybe 

you're leading us to a trap set by the Dark Magician over the hilltop! 

 

 

: Yeah! Omar is right. Show us something for good! 

 

Nova looked at the crew members nervously, and then silently walked toward 

the tree and stepped on its biggest root. He confidently, with his left hand, 

pointed the way into the dark jungle behind the big dead tree. When he turned 

around, he clearly saw the whole crew giving him an old-fashioned look. 

 

 

: (enforcing his tone to convince) Under the bushes and the long messy grass, 

there is a crooked hidden trail toward the hilltop where many heggi birds are 

jumping around in the trees. I can sense lots of little creatures, possibly ants 

as you call them, marching along the trail like an army in both directions. My 

analysis is that they must have carried pieces of yapples back from the top of 

the hill. 

 

 

: Great! Yapples! Nova, you're amazing! 

 

: Guys, trust me, please. … Well, there is nothing to lose for taking a look. 
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest  

Scene 5. The Thrill along the Hidden Trail 
 

The Z5 crew all cautiously approached forward, and then curiously looked into 

the bushes behind the big tree. The spot of entrance looked so eerie under 

the gloomy shadow of the tree. Through the dense branches of the bubble 

trees nearby, the little scattered sunshine spots over the bushes made the 

surroundings of the entrance look like a labyrinth in a dark world. 

 

 

: Ughhhh …, it looks so messy and creepy. I don't want to go in there. Nova, 

you liar. 

 

 

: You all stay here. I'll go check. If he lies, we have the right reason to expel 

him then. 

 

 

: Stark, be careful of a trap out there. 

 

Stark cautiously approached the entrance step by step, struggling to clear a 

path through the unfriendly bushes.  

 

 

: (in an anxiously refrained voice) Stark, watch snakes and spiders! 
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Monique couldn't resist her curiosity, and so, after Stark, she quickly followed 

in while Omar joined her immediately. 

 

 

: (whispering behind Stark) Where are the ants? I don’t trust this guy! 

 

: Stark, have you found anything?  

 

: Not really, only a skeleton of some lizard under the grass. 

 

: (in an excited tone) Did the ants kill the lizard? 

 

: (keeping her voice down) Shhh …, stupid! There are no ants here. Nova is 

definitely lying. Let's go back and kick his ass. 

 

 

: Why are you keeping your voice down like that? We're looking for ants, not 

monsters! 

 

 

: Who says Nova isn’t a bad guy with the Dark Magician - he might just hide 

somewhere, waiting for us with a trap now. 

 

 

: Stark, Monique might be right. The ground is so heavily covered by the 

yellow and brown fallen leaves - how are we gonna find the trace of ants? 

 

 

Stark didn't reply to Omar because, deep down in his heart, he rather hoped 

that Nova is a good guy. He turned his head over his shoulder and saw that 

Nova was anxious but looked confident. However, after some more 

frustrating searches under the messy grass and bushes, they couldn't stand 

the dirt and odors any longer. 

 

 

: All right, perhaps Monique is right, let's go back. Nova got to pay a dear cost 

for lying to us. 

 

 

: Wait, I want to keep that lizard's skeleton as a souvenir. 

 

: Come on, dude, that's a crap! 

 

: Just a minute. … Ouch! Something bit my leg. Gosh, vicious ants are all over 

my shoes. 

 

 

: Omar, Jump over here. Monique, help him get rid of the ants. Let me go 

check. 

 

 

: (in an amazed voice) Wow, this hole under the leaves must be connected 

toward some big ant-nest under the old tree. 

 

 

: So Nova is right?! 
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: He might just get lucky. You can find ants' nests everywhere in the forest. 

 

: No, he is actually right. Now, I can see a long "silk road" toward somewhere 

for the ants to carry back tiny pieces of yapple under the fallen leaves. 

 

 

: Hmmm … but the problem now is how we can track this hidden trail without 

pissing off the ants. 

 

 

: Piece of cake, let the X-man be the guide in front. Also, in case there is a 

trap, he'll get caught himself first. Hehehe … 

 

 

: Ooh …, Monique, you're a smart cookie! But remind me of not messing you 

up anytime. Thank you! 

 

 

: (her mouth twisting into a crooked smile) Don't mention it, hehe. 

 

: (yelling loudly) Hey guys, Nova is right, come over here. 

 

It took a while for the crew to group together as Howard moved very clumsily 

through the bushes. But Nova couldn’t help swaggering with some exotic 

expression. Bondi glanced at Nova with a mild and warm smile. 

 

 

: Hey Nova, we apologize for being rude to you. Do you mind being our guide? 

 

: Not at all, my pleasure, Stark dude! 

 

: Hey, he is not your dude yet. You better be good, X-man. 

 

: Omar, Nova is helping us, behave yourself, will you? And stop calling him X-

man. 

 

 

Despite of hunger, under the guide of Nova, the crew moved smoothly along 

the hidden trail by the trace of the ants. Behind Nova was Omar, and he was 

closely followed by the two girls and Howard. Stark watched their back at the 

rear end of the marching line.  

 

The trees were so dense that, without the guide of Nova, the surroundings 

was completely a maze in a dark world. There were constantly strange, and 

sometimes eerie, sounds coming from bushes underneath, under leaves and 

from tree branches above. It was very difficult to see the round hill in clear 

sight ahead. There was a great uncertainty about their exploration. 

 

 

: Stark, my ankle hurts a lot. 

 

: Be quiet, or I'll take the gem back. 
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: (keeping her voice very low) Monique, did you see many colorful lizards with 

glowing eyes in the bushes. They are running around everywhere. 

 

: What? I can't hear you. 

 

: (raising her voice a little bit) I said … 

 

: Look! A big flashy yellow stick was just sliding down that bubble tree. 

 

: (shouting hastily in panic) It's no stick! It's one big snake coming toward 

us, run. … Run! 
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest  

Scene 6. The Turn at the Obscure Swamp 
 

While the crew’s captain signaled the emergency call, a big swamp emerged 

in sight right ahead. The snake appeared at the worst time when they had to 

figure out the complicated traces of the ants around this swamp - they could 

possibly connect towards any of a couple of different round hills across this 

swamp. The girls were screaming and Howard cried in panic, freezing still. 

However, Nova seemed to keep calm amid the chaos. 

 

 

: (crying in desperate need of help) Stark ..., I cannot move my legs. 

 

: Howard, you'll be fine, get on my back. Omar, help me support him on his 

bottom with your hands. 

 

 

: Ughhhh …, gosh, it smells so bad. Howard, did you just pee on your pants? 

 

: Sorry, Omar dude, I owe you one. … Stark, you're my true hero. 

 

: (saying in a crisp voice) Guys, don't panic, I can help! Stark, you all go first, 

I'll slow down the snake for you. 
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: Are you sure?  

 

: I'm quite different from you. I'm not afraid of the snake. 

 

: Nova, now you're my hero, too. 

 

: (rolling his eyes) Yeah right! Heroes don't have to deal with the stinky wet 

pants! 

 

 

: Guys, hurry up! I'm not sure Monique knows which way to go. 

 

: Alright, Nova dude, we really appreciate! Take care, and see you later. 

 

Monique was running like a crazy woman ahead. Bondi, with tear drops all 

over her face, was trying to contain her fear and emotion. While the trio 

wobbled along the narrow trail in a funny clumsy manner, Nova turned around 

and embraced himself for a terrifying fight with the swiftly approaching big 

snake. 

 

 

Nova knew that this is a big opportunity for him to win respect from the crew, 

so he stood right in the middle of the trail without any fear, making sure that 

he can block the way of the snake. His body glowed while his fluorescent eye-

marbles focused on the coming monster snake.  

 

In the face-to-face eye contact, the snake was then sort of surprised and 

halted back by Nova, looking so exotic for a creature, even though it raised 

the front part of its huge body upright to try to intimidate him amid the 

standoff. During these chaotic moments, the crew missed out such a surreal 

scene as they were running ahead in panic.  

 

 

Monique gradually felt her feet getting wetter and wetter as stepping into the 

territory of the dark swamp - making her even more panic. There seemed to 

be a dry trail heading up a steep slope on the right-hand side, but she saw 

many colorful lizards with glowing eyes all over the big tree trunks, and they 

looked like laughing at her - kind of driving her crazy!  

 

All of a sudden, a big lizard emerged from the long grass on the swamp shore 

and maliciously blocked Monique’s way, and then she paused, losing her 

sense of direction, while Bondi caught up with her. 

 

 

: Monique, are you sure this is the right way to go? How about the trace of 

the ants? 

 

 

: Shut up! Bondi. Forget the ants. We're in a serious trouble now. … Gosh! … 

Let’s see. … No, no, no … Left! Take the left turn, there seems to be some light 

of sunshine at the end of the path!  
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Bondi was sobbing inconsolably while having no choice but to follow Monique 

as she was also terrified by the mob of lizards. However, she felt better when 

she heard Stark and the other two teammates were catching up. 

 

 

: Wait, Stark, Howard is too heavy. … I cannot hold on. I cannot even breathe. 

 

: Hang in there, we'll be out of the woods in no time. 

 

Finally, the crew rushed out of the woods and all collapsed onto the beautiful 

soft grass of a hillside under the golden-yellow warm sunshine. No one 

seemed bothered to check whether the snake was coming after them, and, 

not to mention, whether Nova was still alive.  

 

Minutes later, the crew members were all frightened by Howard's outburst 

cry and immediately got up from the comfortable grass except for Stark, still 

lying there without any movement. 

 

 

: (crying out loudly) Stark, Stark …, Starrrk. Don't die on me! 

 

: (twisting her face with tears all over) Howard, what's going on with Stark? 

 

: (in a very serious tone) Howard, pee on his face! Come on, he might just 

pass out! 

 

 

: (in a weak but upset voice) Don't be ridiculous! I'm fine, just too exhausted 

to talk now … 

 

 

: Whew, thank God. Everyone is fine. The snake was just gone. And see, the 

yapples are hanging right in the trees over the hilltop. Whoo-hoo! 

 

 

Over the hilltop, many heggi birds flew in the sky, and more were jumping 

around in the bubble trees with abundance of golden-yellow yapples. It 

looked like there was a lunch party going on to welcome them. 

 

 

: Wow, awesome! I'm so starving. I want to eat them all. 

 

: Wait, guys, where is Nova?  

 

: Oh, no. The snake must be busy eating him so that we got time to escape! 

 

: No one saw him?! We got to go back to rescue him.  

 

: Are you crazy? I'm not going with you. Actually, "Holy Nova" just sacrificed 

himself for us as a hero. If we go back to get eaten by the snake, too, we'll 

just waste his sacrifice. 
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: Yeah, Monique is definitely right, I'm not going back, either. 

 

: What if he is still alive and needs our help? We got to check! We're the Z5! 

Remember what the master had taught us! 

 

 

Just when the moral debate among the little guys was heating up, there came 

the sounds of some running footsteps from the woods. Nova emerged from 

the woods and his blue-and-white figure looked intact during the fight with 

the snake. Again, he looked swaggering as if he were "invincible" and just 

conquered the Roman Empire! The crew were astonished and speechless for 

a while. 

 

 

: Look! Isn't that Nova coming out of the woods? 

 

: Whoaaaa, man, were you fighting hard with the snake? 

 

: Not exactly, I simply gave it a laser shock and it ran away! 

 

: Cool! But what do you mean … a "laser" shock?! 

 

: Errmmm …, never mind, I did it with a weapon of our alien style anyway. 

 

: Then why did it take you so long to come out of the woods? 

 

: (replying wryly) Well, I was trying hard to figure out which way you took to 

go around the swamp. It’s a quite tricky path to follow, you know. 

 

 

: Oh wow, Nova dude, you're so brave and smart! 

 

: Hey, don't mention it! I'm just so eager to see you guys again. 

 

: Nova dude, you just saved our lives. Welcome to join us as a hero. 

 

: Really? … Definitely my pleasure! 

 

Nova looked at the other guys, and they nodded with warm smiles to show 

their approval. At this happiest moment with the new friends, the 

camaraderie made Nova temporarily forget what happened to him before 

encountering the guys, and he was so delighted that he could barely find more 

words to say. 

 

 

: (breaking the moment of silence) Alright then, I guess it’s time for us to 

claim our rewards. Let's see who'll first get to the top of the hill! 
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Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest  

Scene 7. The Treat on the Round Hill 
 

Despite being tired and hungry, the whole crew were running upwards joyfully 

with laughters and noises. In just a couple of minutes, they all reached the 

hilltop and laid down under the biggest bubble tree. When the other little guys 

all tried to catch breath, Nova curiously stared at the yapples in the tree, and 

tried to analyze those golden fascinating fruits. 

 

 

: Wow, I never saw so many big yapples hanging in a tree before. 

 

: They are so beautiful, so golden! Look, they are shimmering with the sunlight 

and the breeze among the branches. 

 

 

: (noticing Nova watching the yapples like a geek) Okay then, capable and 

smart guy, could you tell us now how we can get the yapples from the tree? 

Mr. Prince, please. 

 

 

: Yeah, this tree is freaking tall. 

 

: (protesting with grievance) Hey, I just had a good fight with the snake. I 

really need a rest. … I wish I could fly. 
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: Monique, leave Nova alone. I’ll try to figure it out. 

 

: Stark, can you fly?  

 

: No, why? 

 

: You got a cape, you know. I’ve learned some human history, and know that 

witches can fly – they got capes like yours. 

 

 

: Actually, our master gave that to me for being the captain of the crew. Maybe, 

he’ll teach me how someday. 

 

 

: (saying tartly) Yeah right, the captain cape! It got so messy with Howard's 

urine, then how are we gonna get those yapples now, captainnn?! 

 

 

: Maybe we should go up with a human pyramid. 

 

: Okay, you and Howard at the bottom, I'll be on the top. 

 

: No way, I want to be on the top. 

 

: Hey, cut it off. It's not gonna work anyway. The tree is way too tall. 

 

: Stark, do you still remember those climbing skills which our master taught 

us?! 

 

 

: Sure, but … I'm not very confident. This tree looks very tough to climb. 

 

: Haha, chicken captain. 

 

: (frowning) Monique, don't push Stark. Remember he got hurt badly after 

falling off the tower last time. 

 

 

: All righttt ... Omar, you come with me. Remember the Prusik way to climb a 

tree? 

 

 

: Yeahhhh …, kind of. 

 

: Just follow my moves, okay?! 

 

: There might be some lizards hiding in the branches up there. They are colorful 

and creepy - must be poisonous! 

 

 

: (staring at Omar and replying wryly) Do you want yapples or not? 
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: All right! All right! 

 

Stark and Omar took the ropes off their backpacks, and spent quite some time 

to make some sophisticated knots to flexibly hang their bodies around the tree. 

Nova was watching curiously while Howard took a nap. 

 

 

Stark carefully climbed up the limbless trunk feet by feet in very tight 

movements. 

 

 

: (whispering as closely following each move of Stark with nervous heavy 

breathing) Are we there yet? 

 

 

: Omar, focus on my moves, and don't look down! 

 

: (nervously watching the duo climbing with her fists tightly clenched) Careful, 

you're almost there. 

 

 

Stark finally reached the branches on the top of the trunk while Monique got 

the chance to tease Nova about being a chicken again. 

 

 

: Woo-hoo, piece of cake! 

 

: Oh Yeah, you're telling me now! Let's pick some good yapples. 

 

: (shouting excitedly) Hey, Bondi, the first pair of yapples are going to you. 

 

Bondi smiled but failed to catch the yapples after Omar threw them down. The 

yapples were then broken into pieces on the earthy ground. 

 

 

: (with her both hands expanding her umbrella-skirt widely) Hey! … Guys, over 

here! See who can be the greatest yapple-catcher. 

 

 

Stark and Omar, like two little happy monkeys jumping around in the tree, 

quickly picked a lot of yapples from branch to branch while Monique caught 

them all just perfectly with high pitches of giggling. 

 

 

: Omar, we got too many yapples already. Let's get down to eat. 

 

: Wait, look at the tree-top, are those nests of heggi birds? 

 

: I don't know. Leave them alone. 

 

: No, I want to check on one of them. Just a minute! 

 

: Omar, they could be nests of lizards. 
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: (dismissing Stark's warning and quickly approaching the lowest nest he could 

reach) I'll retreat quickly if there's something wrong. 

 

 

: (in a tense voice) Guys, a couple of heggi birds are flying toward the tree. 

They don't look friendly! Come down quickly, please. 

 

 

: Omar, I think the birds are coming for us. You are disturbing their homes. 

 

: Whoaaaa … Look, there are some weird dark-green eggs in here. 

 

Some angry heggi birds abruptly broke into the bubble tree and used their 

strong sharp beaks to relentlessly attack Omar. Omar cried out for help and 

defended himself with his disoriented arms in panic, and then lost his balance 

to fall onto some lower branches while the girls were screaming and Howard 

froze with mouthful of yapple.  

 

Under the circumstances, Nova was eager to help, but his weapon couldn’t 

focus on the right target amid such a chaos. Fortunately, Omar clinched his 

arms firmly onto the lowest branch of the tree. However, the birds kept 

attacking Omar even more madly as a big nest fell off with eggs broken all over 

the grass on the earthy ground. 

 

 

: Help! Bad birds, beat it! Beat it! Stark, help! 

 

: (yelling and throwing yapples at the birds) Omar, hang on. 

 

Stark quickly jumped onto the branch right above Omar and used his arrow to 

fight back the birds. Finally the birds left and melted into the dense bubble 

tree leaves. Then Stark and Omar carefully crawled to the trunk and swiftly 

slid down to the ground. 

 

 

: (complaining in a serious tone) Some people just never learn. Omarrrr … 

Skeleton first, and now the nest, what's next?! 

 

 

: (in a teasing tone) Gosh, Howard, the birds must be angry because you 

finished up so many yapples from their tree. 

 

 

Stark shook his head as Omar tried to sidetrack the issue of his mischief, but 

the crew all laughed hard and ate the yapples happily except for Bondi and 

Nova. Bondi threw up after a bite of yapple as she strongly disliked the smell.  

 

Later, the crew all comfortably fell asleep under the tree after the big meal - 

only Nova sat on a rock alone, being ignored again. He silently looked into the 

sky because, all of a sudden, he strongly felt homesick. Hours later, something 

became serious enough to stop him from indulging himself in homesickness 

and wake up the crew. 

 

 

: (after sitting for hours) Hey Guys, wake up, the big black birds are gathering 

again and circling right above us in the sky. 
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: (rubbing his eyes after being awaken) Oh, no, maybe our fight with the heggi 

birds got their attention. There are so many of them that we better try to hide 

somewhere as soon as possible. 

 

 

: There is a small canyon down over there. 

 

When the guys were sleeping, Nova had clearly examined the whole landscape 

around their location. The canyon deeply reminded him of his home planet 

where the whole Novahan civilization had been rebuilt twice under a maze of 

enormous canyons after the two crises of the Singularity and the Regenesis. 

 

 

: Good idea, Nova Dude. Stark, I felt very thirsty. Maybe we can find some 

water to drink over there. 

 

 

: Guys …, Bondi looks sick. 

 

: (in a weak voice) I'm fine. Maybe I am too hungry. Perhaps, I should've eaten 

some yapples even if they tasted so gross to me. 

 

 

: Quickly, let's go down to the canyon to look for water and some berries for 

Bondi. 

 

 

The whole crew were nervously descending the steep trail downhill toward the 

canyon because the barus vultures were closely following them right above in 

the sky. 

 

 

: (constantly turning around to check on Bondi) Bondi, you okay?! 

 

: Don't worry, we just escaped from the hidden trail, nothing worse can 

happen, right?! 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 1. The Hide inside the Enigmatic Canyon 
 

Luckily for the Z5 crew, there was a narrow trail which was covered by tall 

silver grass. They soon merged themselves into the sea of silver grass along 

this hillside trail to get rid of the barus vultures which were maliciously 

following them.  

 

However, there was not much relief for the little guys because the sky was 

getting darker and darker before dusk. They got to reach the edge of the 

canyon and find a way down to the riverbank as soon as possible, or they could 

lose their way in the sea of silver grass. 

 

 

: Howard, hurry up! You and Nova are falling behind again. 

 

: Stark, Howard's belly hurts. 

 

: Stark, my stomach hurts, too. 

 

: Hey, it looks like that we are all in trouble after eating too many yapples. 
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: No way. I think the barus birds were making us too nervous to feel good. 

Once we find a safe spot to hide inside the canyon and drink some water, we'll 

be just fine. 

 

 

: (sensing that the crew’s energy level was decreasing quickly) Come on, guys, 

cheer up! There might be something interesting down there. 

 

 

: Yeah, there will be some fun there. I can sense it! 

 

: Oh yeah?! You better pray that no beasts are waiting for us down there! 

 

The sunset was hovering over the horizon, and the whole landscape of the 

canyon was tinted so golden by the rays of the sunlight. Bondi was fascinated 

by this beautiful view before dusk while the others seemed not to pay too much 

attention to it. 

 

 

: (in a weak but peaceful voice) Wow, look, the sunset is making the canyon 

so beautiful. 

 

 

: (the whole scene being reflected on Nova’s mask, and then some images 

flashing over) On my home planet, there are lots of canyons much bigger and 

deeper than this one. 

 

 

: Really? Wow, your home planet must be an amazing place. 

 

: I’m not so sure about that. Nova is a weirdo, so his home planet must be also 

a weird place. Hehehe … 

 

 

: Monique, what do you mean? 

 

: Nova, Monique likes to make fun of people. Don’t take it seriously. Bondi, you 

feel better now? I'm very worried about you. 

 

 

: Ha! Stark cares so much about Bondi. Poor Howard gets no love from Stark. 

 

: (noticing Bondi’s face flushing) Shut up! Monique. It's getting very dark! 

Please don't distract people. 

 

 

The crew then fell into silence to watch their steps and marched in a hurry. As 

the barus birds were still circling in the darker and darker sky with their sharp 

red eyes dimly glowing, the crew had to find a place to take a rest and hide in 

no time.  

 

Fortunately, when the crew emerged from the sea of silver grass to reach the 

edge of the canyon, they soon spotted a steep crooked trail cutting the cliff 

down into the canyon. The crew quickly and carefully descended along this 

trail while the vultures were left behind in the dusky sky.  
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: Look, there is the waterfront of the creek. … Hey, Stark, I also see a small 

cave on the canyon’s wall just by the waterfront. My infrared vision tells no 

creature hazard in it. 

 

 

: Nova dude, awesome eyesight and foresight! 

 

: Stark, what if the Dark Magician lives here and it happens that he is not home 

right now? 

 

 

: Foolish Howard, this place is somewhere in nowhere - why would the Dark 

Magician live in a cave like an animal here? 

 

 

: Anyhow, we have no choice now. Let's go get some water to drink first. 

 

Usually being slow for everything, but this time Howard was running ahead of 

the troupe like a maniac toward the river - he looked as thirsty as a camel! 

After drinking water, the crew became playful again at dusk. However, it took 

only several minutes for a water fight to make all of the crew members feeling 

dizzy and very sleepy. 

 

 

: Stark, can we go into the cave to sleep now? 

 

: Okay, everybody looks very tired, but we have to make a night-guarding 

schedule except for Bondi. I’ll take the job first, who wants to be the next two 

hours later? 

 

 

: Omar, you serve next. 

 

: No way, you should be the first, or no one can wake you up! 

 

: Hey, I'm a girl, too. It should be the job for brave boys only. 

 

: Monique, you don't act like a girl, usually. It's not fair. 

 

: Who said that, you pig! 

 

: Hey, cut it off. You're acting very irresponsibly! Except for sick Bondi, nobody 

can have a free sleep. … Tell you what, let's draw lots.  

 

 

: (in a very weak voice) Stark, I'm okay, I shouldn't be excluded. Remember 

that Master had told us a story about the Enigma Canyon, where many wizards 

and magicians had once lived together in harmony but unfortunately the peace 

ended up with the Great War and lots of monsters being created – some have 

been confined in the dark world and some are threatening the human 

civilization nowadays. When we came down the canyon this evening, I had a 

bad feeling of déjà vu. So we better be careful tonight. 
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: Bondi, don’t worry! This is just a small canyon in nowhere. Your bad feeling 

could be a sign for further hallucination due to exhaustion. So, keep your mind 

peaceful and take a good rest tonight. Everything will be just fine when you 

wake up in the morning – just like you said earlier, nothing can be worse than 

the terrifying experience we had along the hidden trail, right?! 

 

 

: Guys, I don't sleep much and got some defensive tools. I can do the night 

watch for you till you all wake up. 

 

 

: Nova, I don’t think so. You must be exhausted, too. 

 

: Hey, you can absolutely count on me. I'm a super alien prince. I insist. 

 

: Urrrmm …, all right, but do wake me up whenever you feel sleepy. 

 

: Bravo! Nova, you're our hero again tonight! 

 

: (clearing her throat) Ahem …, thank you, Nova. 

 

: (in a shy but weird tone) You're welcome, Monique ~~~ 

 

: (flushing a bit) Could you please not call me like that … it's kind of 

embarrassing … you know?! 

 

 

: Yes, lady. 

 

The talks between Nova and Monique made the whole crew laugh knowingly 

and relax completely, and then everyone tried to find a comfortable spot for 

sleeping in the dry and warm cave. Just minutes later, only Nova was up by 

the cave’s entrance. Except for watching any movement outside the cave with 

his sharp senses, the only thing he could do is to watch the night sky while 

listening to the symphony of frogs and crickets with the snoring sounds from 

the crew.  

 

Nova never expected that the night sky of Earth was so beautiful - especially 

the Milky Way looked so intriguing. But he couldn't figure out which star his 

home planet should be around - or maybe it wasn’t in sight at all? Nova had 

no tear drops, but his mind was full of tears. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself) God, what happened to me?! Is all of this just a dream 

- and so Islemma will wake me up right in the morning as usual? 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 2. The Jape of the Spacetime Puzzle 
 

Hours later, there was a warm and soft feminine voice calling Nova's name in 

his familiar language, echoing closer and closer. After regaining his 

consciousness, Nova soon recognized that it's the angel’s voice from Islemma. 

When he "opened" his eyes (sensors), Nova realized that he was just in his 

cozy incubation-chamber, but he didn't see the baby-sitting hologram of 

Islemma.  

 

Nova immediately jumped off his bed as he couldn't wait to tell Islemma and 

his father about his adventurous dream. He signaled the chamber door to open 

and ran through a long corridor with many other incubation-chambers of his 

brothers and sisters on the two sides. After passing through the Octagon 

Lobby, he found his father, the Novahan king, talking to Islemma in the king's 

private meeting room. They looked very serious, and Nova’s curiosity refrained 

him from rushing in; instead, he hid himself behind a column to listen to what 

they were talking about. 

 

 

: (Novahan king speaking) My dear intelligence minister, what would you think 

about Nova's maturity so far after going through this training program? 
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: (Islemma replying) Your Majesty, I'm not sure how mature Nova has become, 

but I believe that he can move on to take a test of the next level – for that, I 

suggest that he should go to the Black Castle. 

 

When hearing Islemma mentioning "Black Castle", Nova’s "joyful" mood 

immediately turned into "nervous" although he didn’t know what it was – his 

sixth sense could tell, from Islemma’s talking tone, that it’s not going to be a 

fun place.  

 

 

: The Black Castle?! That's much more dangerous than the Bubble Forest. … 

Islemma, are you sure that he is ready for that? I was there when I was young, 

it's quite a terrifying experience for a young adult – not to mention, he is just 

a kid. 

 

 

: Your Majesty, Nova is very special with a future mission. No pain, no gain! I'll 

promise to try my best to protect him in the worst circumstances, and I'll 

convince him of going for his own good. 

 

 

: (shouting in tantrum) No …! 

 

: (flinching, but keeping his voice comforting) Oh, there you are, my dear 

prince. What’s the matter? You must have been exhausted after your first 

mission-test. How was your sleep?  

 

 

: (in a tone of grievance) I was coming to tell you that I just had a strange 

dream. Wait …, it wasn't a dream, was it? 

 

 

: Dear Nova, you behaved much braver than we expected in the Bubble Forest 

and passed the test, so we teleported you back home earlier. I hope you like 

the journey. 

 

 

: (trying to suppress his inside grudge) Oh …, well, it was quite fun after all. 

But honestly, I don't really like it. The Z5 crew don't like me, and it's too far 

away from home. You don’t know how much I missed you there. Please don't 

send me to the Black Castle! Please, please … 

 

 

: My dear, I know you had heard what I said to your father, and I can sense 

how nervous you are about it now. However, sorry, you got to go there. It's a 

critical part of your journey toward your destiny, and you’ll become a real man 

there. 

 

 

: (his eye-marbles trembling) No, I don't want to go there until I grow up. 

 

: (in an easy and comforting tone) Silly! Without going there, you won't grow 

up. 

 

 

: No, absolutely no! I don’t understand, and I don’t want to listen to you 

anymore. 
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: (in an uncompromising tone) Nova, watch your manner when you talk to your 

teacher. You need to go to the Black Castle for we had made the decision. 

 

 

Nova never saw his father’s face looking so upset before. All of a sudden, as 

his mask turned pink and opaque, he started to make high-pitch sounds - like 

human kids crying and screaming in tantrum. 

 

 

: Nova, please calm down, or you'll be sent back to the Bubble Forest for more 

testing! 

 

 

: (stopping making high-pitch sounds while his mask turning even more 

opaque) You're so cruel and mean to me! I’m not your guinea pig! 

 

 

: (trying to contain Nova’s outrage) Nova, do you love your father? 

 

: (yelling) Of course, I do! 

 

: His Majesty, your father, is getting old and needs a good son like you to help 

him as soon as possible. That's why you got to accept these challenges. By the 

way, the princess, to be your future bride, is waiting for you in the Black Castle. 

 

 

The tricky mention of the princess indeed worked to tap Nova’s curiosity, and 

thus helped shift his mood out of irrational rage. Finally, Nova’s mask gradually 

turned transparent, but he still stubbornly stood between the king and 

Islemma’s hologram, waiting for a fair and more acceptable answer. 

 

 

: (losing his patience) Now, go back to your room and think about it for your 

own good … Now! 

 

 

Nova was reluctant but had to obey his father's order because he never saw 

such a serious expression on the king's face. "I'll go back to play with some 

toys which I miss so much, and then try to think about how to persuade 

Islemma to postpone the mission as late as possible." He muttered to himself 

and then felt better on his way back to his chamber. Of course, he couldn’t help 

himself imaging what the princess looked like – that was something intriguing 

enough to tickle his mind.  

 

 

When Nova was entering the Octagon Lobby, he suddenly paused because of 

the view of the long corridor, looking so deep and dark with all the dimly 

creepy chambers that he felt a chill down his spine. “Why haven’t the brothers 

and sisters shown up today?” Nova wondered and murmured to himself. At 

this moment, an idea flashed over his mind – maybe he should go to find his 

best friend, his elder brother Cynok, and ask him to go to the Black Castle 

together in case Islemma refuses to change her decision.  

 

Suddenly the lobby was completely blacked out, and just before Nova could 

cry for help from Cynok or Islema, some weird fluorescent green light-dots 

emerged from nowhere and were floating around him. In a few seconds, he 

saw a night sky full of stars appearing on the dome-ceiling of the lobby, just 
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like the one he saw when guarding the Z5 crew by the canyon cave in the 

Treasure Wonderland. 

 

 

: (talking to himself amid a mental shock) What the … am I returning to the 

reality of the Treasure Wonderland after a dream back home? Oh, God, no! 

 

 

However, after regaining his full eyesight in the surroundings, he realized that 

he didn’t stand by the cave; instead, he was inside a castle with its surrounding 

high walls. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself) Islemma tricked me again! I hate her. … Stupid 

Islemma! 

 

 

: (the princess of the Black Castle speaking) Hello there, you must be Nova. 

 

The sweet voice of a girl distracted Nova and stopped his relentless complaints 

on Islemma. However, when the girl's face emerged from the dark nightfall, 

Nova was shocked even further - the girl looked exactly like Monique, but with 

a completely different outfit and a very likable elegant manner. 

 

 

: (trying to suppress his confusion and excitement) Who are you? How do you 

know my name? Where am I? 

 

 

: (in a sweet smile and a witty voice) Islemma told me. She said that your 

mission is to rescue us from the attack of the Black Knight. By the way, I'm 

Princess Clejin. I apologize for not introducing myself first! 

 

 

Nova noticed the crystal crown on her blonde hair and was completely 

overwhelmed by the princess’ amazingly sweet manner. Nova felt a flush of 

delight, and his “tongue” froze for some moments while his mask was turning 

pink and a bit opaque. 

 

 

: Sorry, are you okay? Did I say something wrong?!  

 

: (stammering, and then clearing his “throat”) No, no …, not, not at all. Oh … 

oh yeah …, ahem, I'm brave and eager to fight against the Black Knight to 

protect you here. This is my mission of honor. Islemma is very clever, you 

know. … You can always count on her arrangements, and of course, count on 

me. 

 

 

: Oh, it's our honor to have you here for protecting us, too. However, I'm afraid 

that you'll be disappointed by losing the chance to fight with the Black Knight 

because we defeated him just days ago before your arrival. 

 

 

: (feeling happily relieved but confusingly unfulfilled) So …, is my mission 

aborted then? Am I supposed to leave now? 

 

 

: (turning her voice into sorrow) No, not at all. Although we won the battle, 

but unfortunately our duke of the castle, my father, sacrificed his life. We need 

a new leader here. People say that your arrival will bring some good luck to 
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us. If you like, it's our honor to have you as our new leader. The Black Knight 

could come back any time soon! 

 

 

: (trying to comfort the princess, dismissing any fear for fighting the 

formidable Black Knight) Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. Surely, I’m determined to 

protect you here. Let's go up there, and I'll show you and declare my will to 

fight for you and the people of the Black Castle against the Black Knight. 

 

 

Although feeling weird about the things happening so quickly and easily, Nova 

was completely comfortable with the current situation, and not to mention, his 

heart had been ignited with an "eternal flame" by Princess Clejin. He made up 

his mind to stay in the Black Castle with the princess forever.  

 

 

: (yelling in delight) Nova, wait! 

 

With the princess following him, Nova rushed up to the top of the castle along 

the spiral stone-staircase and jumped onto the central battlement. 

 

 

: (shouting fearlessly) I'm the king of the world! 

 

It was a night of full moon, and the view outside the castle was so spectacular 

that Nova felt he was completely invincible and eagered to fight with blood 

against the Black Knight. Suddenly, Nova heard a warning from a soldier down 

below the curtain wall of the castle - "it's still very dangerous, there might be 

an ambush outside!" the soldier yelled. 

 

Before Nova could contain his high mood and collect his thoughts, something 

even weirder occurred again when he heard the princess approaching him 

from behind.  

 

 

: (suddenly yelling in an upset and rude tone) Hey, you! 

 

Right before Nova had seconds to wonder what's going on, something heavy 

struck his glassy mask with a big "bang", and he felt the world was turning 

into dark – until completely dark in silence … 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 3. The Split over the Tricky Dilemma 
 

It was a beautiful late morning. The birds were still happily singing outside the 

cave. After Nova had fallen asleep for a while by the entrance of the cave, the 

Z5 crew had finally woken up, and except for Bondi still sleeping, they all 

gathered to surround Nova.  

 

Nova's glassy mask was covered by many crystal beads of dew, and his two 

eye-marbles were wandering in some funny way inside the slightly pinky 

mask. 

 

 

: Poor Nova dude fell asleep. He must be very tired for the night watch. He 

looks funny - like he is having a sweet dream. 

 

 

: We shouldn't let him do the job all by himself during the whole night. 

 

: He said that he can do it, then he should be responsible! 

 

: It's still very dangerous, there might be an ambush outside! 
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: (yelling in an upset and rude tone) Hey, you! 

 

Monique was too mad to contain herself so that she bluntly gave a slap to Nova 

right on his glassy mask with a big "bang". 

 

 

: Stop it, Monique! You could just kill him. The mask could be fragile! 

 

: (arguing with a bit of guilt) Nah, it's not; it's quite elastic! I just want him to 

remember the lesson! 

 

 

Nova's eye-marbles trembled after the slap. When his eyes eventually settled 

down, the dark and silent world was suddenly turning so bright. The first view 

welcoming Nova back to the world of the Treasure Wonderland was Monique's 

angry face, and then the other guys’ faces reminded him that he was not in the 

Black Castle anymore - at least, the dream seemed to switch its theme again. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself) Am I still in a dream or what? 

 

: Do you like to have another slap to completely wake you up?! 

 

Mad Monique was so real that Nova was convinced that his serial dreams had 

been just over. 

 

 

: Sorry guys, I was just too homesick to be focused on the night watch for you 

… I had a dream back home. 

 

 

: Nova, what did you dream about? It should be very interesting, right? 

 

: (involuntarily glancing at Monique) Ahmmm … I dreamed about … Ermmm … 

Never mind, nothing special! 

 

 

: Get out of here! You were sleeping just like a pig. Pigs don't dream! 

 

Monique’s silly innocent comments made the crew laugh out loudly, sort of 

easing the tension. However, Nova found it weird that, deep down in his heart, 

he wouldn’t mind how rudely Monique made fun of him anymore – after all, 

she was as cute as Princess Clejin. 

 

 

: Nova, take it easy. Monique was just kidding. 

 

: (nodding and trying to switch the focus of talk off him) No problem, dude. By 

the way, where is Bondi? 

 

 

: Oh, right, we should check on her now. She is kind of sick. Hope she is getting 

better after a long sleep. Monique, please try to wake up Bondi. 
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Bondi snuggled up her body like a sleeping baby around a corner of the cave. 

Monique tried to amuse the crew by pretending a wolf with her claws when 

she was approaching Bondi. She was so into it that she tripped on a stone and 

nearly fell onto the ground.  

 

 

: Ha ha ha, silly girl! 

 

: Bondi … Sleeping Beauty, wake up, Bondi, Bondi … Oh, no, Stark, this doesn’t 

look good. I think Bondi is in a coma with a fever. 

 

 

: What?! No way! … Get out of my way. Let me check. 

 

Some tear drops burst out of Stark’s eyes after he failed to wake up Bondi with 

a couple of violent shakes. 

 

 

: Bondi, Bondi … no, gosh, no, no ... what-ta ha-happened?! 

 

: (weeping) Stark, stop it, you'll hurt her. 

 

The other crew members were all shocked, speechless and cried for some 

moments. Nova was wondering if he was still in a barrage of serial dreams 

with another “challenging test” arranged by Islemma. But all of this looked so 

real – he tried to collect his thoughts about what he could do now for the poor 

fellows at such a miserable moment. 

 

 

: (crying with a twisted face) what are we supposed to do now …? 

 

: (inconsolably crying, too) Howard, stop crying like a baby, I'm thinking … 

 

: (wiping his tears) Stark, we need to find a village for help as soon as possible. 

 

: (speaking feebly) Yeah, but how?! 

 

: People need water to live, so there might be some villages along the river. 

 

: Yeah, but this is a deep canyon creek, I see no trail along it. 

 

: Actually, under the moonlight last night, I saw a big trunk floating around 

toward the shallow water at the turn. Maybe we can use it to travel on the 

river if it is still there. 

 

 

: (wiping out tears with his cape) Big trunk, you mean a canoe or something? 

 

: (in a categorical tone) Stark, no! Forget Nova's stupid idea. Remember that 

Master told us to keep away from the water route - it's cursed! 
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: Yeah, Monique is right. Let’s just go find some trails! 

 

: (shaking his head anxiously) Come on, guys, Bondi is dying! Only a canoe can 

carry her to a doctor as soon as possible. 

 

 

: (softening her voice) Stark, please … even Bondi had reminded us of the 

revelation by the story about the Enigma Canyon with her bad feeling! Let’s 

get out of the hell canyon in no time. I promise to help you take good care of 

her …, I beg you! 

 

 

: (saying words one by one slowly in a firm and cold voice) Let me make it 

clear again - this is no Enigma Canyon! 

 

 

: (in a frustrated upset tone) Well, then we're all gonna die together anyway! 

 

: (raising his voice) Monique, you're such a coward! I’ve had enough of your 

fuss from time to time. 

 

 

: (yelling) Oh yeah? Fine! Good luck for your water trip. Let's split from here. 

Omar, Howard, are you coming with me? 

 

 

: (wincing and whispering) I don't know …, my ankle still hurts to walk long, 

and Stark needs me to help take care of Bondi. 

 

 

: (twisting his mouth) Sorry, Stark dude, Monique needs a companion. … We 

got to split this time. 

 

 

: (voice calm and cold) Fine, just take care of yourselves. 

 

: Oh, one last thing – remember that Master ever mentioned the "chosen one" 

who is supposed to help us accomplish our mission. Take the water route, 

you'll miss the opportunity to encounter him. You're welcome to change your 

mind any time soon. 

 

 

Nova stared at Monique when she mentioned the "chosen one". 

 

: (being aware of Nova's expression) Don't look at me that way! You cannot 

be the chosen one, no way! By the way, you stay with Stark. You are an 

irresponsible trouble-maker and not welcome to join my team. 

 

 

Nova was completely embarrassed and speechless. He didn't know how to 

reply to Monique. Nonetheless, at this moment, his heart was broken this time! 

 

 

At the painful silent moment right before the crew's split, the first time ever, 

a big golden bird elegantly slid, with a long sharp howl, across the sky scope 

of the cave. Instead of being scared, Monique rushed out of the cave with 

excitement. This confused Nova even more. 
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: (yelling while rushing out of the cave) Hey, it's an eagle, my lucky bird. Come 

on, Omar, let's follow the eagle! 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 4. The Sneak through the Funky Blockade 
 

The eagle swiftly flew away from the sky above the cave, and then had 

eventually slowed down and begun to circulate over the beautiful woods in the 

northeast of the cave. There was a trail seemingly going up the canyon to the 

top of a cliff and connecting some possible paths to the woods. 

 

 

Despairingly watching Omar following Monique to abruptly run up to the top 

of the cliff, and then into the woods, without even saying goodbye, Nova felt 

extremely confused and lost. He didn't bother to ask Stark about what was 

going on. At that moment, the only trivial thing he could do with a broken heart 

was to record the detailed differences between an eagle and a barus vulture. 

  

 

: (in a very depressed voice) What should we do now, Stark? 

 

: Cheer up! Help me put Bondi on my back, and we'll go find the canoe first! 

 

Out of the forlorn cave, there was a rocky crooked small path towards the 

shallow waterfront below it. With Bondi on his back and some tears remaining 

in his eyes, Stark didn't feel the weight of Bondi and descended in a rush - 

constantly causing small avalanches of rocks and pebbles down the path. Nova 
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was following closely to help Stark watch his steps while Howard, as usual, 

fell way behind. 

 

 

: (in an anxious tone) Hurry up, guys. Bondi is dying! 

 

: Stark, take it easy, you could lose your balance and fall hard. 

 

: I know, I know, but hurry! 

 

: Stark, please, if you injure yourself, the hope for Bondi will be gone. 

 

: All right, let's slow down a bit for Howard to catch up. 

 

: Stark, what's wrong with Bondi? 

 

: (shaking his head, hanging down) I wish I knew … Maybe it’s the thrill along 

the hidden trail - she must be scared and exhausted over her limit. 

 

 

: Sorry, it's all my fault. 

 

: No, no. It's my decision, so don't blame on yourself. Let's carry on, buddy! 

 

: Stark, you're a true hero, you know. I admire you. 

 

: We are buddies. You got guts, too. 

 

: Yeah, definitely, let's carry on. … Don’t worry, I believe we’ll find a village 

soon. 

 

 

Finally, after a turn of the river, they were only about thirty yards away from 

the waterfront on the side of shallow water. The riverbank was full of big 

boulders, and the good news was that a canoe was indeed right there, lying 

easily on the riverbank. However, except for the sounds of the stream in the 

river, the surroundings were so tranquil that the atmosphere could make 

anyone inexplicably feel uneasy about it. 

 

 

: (keeping his voice down) Stark, wait! We better hide behind that boulder and 

you need to take some rest. 

 

 

: (breathing heavily) Why? We have no time for that! 

 

: I see lots of barus vultures nesting on the cliff across the river, about one or 

two hundred yards north. 

 

 

: (condemning in a very upset tone) Oh no, no! ... Bad spying birds! Why don’t 

they just go to hell?! 
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: Calm down, Stark. Take it easy, buddy. They are just birds, we can beat them. 

 

Stark was just too upset to think about the next step right away while Nova 

was trying to monitor and assess the situation. After Stark calmed down for a 

while, there came Howard from behind. 

 

 

: (puffing hard and noisily) Stark …, Nova …, wait for me! 

 

: (keeping his voice very low) Howard, come over here and keep your body 

and voice low. There are many barus birds around. 

 

 

: (in a grumbling tone) Oh, great! Monique and Omar got a "lucky” eagle, but 

we got the "evil” barus! Now what?! 

 

 

: Howard, it's not a good time to complain now, okay? 

 

: (sighing while shaking his head) Maybe Monique is right, the water route is 

cursed! 

 

 

: (in a very frustrated voice) Stark, what are we supposed to do now? 

 

Stark put down Bondi under the cover of a big boulder and silently sat beside 

her. He loosened himself up and then stared at the water stream as if there 

were nothing he could do now. It was a very frustrating moment for the other 

two little guys.  

 

After some moments, while Howard started to kick around some small pebbles, 

Nova decided to raise his head above the boulder to watch the moves of the 

barus vultures – it was not clear whether these spying birds were aware of 

their presence or not and what their intention would be if they did – they just 

looked so cunning, and vulnerable Bondi could arouse their eager to attack. 

 

 

: (suddenly in a very determined tone) We have no choice now, we got to give 

it a shot! Nova dude, can you fight against the barus like what you did to the 

snake?! 

 

 

: (in a fearless tone) General Stark, I'll be definitely waiting for your signal 

anytime! 

 

 

: Very good! Howard, can you take good care of Bondi on the canoe when I 

pilot the canoe in white waters? 

 

 

: (in a tone of excitement) Yes, sir! 

 

: All right, soldiers, draw closer. Here is my battle plan.  

 

Stark calmly drew, on the sand, a strategic route to bypass a series of boulders 

to reach the canoe. Also, he carefully supplemented their strategy with a plan 
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B - about how to fight against the vultures together – if the situation become 

messy.  

 

 

: Howard, follow me closely. Keep your body as low as possible to help me 

support Bondi. Nova, cover me and watch the movements of the enemy. We'll 

zigzag carefully boulder by boulder, is that all clear?! 

 

 

: Got it! You can count on me. 

 

: Howard? 

 

: No problem, sir. I’ll move very fast this time. 

 

: All right, then. One last thing – here is the plan C. In case, just in case, we 

fail the mission to escape, I’ll sacrifice myself to feed the vultures, and you, 

don’t look back and promise me to get away with Bondi, trying your best to 

protect her, got it?! 

 

 

: (starting to weep) Stark, I don’t like the plan C. 

 

: Howard, wipe your tears, we won’t need the plan C. I promise! 

 

: (keeping voice down but firmly) Anyhow, let’s move now. Counts to 3 ..., 3, 

2, 1, let's go! 

 

 

The small crew carefully approached the canoe by their playbook - what a 

"silent but exciting" moment to see a bunch of kids growing up! Finally, they 

accomplished the task to reach the canoe and hid themselves beside the big 

canoe. It was big but stinky – the part of sneaky move was surprisingly 

smooth, but the odor coming out of the canoe was awfully unexpected. 

 

 

: (covering his nose with his fat fingers) Oh gosh, whew … it stinks! 

 

: (keeping his voice very low) Yeah …, that’s because there are so many poop-

drops of bird inside it - I think those definitely came from the bad barus over 

there. This is their territory. When we steal this canoe, they’ll surely be mad 

and attack us. So, Nova dude, are you ready to fight?! 

 

 

: No problem, I look forward to the battle as a soldier. Let's fight for Bondi! 

 

: The good thing is that there are two paddles. One for me to pilot the canoe 

at the middle position, and the other for Howard to stabilize the canoe at the 

rear end and protect Bondi. Nova dude, you will be seated at the front to watch 

and fight with your secret weapon. Any questions?! 

 

 

: No question, captain! Ready to act on your signal! 
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Howard shook his head, and then nodded. He seemed a little bit overwhelmed 

by the mixed situation and the bad odor. 

 

 

: Anyway, just follow my moves. 

 

They quickly rolled their bodies over into the canoe, and immediately their 

outfits all got so dirty with muddy stuff of barus poop. Because they were so 

focused on their tasks - fitting into their positions, carefully settling Bondi on 

the canoe’s floor as planned and then propelling the canoe into the main 

stream of the creek - that they didn't really mind this uncomfortable situation 

for now because it felt good for them to steal the canoe from the formidable 

big birds!  

 

Just with a couple of paddling moves, the canoe was soon carried by rapid 

waters to enter the main course of the river. 

 

 

: (keeping his voice extremely low) Keep your body lying down on the floor of 

the canoe and cross your fingers. We are about to pass the barus birds' nests 

from beneath. Be completely quiet. 

 

 

Actually, the little crew didn't know how lucky they were to avoid the deadly 

path which could lead the canoe to be sucked into a big whirlpool on their left-

hand side down under the barus-nesting cliff.  

 

Also, miraculously, no barus vulture flew down to attack. Only after the canoe 

passed the red zone for a while, a couple of barus birds took off and began to 

follow the canoe from a distance. Although still in tension, the crew could 

finally relieve for a while. 

 

 

: (talking very nervously) Stark, are we safe now? 

 

Stark rolled his body and raised his head above the canoe to look back. 

 

: It looks like we are fine now, but a couple of barus vultures are following us. 

 

: Stark, don’t you think it's weird that they neither attacked nor chased us 

intensely, and looks like that they follow us just for making sure that things 

happen as planned? Maybe it’s a setup! 

 

 

: Nah, they are just spying birds; they are not that smart. Maybe they are not 

as aggressive as we thought. 

 

 

Nova had been very curious about the barus vultures, especially for their role 

in the eco-system of the Bubble Forest and their relation to the Dark Magician 

– after all, they were the first things he learned after arriving Earth.  

 

Moreover at this moment, Nova was quite suspicious about the barus because, 

apparently, it seemed that the canyon cliff was the barus’ base – was that 
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related to the legend of the Enigma Canyon, which Bondi mentioned just before 

falling into a coma? 

 

 

: Woo-hoo! Then we can have a fun trip along the river. Stupid Monique and 

Omar, they must have been exhausted by the long trail already!  

 

 

: Howard, don't say that! You're on cloud nine now! Watch any sign of a village 

along the river, we got to save Bondi, you understand? 

 

 

: Stark, sorry! 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 5. The Overture of the Water Curse 
 

Although the scenes along the canyon river were amazingly sculptured and full 

of fun to watch, the crew were eventually exhausted by paddling against 

occasional rapid white waters, and not to mention, were frustrated as seeing 

no sign of a village. With their clothes soaking in water and dirty mud, they all 

felt cold, dirty and hungry after sailing on the water in a couple of hours. 

Howard finally fell asleep by the side of Bondi. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself as looking at Bondi) Poor Bondi. … God, why are you 

so cruel? Could you please give me some hints to find a doctor for her? 

 

 

Nova watched Stark praying and felt guilty that there was nothing more he 

could do for Bondi except for watching the following barus vultures. 

 

 

: Nova, do you have any magic power to heal people? 

 

: Ermmm …, I don't know, actually I'm just a baby in the life-cycle of our 

species. Even if I got such a kind of power, I haven't learned how to use it yet. 

Sorry, buddy, I really hope I can help. 
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: It's okay. You've done your best. I just wish for a miracle. 

 

: Maybe Bondi will wake up by herself later soon if we take good care of her 

now. 

 

 

: Yeah, hope so. By the way, you just reminded me of keeping her warm with 

my cape. 

 

 

Watching Stark taking off his proud cape and carefully wrapping it around 

Bondi, Nova felt inexplicably moved – “is it something called "love" in human 

factors that Islemma had ever tried to teach him?” he wondered. 

 

 

Just at this touching moment, something abruptly bumped the canoe from 

below with a bang to break the silence. Since it was a segment of the river 

with wide deep water and slow smooth stream, there should be no big rock 

close to the water surface on the riverbed. Just when Stark and Nova were 

shocked amid confusion, another bigger bang violently shook the canoe - so 

violent that Howard was waken up. 

 

 

: (in a sloppy voice) What's that? Where are we? 

 

: Shhh … something weird happened!  

 

Stark held his breath and stuck his head out of the canoe to check what’s going 

on under the boat, trying to see through the water on his right-hand side. 

 

 

: (in an uneasy trembling voice while firmly grasping his paddle) Guys, well 

prepare your weapons at hand. I saw some black shadows swiftly circulating 

down under our boat. They are huge and fast, but I cannot see them clearly. 

 

 

: (shouting) Stark, watch out! 

 

: Holy cow! A monster fish?! 

 

A big aquatic creature, looking partially like fish and partially crocodile, 

suddenly jumped out of the water from nowhere with a terrifying open mouth 

full of inch-long sharp teeth. It missed Stark's head as Stark was quick enough 

to avoid the bloody bite. 

 

Stark fumbled backwards to the floor of the canoe, getting more stinky mud 

on his face, while another big bang shook the boat further - the beast seemed 

too mad to contain itself about the missing bite. 

 

 

: (crying in panic) We are going to die! 

 

: Shut up! Howard. Nova, what did you see about the beast? Can you handle 

them with your laser weapon? 
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: (speaking in shiver) I … I‘m not sure, there could be too … too many of them! 

 

: (trying to keep his voice firm) Nova dude, listen to me. Be cool, you can do 

it! 

 

Before these two little guys could discuss more in details about their fighting 

tactics, two shork fishes flew out of the water across the space above the 

canoe from both sides. During the show of intercrossing air-ballet, the 

crushing sounds of their teeth and the splashing noises of their scales were so 

intimidating that all the three little guys were frightened to freeze and shiver. 

At that moment, those annoying barus birds just looked sort of cute in 

comparison with these beasts! 

 

 

: (after regaining his consciousness) Howard, grab your paddle to defend, it's 

gonna fall off the canoe! 

 

 

: Guys, listen to me! Once we stay low inside the canoe, they shouldn't be able 

to hurt us. This boat is strong enough and all we have to do is keep it stable 

on the water. In case a fish bluntly jumps into our boat, We'll use the paddles 

and Nova's secret weapon to quickly knock it out, got it?! 

 

 

Just when Howard tried to reach out for the paddle, a monster shork fish’s 

head stuck out of the water and its huge jaws firmly bit through Howard's suit 

right on his right shoulder - luckily for Howard, his shoulder was intact, but he 

was terrified with some random struggles and kicks amid the crazily splashed 

waters by the fish. A Lot of water splashed from the fish was all over Stark's 

face and Nova's mask, and no one could have clear views about what was going 

on amid Howard's panicking screams. 

 

 

Without any hesitation, Start jumped over Howard and tried to use his paddle 

to beat the fish hard, but it was an extremely difficult task because the boat 

was unstably shaking and spinning. After missing many shots, Stark turned to 

seek help from Nova. 

 

 

: (in an urgent and panic voice) Nova, come over to help, I'm about to lose my 

balance and fall, it's very slippery here. … Nova, come on! 

 

 

: (in a trembling voice) Sorry, Stark dude, my mask is full of water and my eyes 

cannot focus to give a shot. I'm too dizzy to reach you now. 

 

 

: (speaking exhaustedly) All right, stay where you are and try to protect Bondi. 

… Howard, stop your kicking on me!  

 

 

: (in a voice of outrage) Shoot! You bastard fish, how about this …  

 

After a sudden up-and-down shake plus a 360-degree spin of the canoe, like a 

crazy move during a roller-coaster ride, Nova fell to the floor of the canoe, and 

he struggled to raise his head to see if the canoe was going to be overturned. 

He saw the river was getting much narrower and the water stream became 

extremely fast and violent under a bridge about one hundred yards ahead. 
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: (yelling in panic) Stark, we got another trouble ahead! 

 

: (shouting wildly) Stark! … Stark?! 

 

Nova turned around and saw that Stark was just gone; there was only Howard 

sitting there at the stern - sobbing with a pale face and a torn suit.  

 

 

: (voice uneasily trembling in confusion) Howard, what's going on? Where is 

Stark?! Oh gosh, no, no …. Stark, sorry dude, I'm so sorry …  

 

 

For the first time during his life, Nova truly got the feeling of human crying 

although he couldn't have "tears" to burst out! The only good thing then was 

that there would be no more shork attacks when the canoe entered the narrow 

water channel towards the bridge, but the bad news was that the canoe was 

trembling like it was going to fall apart amid the strong currents of white 

waters, gathering to flock toward the bridge. 

 

 

: (in an unusual calm but depressed voice) Nova, are we going to die? 

 

Nova didn't know how to reply; however, looking at the vulnerable duo - Bondi 

and Howard, he was determined to take the responsibility after Stark was 

gone. After all, Nova could have a remarkable journey with the Z5 crew only 

because Stark opened his mind to accept Nova. 

 

 

: Howard, hold on to the Canoe and take care of Bondi. I'll deal with the 

currents with the paddle. 

 

 

As the canoe was crazily carried by the troubled water to pass under the old 

worn bridge, although Nova’s normal vision couldn’t clearly see the 

surroundings due to the water covering his mask, his infrared vision sensed 

two weird red moving objects jumping on the bridge, and the bridge itself 

seemed to collapse in no time as many pieces of rotten wood were falling on 

his way ahead.  

 

Nova tried his best to paddle through the currents to change the course of the 

canoe for avoiding the falling parts of the bridge, but it seemed hopeless just 

like the struggle of an ant against toilet-flushing water. He finally realized that 

Monique was right about the water curse – there were even two little devils 

sent by the Dark Magician to relentlessly end their lives without mercy at their 

final destination. 

 

 

(murmuring to himself in forlorn) Oh gosh, no way, I couldn't run out of my 

luck like this! Islemma, where are you? Save meeeeee!  

 

 

: (shouting from behind) Nova, look out!  

 

All of a sudden, Nova completely blacked out as a big piece of rotten wood hit 

him right on the mask. The world again turned into complete darkness with 

silence. 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 6. The Sign at the Horror Tower 
 

After splitting with the other crew members, Monique and Omar entered the 

woods deeply along an easy trail. However, after the eagle flew out of their 

eyesight, the hike along the trail had become more and more boring in a couple 

of hours. The forest was still full of very dense bubble trees, and heggi birds 

were everywhere. 

 

 

: Monique, why are we following the eagle? It's gone with the wind, so now 

what?! 

 

 

: (in a tone of agitation) I just like the eagle, okay?!  

 

: (muttering) Did we split with our guys for the first time, without even saying 

goodbye, just simply because you like the eagle for no reason?! 

 

 

: Yeah, so what?! If you don't like it, you can go back to join Stark. 

 

: Oh great, you tell me now! Okay then, can you tell me where we are going? 
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Monique bluntly stopped and stared at Omar, giving him her signature old-

fashioned look. 

 

: (in a more gentle tone) What? 

 

: (in a very serious tone) I believe in my intuition. I think that the eagle had 

brought us good luck and indicated the right way to go for meeting the chosen 

one. 

 

 

: Okay …, but what should the "chosen one" look like? 

 

: How could I possibly know that? Master didn't mention any details, not even 

"he" or "she". But, remember that he said we need to follow our instinct. 

 

 

: But I don't feel any instinct inside! 

 

: Very well then, dump guy! Just follow me and shut up, will you?! Or I'll kick 

you out of my team. I don't need any silly guy to accompany or protect me, 

you understand?! 

 

 

Omar nodded resignedly. 

 

Monique and Omar had been hiking up and down a big hill, and another big hill 

emerged with a continued easy trail straight up ahead without the end of it in 

sight. The woods were so dense that it was unlikely to see through for spotting 

a village from a distance. This nice trail should have been used by some 

villagers, but it was weird that there were no signs, not even a footprint, to 

indicate human presence. 

 

 

: (losing her patience) Gosh, why is it so difficult to find a village in the Bubble 

Forest? Aren't there people living here? 

 

 

: Omar …, Omar! I’m talking to you. 

 

: (muttering in grudge) You told me to shut up. 

 

: Yes, but not when I’m talking to you. 

 

: (smiling slyly as if holding back a secret) Alright, I know you need my help. 

Look, Monique, there seems to be another trail on our left-hand side hundreds 

of yards up hill ahead. And it looks like there are some dark building behind 

the cluster of trees over the hilltop. 

 

 

: Where? I don't see it. Omar, maybe it’s just some mirage because you’re 

exhausted. 

 

 

: I am not very sure yet, but we’ll see later.  
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: All right …, let's go check. You better be right! 

 

The duo quickly rushed up to the peak point of the trail on the hill, and on their 

left-hand side, a very narrow path-trail did emerge. Through a big cluster of 

trees, they could hardly see a big dark tower standing at the end of the crooked 

path. However, it definitely didn't look like a village; instead, it looked like a 

military fortress or something authoritative. 

 

 

: Hey, Omar, you're right! You do have a good eyesight in the wild nature. 

 

: Yeah, now you see my value in your team. Are we going there now? 

 

: I am not very sure, it looks creepy - even creepier than the hidden trail. But 

…, what the heck, we shouldn't miss any chance for finding a doctor for Bondi, 

right? 

 

 

: Yeah, I guess so. Also, if we get lucky, we might find some foods other than 

yapples. 

 

 

: Okay, let’s go. After you, gentleman. 

 

: Why? Lady first. Also, didn't you just tell me to follow you by your instinct?  

 

: (saying wryly with a cunning smile) Omar, didn't I just say that you have a 

keen eyesight in the wild surroundings? From now on, you are formally 

assigned to be my master sergeant of scout.  

 

 

: (replying resignedly again) All right, all right … 

 

With the thrill of the "hidden trail" kept in mind, Omar and Monique carefully 

proceeded along the crooked path. The good thing was that they didn't see any 

colorful lizards running around with those eerie noises.  

 

The surroundings were very quiet; however, the strange thing was that the 

trees here were completely different from a bubble tree - they were much 

shorter and covered with dense thorns and sparse spiky leaves. Moreover, on 

the trunks of many of those trees, there were some kinds of weird carvings, 

looking very aged and quite ghostly. 

 

 

: Monique, can you figure out the carvings on the trees? Kind of creepy, you 

know. 

 

 

: (in a joking tone) Look like evil spells from ancient witches – might be some 

warnings or something. 

 

 

: Hey, stop teasing me, okay?! They truly make me jumpy, you know. 
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: (imitating a chicken flapping its wings) Cluck cluck cluck …, Omar is a 

chicken! 

 

 

: You’re annoying me! … Hey, see who is getting to the tower first! 

 

: Hey! Omar, wait! Wait! … You …, jerk!  

 

The funny duo were running like maniacs with noisy laughter to suppress their 

subconscious fear, and their adrenaline kept them running quickly all the way 

till they abruptly stopped at a sign about 20 yards away from the entrance of 

the old dark tower – at that moment, its appearance clearly looked like a 

prison.  

 

The warning sign of bloody-red words read "Forbidden and not Forgotten" – 

completely puzzling the two little guys staring at the sign while puffing and 

showing funny odd expressions, mixing stun and confusion, on their faces. 

 

 

: (in a stiff voice) Monique, what does that mean? This building looks horrible. 

 

: (trying to keep her voice calm) Nah, it looks like just an abandoned prison, 

and the sign means nothing except for trying to scare kids away. Take it easy, 

and let’s go inside. 

 

 

: (in an extremely tense tone) For what?! Come on, don't be silly! 

 

: (imitating a chicken flapping its wings again) Cluck cluck cluck … 

 

: (raising his voice) Stop it! I'm not going in no matter what! 

 

: (in an upset tone) Fine, you little chicken. I can go in by myself. 

 

: (in a begging voice) Monique, please. Curiosity kills the cat, you know. What 

if … what if you don't come out for some time, what am I supposed to do? 

There could still be some serial killers out there. We should … Wait! … Hey! … 

Shoot! … Gosh … 

 

 

: (yelling while running into the tower) I'm not a cat; I'm a blonde lioness!  

 

After Monique ran into the tower, Omar stood stiffly by the bloody sign - he 

couldn't even move his legs. The atmosphere of the surroundings became so 

terrifying at this moment that his own terrible imagination was killing his brain 

– the surrounding trees looked alive with evil spirits of serial killers or devils, 

and many prisoners might’ve been brutally executed somewhere around the 

building. … When these scary images flashed over his mind, Omar closed his 

eyes, prayed and regretted for joining Monique’s team and then not going in 

with her. 
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: (tightly closing his eyes and murmuring to himself in shivery) God, Master, 

Izla … lah … whatsoever, please bless us. … Stark, where are you? 

 

 

After Monique entered the dark tower, the scene which first welcomed her was 

a huge framed picture on the central wall of the lobby. Monique deeply felt a 

chill down her spine right away as, in the picture, she saw eleven prisoners 

staring at her with weird smiles.  

 

However, the prisoners didn't look like criminals by some clues in the picture; 

instead, they looked more like prisoners of a concentration camp, and their 

weird smiles were so heralding, like a warning harbinger, that she felt she had 

entered into a forbidden territory and should back off and fleet outside in no 

time. But, she couldn't allow herself to become a laughing stock to Omar, her 

ego pushed her to move forward for a while to show her guts. 

 

 

: (talking to herself in order to embolden herself) Except for bricks and mortar, 

nothing is real here. … Not real! … Not real! …  

 

 

After passing through the lobby, Monique saw two spiral staircases - one going 

up and the other going down. She saw a long corridor with lots of cells 

downstairs, so her instinct quickly chose the one heading up to some meeting 

rooms.  

 

Monique ran upstairs quickly, and just when she thought that there were 

nothing interesting except for many cold empty rooms, she saw light and heard 

some faint human conversation coming from the room at the end of the 

corridor. She carefully approached the room and finally hid herself behind the 

door which was left open. She heard the conversation clearly: 

 

 

: (Mr. F speaking in a demanding tone) We definitely need more doses to 

change her physical characteristics and psychological status!  

 

 

: (murmuring to herself in mind) Great, they’re doctors. Bondi, you got to hang 

on! 

 

 

: (Mr. K speaking in a serious tone) You're probably right! Although there might 

be some unpredictable long-term side-effects, we have no alternative choices 

now. It seems that both the Grand Priest and the Master Wizard have lost their 

power.  

 

 

: (gasping deeply in mind) Are they talking about Master? … Are they friends 

of Master? … Oh no, maybe they are the ally of the Dark Magician. This prison 

is so dark ..., oh gosh, it must be built by the Dark Magician! … Wait, the Dark 

Magician is cunning - if he were to build this prison, why would he bother to 

put the warning sign outside? ...  

 

 

: She is seriously ill and her mental disease is contagious to make other people 

becoming depressed or crazy. I'm afraid that it's going to trigger a disaster of 

mass scale. Let's go to get her. In case the experiment fails with the over-limit 

dose, we need to do some extraordinary surgery to transform her! 
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: How about the ancient cure? Actually, I’m against using it. I think it’s 

ultimately dangerous. 

 

 

: Well, you don’t have to worry about that anymore for it got buried deep in 

the Enigma Canyon already.  

 

 

: (getting very confused and anxious) Oh no! Are they talking about Bondi? ...  

 

: Poor girl! … Ahmmm …, what's her name again? 

 

: Monique! Monique Bretton.  

 

Amid a shock in her mind, Monique tried to suppress her scream with her 

shivery left hand tightly covering her mouth, but ending up with a burst 

choking sound!  

 

 

: (shouting) Who is there?!  

 

Without a bit hesitation, Monique took off like a cheetah with full fuel of 

adrenaline. Being indicated by some dim sunlight penetrating through the 

dense tree branches outside, the most direct way to escape from this prison 

seemed to be heading toward the window at the other end of the corridor.  

 

Monique's panic reaction pushed her to immediately break the window and 

jump off the window without assessing how high the second floor was at all. 

The bang shocked Omar to open his eyes and the next scene completely 

stunned him - Monique was simply flying off the window like an action figure, 

and fortunately, her umbrella skirt had acted like a parachute to reduce the 

impact onto the soft ground. She landed on a pile of leaves without even a 

minor injury and bounced up just like a cat to move forward. 

 

 

: (yelling in panic) Run, Omar, run … 

 

: (still standing on his foothold) Why? Where? … What happened? … I … I got 

to pee! 

 

: You idiot, no time! Just follow me …  

 

Monique noted that the sign “Forbidden and Not Forgotten” was flashing red 

and glowing like a siren, so her intuition immediately forced her to abandon 

the idea of taking the original trail which led them to the tower; instead, in the 

opposite direction, she spotted a small path toward and into the backyard of 

the tower and a small opening of the broken fence at the end of the path.  

 

Monique and Omar quickly reached the fence and then squeezed themselves 

through the opening like two little rats. They should feel lucky that Howard 

wasn’t there this time, but the challenge was not over yet as there was no way 

to go except for a steep slope, or to be called a “smooth” cliff, covered by lots 

of spiky trees and their fallen leaves. Monique and Omar had no choice because 
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they were completely terrified when they turned and saw two white ghostly 

shadows appearing at the window.  

 

 

: (shivering in panic) Monique, what … what's that? I couldn't really feel my 

legs now!  

 

 

: (gasping and puffing deeply) Omar, lets’ jump!  

 

After Monique jumped, Omar closed his eyes and cuddled with his hands and 

legs firmly together to roll himself down the slope. They quickly descended 

like two snow balls - or more precisely, pinballs - bouncing between tree 

trunks and rocks down to the bottom of the slope.  

 

As soon as reaching the bottom, Monique looked back and found that the two 

white ghostly shadows followed them out but somehow stopped at the 

opening of the fence. She heard some sounds of water stream and then quickly 

found another path towards a river with an old suspension bridge across it. 

 

 

: Omar, take it easy now. The bad things look like being confined in the realm 

of the tower. But, to be sure that we’re safe, we better run to the other side of 

the river through that bridge down over there. Are you ready for the final rush? 

   

 

: I’m fine, but what's going on? Are the white shadows ghosts?  

 

: Maybe. The only thing I'm sure about is that they’re related to the Dark 

Magician. Anyway, stop asking more questions now. Believe me, you really 

don't want to know. Let's go! 
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Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

Scene 7. The Bridge over the Troubled Water 
 

When Monique and Omar rushed out of the woods to approach the bridge, the 

bright sunshine looked like welcoming them back to the civilization from the 

hell. Then, just before they reached the bridge, they saw a canoe that was 

quickly carried by the strong current toward the bridge - bouncing and 

spinning over white rapids.  

 

When the canoe was close enough, Monique and Omar surely recognized that 

the green, blue and purple stuff aboard were exactly their crew members. 

Although the suspension bridge looked very high above the river and pretty 

shaky, they were so happy that they left any fear behind, and rushed to the 

middle of the bridge - making dramatic bridge swings and lots of cracking 

noises on their way. They jumped up and down, yelled and waved. 

 

 

: (yelling in excitement) Stark, Stark …, Nova …, Howard … 

 

: (jumping like an over-excited monkey) Stark, Stark …, Hey! … Stark ...  

 

The suspension bridge was too high for Monique and Omar to make sure that 

the guys heard them on the canoe. Suddenly the rotten wood-logs beside their 

feet began to fall apart, and it seemed that the bridge was about to collapse in 
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no time. They were forced to leave the bridge under the circumstances while 

the canoe had swiftly passed through under the bridge with no sign of 

response. Their moods soon turned into frustration from excitement! 

 

 

: Hey, how could they just leave us like that? Are they still mad about us? 

 

: They might not recognize us. Quickly, there is another steep slope on the 

other side of the bridge, let's take another short-cut to catch up with them by 

the riverbank. 

 

 

: (gasping and frowning) Oh no, are you thinking of doing it again? … 

 

: (replying wryly) Yes, chicken-man! Just do it, or we might not see them 

again! 

 

 

This time, with their previous snow-balling experience, Monique and Omar 

easily managed their second try down to the riverbank from the slope-top 

across the river. They were so quick that they actually reached the riverbank 

much earlier than the canoe on the water.  

 

When rushing to the waterfront, Monique and Omar saw that the canoe was 

drifting toward them on the slowing water over a widening riverbed. However, 

from a distance, they couldn't see anyone on the canoe. It seemed that the 

guys aboard had been engulfed by the white troubled water. Before and after 

they split, they never expected that things could turn into such a miserable 

situation that lots of tears immediately burst out from their eyes. 

 

 

: (sobbing sadly) Monique, you're right. Stark should've listened to Master's 

warning. The water route is cursed and they were all murdered by the evil river 

now ... 

 

 

: (sobbing regretfully) I shouldn't fight with Stark. We should've calmly 

persuaded him to keep away from the river. We abandoned them and watched 

them head toward death. 

 

 

That was a moment when nothing really mattered anymore – prejudice, pride, 

ego …, or whatsoever. With tears floating in their eyes, Monique and Omar 

watched the blue sky and found the whole landscape of the canyon – 

especially, the old suspension bridge hanging high over the troubled water and 

the dark horror tower standing in the woods on the hilltop – so surreal that 

their broken minds were wondering if they were in a nightmare before they 

woke up in the cozy little cave.  

 

All of a sudden, the two little guys were brought back to reality by a faint voice 

of hope out of the canoe! They immediately rushed into the shallow water to 

approach the canoe.   

 

 

: (crying in a weak and helpless voice) Help ... Help! 
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: (joyfully joking with some tears still in her eyes) Hey, sleepy pigs, wake up! 

What's wrong with you guys? 

 

 

: Man, you look like hell! What happened to you, Howard? 

 

: (murmuring in a sympathetic voice) Are you real, Omar? Am I dreaming? How 

could that be possible - you suddenly appear from nowhere? 

 

 

: (in a gentle voice) Yes, Howard, Monique and I are back! Don't worry, we 

won't split anymore! Actually, we were on the bridge while you were passing 

under it, but you didn't see us! 

 

 

When shifting her focus from Howard, Monique just realized that Stark was 

not aboard under his cape, and also it seemed that Nova was completely 

unconscious while Bondi was still in a coma. 

 

 

: (speaking in a trembling voice with a bad feeling) Howard, where is Stark? 

He never left his cape like that before. Also, what's going on with Nova? 

 

 

: (sobbing harder and harder) Nova was hit by something falling from the 

bridge and passed out. Wuh … wuh … Stark got …, Wuh …. 

 

 

: (voice tense) What … what's wrong, man? You are making me hell nervous! 

 

: Calm down, Howard, say it slowly and clearly. 

 

: (sobbing inconsolably) Stark …, Stark got eaten by a monster fish! 

 

: What?! No way, that’s bullshit! Howard, do you know what you’re talking 

about? Hey, Monique, I think this guy is crazy. 

 

 

: (refusing to accept such a cruel truth) Wait …, I got it, you jerks! You're 

playing a prank on us because you're still mad about us, right? Stark must hide 

somewhere. Howard, say it, or I’ll kick your ass! 

 

 

: (crying louder innocently) No …, Monique, I'm telling the truth, I swear! Stark 

was trying to save me, but the monster fish was just too big for him … Wuh … 

 

 

Monique and Omar suddenly felt no more strength to support their own feet 

and then fell down onto the wet sandy ground. It was then a complete silence 

except for the water's streaming sounds and Howard's sobbing and puffing 

noises. They sat there amid the silence for some time until Howard fell asleep. 

It was hard to imagine what were perplexed inside these little minds after so 

many dramatic events had occurred in such a short time span. Finally, Omar 

decided to break the silence before sunset. 

 

 

: (in a tender voice) Monique, what should we do now? It’s not a good idea to 

stay here like this at night! 
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Monique didn’t reply as if she had lost her soul. 

 

: Monique …, Monique …, Monique, please say something. You were so brave 

up there in that terrifying tower, and you know how to lead us to carry on, 

right?! 

 

 

: (in a tone of indifference) I don't know … Omar, I really don’t. Sorry ... 

 

: Stark died for trying to save Bondi and Howard. Now, it’s our turn to take the 

responsibility to save Bondi. … Monique?! 

 

 

Omar’s comments touched Monique’s heart. At least, they still had all the other 

guys together like brothers and sisters. Looking into Omar’s eyes, Monique 

nodded with an expression of appreciation for his encouragement. 

 

 

: (turning her voice into a determined tone) That's right, Omar. Thank you for 

pulling me back. Let's go get Nova! 

 

 

After the hit under the bridge, Nova was completely unconscious – no dream 

this time, just like dead until he heard some footsteps coming toward him in 

darkness, and then he felt that someone was gently knocking on his mask. 

After regaining his consciousness, he saw Monique's face in surprise. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself) Monique?! This is impossible. Am I in a dream again? 

Oh …, maybe I just had a dream going back to the Treasure Wonderland.  

 

 

: (in an unusually soft comforting tone) Hey, Nova, how are you? 

 

: (in a joyful voice with surprise) Are … are you Princess Clejin of the Black 

Castle? 

 

 

: What princess? Black Castle? I'm Monique, what are you talking about? You 

okay? 

 

 

: (chuckling) He could’ve lost his memory or got a mental disorder after the 

hit. 

 

: (in a voice of being somehow disappointed) Oh, oh … guys, I am fine. I was 

just … ermmm ... just so confused by many things. But how come you guys 

show up here? 

 

 

: Nova dude, sorry that we nearly shook the bridge to collapse, and you got hit 

by some falling debris. 

 

 

: (whispering in a slow voice) Oh …, I see. I remembered that I saw two 

moving objects up there – those were you! Yeah, I’m lucky to see you again. … 

Anyway, what happened to you before then? 
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: We went somewhere mysterious and horrible after splitting with you. 

Monique encountered … Ouch … 

 

 

: (stepping hard on Omar's foot) Nothing …, nothing special, we shouldn't 

waste time on talking about it before sunset. Let's check on Bondi and decide 

where to go as soon as possible. 

 

 

They tried to dry up Bondi and clean the mess inside the canoe. Monique 

suddenly got emotional and cried loudly when she handled Stark's cape. Nova 

was surprised to see something inside this tough girl’s mind, and he hoped 

that he could comfort her, but didn't know how - not to mention, he still 

strongly felt guilty about letting Stark down. After Monique’s emotion 

eventually settled down, Nova finally came up with an idea to honor Stark and 

cheer up the crew. 

 

 

: (voice solemn) Guys, I think I should show you this - Stark is a true hero! 

 

Nova showed what he recorded about what happened to them with the canoe 

along the canyon river. Monique and Omar were astonished by what they saw 

on Nova's mask screen. Although some parts were chaotic due to the violent 

water splashes, Monique and Omar had pretty much got what had happened. 

After seeing the clip, it took a while for the little guys’ mixed excited emotions 

to settle down. 

 

 

: (shaking her head) That’s amazing. Nova, I believe that Stark will appreciate 

it, too. By the way, your home planet must be full of many wonderful magic 

things. Wish I can visit there someday. 

 

 

: (in a very eager expression) Me, too! 

 

Nova felt extremely delighted inside. He didn't expect his high-tech gimmick 

can reduce their sorrow so much. Not to mention, Monique's wish could have 

changed his life and he could forget all the miseries occurring since his arrival 

on Earth. 

 

 

Finally, the little guys found a new incentive to carry on for their journey in 

the Treasure Wonderland; however, the Bubble Forest seemed to be a 

relentless testing battle field for this young crew. Just when the crew felt 

better, a new challenge was emerging. More and more barus vultures were 

circulating in the sky above, and even worse, a troupe of colorful lizards were 

coming out of the woods and crawling around and over many boulders on the 

riverbank - watching the crew with glowing eyes. Nova was the first to be 

aware of the situation. At that moment, they had been completely surrounded 

by the enemies coming from the air, the land and the water. 

 

 

: Guys, we better talk about my home planet later. We are being surrounded 

by unfriendly lizards and barus birds now. 

 

 

: Shoot! Omar, get aboard the canoe and wake up Howard. 
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: Wait, Monique, there are the horrible fishes in the river. 

 

: (uttering firmly) We have no choice. We need the canoe to escape and quickly 

find a doctor to save Bondi’s life. The Dark Magician has declared the war to 

us. Remember what just happened in the woods. I don't care the river is cursed 

now, let's go take revenge on those stupid fishes for Stark, shall we?! 

 

 

: (shouting in anger) Yes, revenge! 

 

: Yes, captain! 

 

This crew of little warriors positioned themselves well in their warship and 

soon departed from the riverbank. They left their sorrow behind and were 

ready to fight. However, there was a lesson they got to learn soon - "want to 

fight, know your enemy first." The riverbed was suddenly getting narrower 

again, and the water stream was once again getting so strong that the canoe 

was traveling fast without need of paddling.  

 

Again, the crew learned that the barus vultures and the lizards seemed to just 

try to intimidate them for fun, and they were then left to enjoy the easy ride 

through the near-dusk breeze. Although there was still no sign of a village, 

something amazing emerged ahead amid sunset. 

 

 

: (yelling in excitement) Look, there is a big rainbow ahead. 

 

: Wow …, rainbow, just like our colors! Hope it's a blessing for Bondi! 

 

: (raising his two arms into the air) Chase the rainbow, and your dream will 

come true! 

 

 

: Wow, nice saying, who said that? 

 

: Whoever! 

 

: (smiling) Bullshit! 

 

The scene was extremely fascinating with a magic charm as it looked like the 

river was vigorously flowing into a great arch of rainbow on the horizon. 

 

 

: (in a tone of joyful conspiracy) Hey, this world is called the Treasure 

Wonderland, right? So, maybe we’re about to find the treasure when we cross 

the rainbow – it must be our final destination for the mission. Let’s go get the 

treasure to honor Stark! 

 

 

: (shouting in excitement) Yeah, treasure baby, here we come! 
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: (shaking her head) Here we go again. What a naïve duo! 

 

: (in a nervous tone) Hey, guys, actually I feel something wrong. I’m sensing 

low-frequency rumbling vibration ahead! 

 

 

: (frowning) What's that?! 

 

: (turning panic) Oh gosh, guys, I heard that, too. Oh my god, are we heading 

towards a big falls? Oh no! 

 

 

: (crying) are we all gonna die again? 

 

: (panicking) Quick, get the paddles! 

 

: (in a desperate tone) The current is too strong to paddle against! Nova, can 

you do something magic?! 

 

 

: (panicking) I’m thinking … I’m thinking … Gosh … 

 

At this critical moment, something magic really happened, but maybe too late 

- Bondi opened her eyes and saw that everyone was in panic. 

 

 

: (in a tone of confusion) What's going on, guys? Where are we? Where is 

Stark? 

 

 

: (in a calm voice, refraining herself from sobbing) Bondi, sweetheart, Stark 

died already. Don't be sad, it doesn't matter anymore for we are going to see 

him in no time! 

 

 

: (murmuring to herself as shaking her head with tears) No …, it can’t be true. 

Stark, where are you? Stark … I love you! 

 

 

Like a bunch of kids on the top of a roller-coaster, the crew began to scream 

on their way down at the moment when they clearly saw the whole rainbow – 

breathtakingly across the falls in front of the shining sea amid the beautiful 

scene of sunset. 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 1. The Setout of the Survival Crux 
 

Nova was in a very dark world again, but wet, cold and noisy this time - the 

surrounding sounds of water dripping and the roaring sounds of water falls 

from a distance seemed to remind Nova that he wasn't in a dream again and 

actually had survived another death-challenge in the Treasure Wonderland.  

 

A voice came out from nowhere and weirdly echoed around in the darkness - 

"Hello, anyone here, am I in the hell?" Nova immediately recognized that it 

was Omar's voice. "Hell?" - Nova was intrigued. He turned around and found, 

by infrared, Omar just nearly 20 yards away from him. He turned on glowing 

light on his mask and saw Omar helplessly sitting on a rock in the middle of a 

small water pool inside a huge cave. 

 

 

: (yelling in ecstasy) Nova, dude, thank God. We are still alive, right?! 

 

: I guess so, buddy. I don't have the experience of death before. What's "hell"? 

 

: Uh, that's part of human religious belief - people could go to the "heaven" or 

"hell" after death. 
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: Interesting ideas. Islemma hasn’t taught me that yet. I think that, by the 

water noises, we are in a cave near the bottom of the falls. 

 

 

: Where are the other guys? 

 

: I don't know yet. Let's go find them! Follow me. 

 

Nova was trying to figure out the direction of the cave entrance where the 

falls’ roaring sounds possibly came from, but he was totally confused by the 

mixed omnidirectional echoes of the sounds from everywhere. The cave was 

so huge that they couldn't even reach any wall - it was completely like an open 

dark space with many slippery shallow pools of water on the ground while 

water drops were randomly dripping, like raining, from lots of large stalactites 

hanging from the ceiling. 

 

 

: (in a nervous voice) Nova, where are we going? 

 

: I'm looking for the cave entrance. Hope we'll find the other guys on our way 

there. Watch your steps, the rocks are very slippery. 

 

 

: (shouting) Monique … Howard ... Bondi … 

 

The echoes of Omar's shouting were quite weird and scary - eventually turning 

from a child's innocent tone into an evil and cunning roar, like from a devil. 

 

 

: (wincing) Whoa! No way, it sounds weird and creepy, Nova. This place looks 

like a water hell. 

 

 

: Take it easy, it's possibly due to some complex structure of the cave. 

 

: Okay, but if our guys heard the echoes ending like that, they could be scared 

to death and won't reply! 

 

 

: Yeah, could be … 

 

: (keeping voice down) Wait, I saw two faint red images moving slowly toward 

us at two o'clock direction quite far away. Could be our guys, or unfriendly 

creatures. Let’s keep very quiet! 

 

 

Because the two moving objects didn't identify themselves for some time, 

Nova nervously turned off his mask’s glowing light. Then the two moving 

objects stopped immediately. After some moments, Nova decided to turn the 

glowing light back on, and then the two objects responded to move closer 

again. 

 

 

: Nova, what's going on? 
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: Shhh … They might be playing a game with us! 

 

: (talking with a slightly trembling voice) What game? Who are they? Could 

they be some kind of beast hunting us?  

 

 

: Omar, take it easy! I’m not sure yet. I got the laser weapon, don’t worry. 

 

Nova turned on and off the light for a couple of times, and it was quite funny 

that the two objects were exactly playing the game of "red light, green light". 

Finally, Nova lost his patience and decided to aggressively test them. 

 

 

: (Shouting) Hey, you. Who are you? 

 

All of a sudden, the two moving objects began to flee away toward the 

direction of 11 o'clock. One was fast and the other was quite slow. 

 

 

: Looks like they could be Monique and Howard. They must be scared by my 

echoed voices! Come on, let's catch up with them. 

 

 

After a while, when Nova and Omar approached the slower object close 

enough, Nova strengthened his glowing light and saw Howard's back. Actually, 

in such a short distance, the voice can be heard clearly before interference 

with echoes. 

 

 

: Howard! 

 

: (stopping, but not turning around and talking in shiver) Is … is that really 

you, Nova? 

 

 

: (in a firm and calm voice) Yes, buddy. 

 

: Also me, Howard dude. 

 

: (slowly turning around and weeping with tears of joy) Oh …, oh, thank god, 

you're my angels. 

 

 

: Yes, here we are. Be afraid no more. 

 

: Where is Monique? 

 

: She was just running ahead of me.  

 

: Gosh, my infrared cannot see her now. She must be hiding somewhere. 

 

Just when Nova began to worry for Monique could run into some dangerous 

situation in panic, there came a creepy voice from nowhere - “Nova, is that 

you? If yes, flash your light three times.” Nova responded to it in no time, and 
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then his infrared vision immediately saw a red object coming out from the 

darkness about 50 yards away. Eventually Monique’s face emerged with tears 

from the darkness, and then she paused a couple of yards away. 

 

 

: (in a mad voice) Nova, you jerk, why were you scaring us with that kind of 

devil's sound? 

 

 

: Monique, we didn't. It's because of the weird echoing structure of the cave.  

 

Before Nova could think of something to say, Monique rushed to hug him, and 

then Omar and Howard joined the hug. They were all crying loudly with 

emotions which were too complex to describe. This was the first time for Nova 

to feel Monique so closely, and there was no doubt that this was the happiest 

moment Nova ever had since his arrival on Earth.  

 

 

: (sobbing softly) Thank god, we all survive, but Bondi is missing.  

 

: Don't worry. I believe, just like us, she's fine somewhere in the cave. I'll lead 

you to find her.  

 

 

: Bondi woke up right before we fell into the falls. Hope she can stay conscious 

now.  

 

 

Nova looked around and just noticed that the cave had become much smaller. 

With Nova’s glowing mask-light, the crew members were then able to see the 

walls of the cave on both sides, and also, the waters on the ground were 

gathering together to form a small stream to flow ahead. Moreover, after 

marching further, the crew heard some constant stroking sounds, like those 

coming from a woodpecker.  

 

The crew followed the sounds and the water stream down to a fork - on the 

left-hand side, there was a big slope down to the underground with all the 

water pouring in; on the right-hand side, there was the source of the stroking 

sound sequence and, even much better, about hundreds of yards away, some 

dim light shedding in from a narrow cave opening way up there. Surely, it was 

an easy choice for them to turn right, but the puzzle emerged as they spotted 

Stark's cape was hung onto a spiky rock about a feet below the edge of the 

water slope.  

 

 

: Oh, no, it looks like that Bondi was washed down the water slope. 

 

Omar carefully approached the spiky rock on the slope to get the wet cape and 

took a closer look about what was down under.  

 

 

(gasping with a voice of awe) Gee, it looks like an abyss.  

 

: Omar, be careful. Don't call Bondi's name, or she could get scared by the 

weird echo. 
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: Hey, maybe we should go to check the opening first. Perhaps smart Bondi 

had found the way out already, or we can get some long ropes to rescue her 

in the worst case. 

 

 

: Yeah, why not?! Let's go.  

 

They quickly ran toward the opening with Howard fumbling a couple of times 

over the slippery rocks on the ground. When they approached within ten yards 

to the light beam shedding from the cave opening which was about fifty feet 

high, they were completely shocked by what they saw - Stark, standing right 

on a pile of rocks in the light cone and staring at them. There were some chilly 

silent moments with everything freezing in the cold air out there. Only the 

most innocent kid – Howard - dared break the silence.  

 

 

: (in a guilty and intimidated voice) Holy cow! Are you the ghost of Stark?! … 

Stark, sorry, please forgive me! I didn't kick you on purpose when you fought 

with the monster fish.  

 

 

: (in a cold voice without emotion) How could you …? Where is Bondi?!  

 

: (crying in regret and guilt) Stark, sorry ... We shouldn't leave you alone, I’m 

really sorry. 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 2. The Echo of the Eerie Laughter 
 

Nova had no sense of "ghost", and thus he was confused by the responses of 

the guys under the circumstances. Moreover, Stark didn't look excited as 

seeing them. Nova didn't know what to say to Stark because he was guilty of 

being a coward when Stark needed his help most; on the other hand, he greatly 

admired Stark’s ability for surviving that kind of attack. 

 

 

: (voice crystal clear and calm) Guys, I'm no ghost. I'm well alive.  

 

: (voice tense) But … but how could you survive that kind of attack?! 

 

: When I fell into the water, I grabbed the fin of the monster fish which I fought 

with and held on to it. Some other fish were then coming to chase us. One fish 

missed a bite on me, but instead injured the one which I was hanging onto. 

Many fish then turned to attack the injured one, and I grasped this chance to 

escape and merge into the white waters under the bridge. Luckily enough, I 

found a piece of floating rotten wood and hung on to it. I tried to reach the 

shore, but the current were just too strong, and eventually brought me down 

to the falls. I guess that, somehow, you met together and fell into the falls by 

the canoe, right? 
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: (dismissing his fear) A piece of rotten wood?! Hey, Monique, we hurt Nova, 

but saved Stark! 

 

 

: What are you talking about? Look, Monique, Omar, I’m really glad to see 

you’re back together, but where is Bondi? Now, can someone tell me what 

happened to Bondi? … Gosh …, She died?! 

 

 

: (in a tone of relief, but in a halting manner) Stark, we understand that you’re 

very concerned about Bondi - the good news is that she woke up before we fell 

down into the falls; however, the bad news is that she is missing now, and 

probably …  

 

 

: (in a very nervous and impatient tone) Probably what?! … Say it!  

 

Under the circumstances, no one dared tell their conjecture based on what 

they had found at the other end of the cave. The dripping sounds of water 

falling down from the stalactites above had added to the tension in the air. The 

poker face of Stark, illuminated by the cave light, seemed to be blaming the 

guys for not taking good care of Bondi. 

 

 

: Ermmm … Stark, according to my analysis and the evidence we got – your 

cape, it’s very likely that Bondi got washed down to the underground level of 

the cave along the water slope at the other end of the cave. I promise to do 

my best to help you find her. 

 

 

: (nodding without anticipated strong emotion) Okay, guys, it’s not your fault 

after all, but we won’t leave the cave until we find Bondi. Also, no split any 

more. Everyone got it?! 

 

 

The little guys all nodded in a determined manner. Once again, Nova was 

deeply motivated by Stark’s leadership at such a critical moment. 

 

 

: I know that you’re all exhausted and need some rest now. But every minute 

counts for saving Bondi’s life now. I caught some shrimps, take a short rest to 

finish them, and we’ll start to search for Bondi right after that. I found this 

spot many hours before you came. I figured out that one way to escape from 

the cave is to build a climbing route by hammering small rocks, like 

woodpecker, into the cracks on the very slippery wall towards the opening up 

there. We’ll come back here later when we find Bondi. 

 

 

While Howard, Omar and Monique were eating the shrimps like wolves, Nova 

was standing in the light cone to absorb the energy from the sunlight, and he 

quietly watched Stark sitting on a big rock for meditation with deep admiration 

on Stark's courage and ability of strategic thinking. Just right before the 

shrimp meal was finished, Stark suddenly leaped from the rock. 

 

 

: (voice hasty) Did anyone just hear Bondi's laughter? She sounded like having 

much fun with something. 
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The guys looked at each other, shaking their heads with confusion and 

mouthful of shrimps, and even Nova didn't sense it, either. Except for the 

sounds of dripping water, the nearby surroundings inside the cave was so 

quiet that one could even hear his own heartbeats sometimes. 

 

 

: Stark, you might hear an illusionary sound because you are worried so much 

about Bondi. 

 

 

: Ssshhh …, there it goes again …Didn’t you hear that? 

 

Omar shrugged his shoulders. 

 

: (putting on his cape) Come on, get your stuff. Let's go find her. Nova dude, 

please show us the way to the water slope. 

 

 

: Yes, captain! 

 

After Nova absorbed lots of solar energy, his mask’s glowing light was strong 

enough for the crew members to clearly see the structure of the cave this time. 

It looked like that they were marching into the mouth of a huge monster with 

messy big teeth from the above and gross drool trickling from the below. Stark 

was beginning to act skittishly – rushing and halting the crew members from 

time to time – as he tried hard for not missing any clue related to Bondi’s 

laughter. 

 

 

: (whispering tensely) Omar, you got to tell Stark that it must be his illusion. 

How come Bondi could have fun in this creepy cave? Actually, she seldom 

laughs even in fun times, right?! 

 

 

: (whispering) Right. No, you go tell him. 

 

: (hearing the talk between Monique and Omar) Stark, take it easy. I'll do 

whatever it takes to help you find Bondi. 

 

 

: (replying absently) Nova, thank you. I appreciate. 

 

: Stark, my sixth sense is telling me that it might not be just a coincidence that 

we all survived and met in this cave. 

 

 

: What do you mean? Are you saying that this is a setup - a trap? 

 

: Maybe, I’m not sure. It's quite mind-boggling, you know.  

 

: Well, no matter what it is, we have no choice but to overcome it! 

 

: Stark, you know what, I really admire your courage. 
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: Buddy, I have fear, too. But I'm always driven by passion and responsibility 

to overcome my own fear. Master said that it's a gift for good Stark! 

 

 

: (murmuring) Wow ..., Islemma should’ve given me that kind of gift! 

 

: (speaking without looking back) Monique, what’s so funny? 

 

: What? What the heck are you talking about? 

 

: You were laughing! 

 

: No, I wasn’t!  

 

Stark raised his clenched fist to halt the crew again. The crew stopped near 

the cave channel junction. They clearly heard the sounds of water stream 

flowing down the water slope. 

 

 

: Howard, you just heard Bondi’s laughter, too. … Do you all hear that now? 

 

: (in a weird tone from a distance) Stark, come down here. I like to play with 

you and Howard. Come on. 

 

 

This time they all clearly heard the call – sounding like coming from the distant 

underground world. 

 

 

: (voice hasty) Do you all hear that? Bondi is speaking. 

 

: Yeah, it's Bondi's voice. But it sounds …, it's…, it's scary! 

 

: Hey, she didn’t mention me and Monique at all! 

 

: Stupid! This is not the point. Bondi never talked like that before. 

 

: Maybe it's too fun for Bondi to contain herself. 

 

: Quiet! Listen. 

 

: (in a tender begging tone) Come on, guys, don't leave me alone here. I cannot 

wait to play with you. 

 

 

: (in a suspicious tone) Stark, my signal processing system tells me that the 

voice is extremely complex in its synthetic structure. Part of it resembles 

Bondi's voice, but part of it completely lacks human nature. 
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: Wow, awesome, but what do you mean?  

 

: Do you mean something wrong with Bondi? 

 

: Maybe …, maybe it's not Bondi at all! 

 

: See, it’s exactly what I’m saying. 

 

: "It"?! You mean ghost or devil? 

 

: I think it’s an illusion created by the Dark Magician! 

 

: I pretty much agree with Monique, it's quite possible. Stark, just like I 

mentioned before, my sixth sense told me that it's not simply a coincidence 

that we are all here together again! 

 

 

: But if Magician wants to kill us, he could just simply let us die by falling off 

the falls. Why bother, right? 

 

 

: Maybe he likes to play games to torture and fool us around. 

 

: Yeah, or maybe he is onto something more important, not just killing us! 

 

: (with a voice getting impatient) Guys, what are you talking about? Are we 

still friends? 

 

 

: Listen, guys, I understand your points of concern. But, they are all just 

conjectures if we don’t take action. No matter what, we got to take the 

challenge and find out. For the sake of Bondi, are you ready to play the game 

even if it’s a setup? 

 

 

The crew members all firmly nodded to show their support and determination! 

 

: Good, brace ourselves with prudence. Just remember the cardinal virtues 

which Master had taught us! 

 

 

: Stark, look, there is the water slope.  

 

After tracking the echoes of Bondi's eerie laughter, the crew was indeed 

eventually led to the water slope. It seemed that the slop was at least thirty 

yards wide, and looked very deep and very slippery. The voices of Bondi were 

clearly coming from the underground world beneath this water slope.  

 

The crew stopped right at the entrance of it, but they had no idea about how 

to descend it immediately. Stark was so worried about Bondi that he decided 

to take the first step even if he couldn’t clearly see the whole water slope - not 

to mention, there might be an abyss down under. 
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: I am going under. Omar, get me all the ropes we have.  

 

: But Stark … 

 

: I know what you guys are worried about many risks - abyss, monster, trap … 

whatsoever. But, we got to have faith!  

 

 

: “Faith”?  

 

: The instinct inside you that makes you believe you can overcome the 

challenge. So, faith is taking the first step even when you can’t see the whole 

staircase. 

 

 

: Nova, do you have anything with magic power to help Stark go down there? 

Maybe you should go with Stark. 

 

 

: I … I don't know ... I hadn't been trained for such a task before.  

 

: No, Nova, you stay with the other guys. In case something bad happened to 

me, Nova has the light to lead the crew out of the cave.  

 

 

Just when Stark tied up one end of the rope onto a spiky rock at the top of the 

water slope, there came the innocent Bondi's voice again, but very purely in 

Bondi's tone this time.  

 

 

: (sobbing softly) Stark, Stark, where are you? Please don't leave me alone … 

 

Stark refrained from answering Bondi because he was afraid that the distorted 

echoes of his voice could scare her if she is real - however, Bondi’s innocent 

voices had been boggling Stark’s mind at the subconscious level.  

 

 

: (pretending an easy smile) Guys, see you later! 

 

: Wait, Stark, you need a torch. You cannot go anywhere down there without 

one.  

 

 

: We don't have one, and we don't have time, either. I trust my instinct, and 

Bondi could be right there. If it's safe to stay down there, you'll follow me to 

climb down; if not, run when I yell. See you later! 

 

 

Omar nodded with an expression full of concern. Then, feet by feet, Stark 

carefully descended along the water slope, and soon his figure melted into the 

darkness with the water stream.  

 

 

: (gasping and puffing) What a brave guy! But what if we lose him again?  
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: (firmly closing her eyes) Howard, shut up! 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 3. The Battle with the Bat Troupe 
 

Going down along the water slope, Stark was soon soaked by the water stream 

on the slope while struggling to find his footing on the slippery slope-wall. The 

surrounding temperature was dropping and the steepness of the slope was 

dramatically increasing; however, it was Bondi's constantly switching voices 

between begging help and seeking fun to send a chill down Stark's spine. 

Sometimes the sad voices and weird laughter just sounded like coming from a 

ghost who has been doomed in a deep well for long time.  

 

 

: (sobbing miserably) Stark, help …, help … Wuh wuh wuh … why are you 

leaving me alone here? 

 

 

: (replying subliminally) Bondi … hang in there. I'm on my way. 

 

: (giggling) Come on, it's fun here, and we can play. 

 

: (rationally murmuring to himself, shaking his head) Play what? Is this a 

setup? Is this your trick, Dark Magician? You want to play? I’m ready, and I’m 

not afraid of you! 
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The other crew members were nervously watching Stark merged himself into 

the dark world down under. While Omar and Howard helped secure the rope, 

Nova and Monique somehow felt guilty for not being able to do something. 

Monique was getting more and more agitated by the pressure of silence. 

 

 

: Nova, you got light, go down there to help Stark. The rest of us should be fine 

here. We won't leave the cave without Stark and Bondi anyway. 

 

 

: But … but Stark asked me to stay here! 

 

: (raising her voice) You're a chicken! You're just using his mercy for an excuse 

to stay away from your own fear. 

 

 

: I'm not a chicken. I'm here to protect you. 

 

: (puffing and shaking her head) Puhhh … give me a break. You're just a well-

equipped chicken! 

 

 

: (his mask turning transparently pink) Monique, you're insulting me … I'm 

warning you. 

 

 

: (getting extremely mad) Oh, yeah?! Then what are you gonna do, you little 

pinky chicken? You wanna piece of me? You're pissing me off! 

 

 

The sudden outburst tension between Nova and Monique was making him feel 

so frustrated and embarrassed that he went to sulk by sitting in the water and 

splashing water randomly. Omar and Howard looked at each other and 

shrugged because there was nothing they could do. At this moment a black 

thing abruptly flew off the darkness from below, and helped pull all the little 

guys out of this ridiculous drama. 

 

 

: Whoa! What's that?! 

 

: A black bird. 

 

: It's a bat! Stupid, birds cannot see and live here! 

 

: Cool! 

 

Nova stood up and, with his infrared, tracked the bat which swiftly flew into 

the upper open space of darkness. 

 

 

Another two bats quickly emerged just some moments later, and then another 

pack again. Pack after pack, a troupe of bats kept shooting out of the darkness 

below the water slope and then merged into the darkness above - it looked 

just like a power-demo flying show to the Z5 crew. However, only Nova 

witnessed the sequence of shows eventually weaving a terrifying scene – 
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actually, those bats didn't fly away; instead, they all settled down on the thirty-

feet-high ceiling of the cave like a military troop, preparing for an attack.  

 

The bats were mutually communicating in a very bizarre way while many of 

them were trying to position the crew members with signal echoes. Avoiding 

a frightening distraction to Omar and Howard in front, helping secure the rope 

for Stark, Nova had to turn to Monique on his left-hand side. 

 

 

: (trying to keep his voice down and calm) Monique, Monique …, Monique. 

 

: What?! I don't want to talk to you, chicken! 

 

: Ssshhh …, watch your back and the danger from the above.  

 

: Cut it off, Nova. I know you're trying to scare me because I called you chicken. 

 

Suddenly, before Nova could describe and explain what he just saw, the bats 

were bombing down like a black rain pouring from the sky onto Howard and 

Omar first - they attacked the innocent duo in a frenzy. Then Howard was so 

panicking to defend himself that he quickly lost his balance and fell onto the 

slope. 

 

 

: Help! Help! 

 

: Howard, find the rope and hang on to it. 

 

The slope was just too slippery for Howard to hang on to anything amid the 

chaos. Omar caught Howard by his left upper arm while using another hand to 

grab the rope. However, Howard was too heavy for Omar to hang on to the 

rope, and soon, just like playing on a playground slide, the duo were sliding 

down the water slope while screaming. Hilariously, their screams sounded like 

coming from a crying devil.   

 

After Omar and Howard fell into the darkness, the bats didn't follow to keep 

attacking; ironically, they sounded like celebrating a tactical win of battle 

against a devil. Then, like two arms spreading and reaching out, the troupe 

split into two groups, flying toward Monique and Nova separately. 

 

 

: (shouting in panic) Nova, do something! 

 

: There are too many of them. I cannot handle them all. Run! 

 

: Where? I cannot clearly see the surroundings without your light! 

 

: Run …, just run … 
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Fortunately, Monique recalled that there was a big boulder several yards 

behind her and there was a space between the boulder and the wall of the 

cave, and she shrewdly squeezed herself into the space in no time to avoid the 

attack.  

 

Then, she saw a funny scene which could have made her laugh out loudly if 

not in such a dangerous situation of emergency - Nova was running around 

with the glowing light in the dark like a stubborn bear which just irked a 

beehive and was running for its life from a bunch of angry bees. 

 

 

: (murmuring to herself) Oh, gosh, what should I do ... What should I do now? 

 

After missing Monique, the sub-group of bats flew to enforce the attack on 

Nova. Nova's mask was turning more and more opaque, and thus losing the 

glowing light, due to his panic so that he was about to lose all his senses of 

the surroundings. 

 

 

: (yelling in panic) Monique, where are you? Are you okay? 

 

: (murmuring while shaking her head) Give me a break, you cannot even 

protect yourself. 

 

 

: (hearing high-pitch sounds from Nova and then speaking to herself in mind) 

All right! Since all the other guys are down there already, there is no reason 

for us to survive like this up here, let's go to the hell together! 

 

 

With her previous double experiences of snowballing down a steep slope, 

Monique, the “die hard” girl, fearlessly rushed out of her hiding spot toward 

Nova - like a crazy football linebacker aiming to sack the quarterback. 

Monique's big hit on Nova surprised a bunch of bats and completely knocked 

Nova onto the water slope - together, they were on their way down the steep 

water slope. 

 

 

: (shouting in rage and confusion) Monique, are you crazy?! 

 

: (yelling with satisfactory) Shut up, and thank me later! 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 4. The Shadow on the Cave Wall 
 

To their surprise, the crew members all had a terrifying but fun ride as sliding 

down the water slope. The slope covered with water was so smooth that they 

didn't even feel any pain, and it only took them a short time to slide into a dark 

pool.  

 

More surprisingly, the underground world was not so dark at all. There was 

dim light for eyesight to adjust to see the outline of the surroundings. When 

Monique and Nova slid into the pool and then managed to walk through the 

water to reach the ground, they found that Stark, Omar and Howard were 

already there, relaxing and laughing at them. 

 

 

: (wiping off water from her skirt) What's so funny? 

 

: Nothing, hahaha … 

 

: Nova, were you coming to Earth this way? Spinning and screaming, hahaha 

… 

 

Nova didn't reply amid such an embarrassing moment, and just shrugged 

resentfully because he didn't know whether he should thank Monique or be 

mad about her bold move. 
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: Thank God, we are all together again! Like Master said, just trust our instinct 

for the adventure! Let's go chase Bondi! I saw her shadow on the cave wall, 

but she ran away. This could be a trap, keep looking over your shoulder!  

 

 

: Wait, Stark, did the bats attack you when they flew out? 

 

: I thought I disturbed them, but they simply ignored me! Omar told me that 

you got attacked, why? 

 

 

: It’s mysterious, and very maliciously! That's why we were forced to jump 

onto the water slope. 

 

 

: (rolling her eyes) You didn't jump off by your own will, coward! 

 

: (protesting emotionally) All right, thank you …, but … but you should’ve 

considered the possibility of an abyss down there. 

 

 

: (turning her head aside) I don't want to argue with a chicken-man! 

 

: (speaking wryly while shaking his head) Whatever … 

 

: Monique, don’t be so harsh with Nova. He has done his best to help us take a 

couple of challenges already. He just needs some time to get used to our cruel 

world. … All right, let’s move on to find Bondi. 

 

 

There were three different tunnels in connection to the pool under the water 

slope, but Stark was not sure which tunnel Bondi’s shadow had shifted into. 

Since the crew had started to believe that the “thing” was not really Bondi, 

they decided to play the game with it without worry about scaring Bondi. 

 

 

: (shouting) Bondi, where are you? Bondi … 

 

They nervously waited for some moments after the weird creepy echoes of 

Stark’s voices dispersed, but there was still no response from “Bondi”. 

 

 

: Look, there is a shadow appearing on the wall of the right tunnel. 

 

: Where? I don’t see it. Anyone else see it? Omar, are you sure? 

 

: Yeah, definitely. 

 

: All right, let’s try the right tunnel first. 

 

The whole crew carefully approached the entrance of the right tunnel. Then 

they saw that the source of light in this underground world seemed to be 

located at the other end of the tunnel.  
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When the crew entered the tunnel, they felt that they were quickly descending 

down to a deeper and deeper world, but the weird thing was that, visually, it 

didn’t look that way. 

 

 

: Hey, with the light getting brighter, there might be an easy exit of the cave 

at the other end of this tunnel. 

 

 

: That would be good. … Just hope we can see Bondi there.  

 

: Unlikely, because we’re going down. Actually the light spectrum is very 

different from that of sunlight. 

 

 

: What do you mean, Nova? 

 

: Uh …, I mean this cave just looks so supernatural! 

 

: Ha, so we could be in the dollhouse of the Dark Magician. 

 

All of a sudden, there flashed past a vague figure with a blurred shadow from 

side to side at the end of the tunnel, and the long waited Bondi’s voice finally 

broke the silence.  

 

 

: (giggling) Hi guys, let’s play hide-and-seek! 

 

All the crew members rushed toward the end of the tunnel with their hearts 

pounding hard. However, when they reached there, they were all completely 

amazed by what they saw – it was not an exit of the cave or something easily 

to imagine - there was the entrance of a huge complex labyrinth full of more 

intricate tunnels. 

 

 

: (voice in awe) Oh, my god, I guess this is what Bondi means for playing hide-

and-seek. 

 

 

: (in a childish tone) Oh, great, I’m too tired to play now. This could kill me. 

 

: Holy cow …, who had built this intriguing compound structure? 

 

: Could be some pirates who tried to hide their treasures here. Maybe this is 

our final destination for the mission. 

 

 

: Bullshit! I guess this must be an underground mirage created by the Dark 

Magician! 

 

 

: I agree with Monique. Master won't make the mission for us to steal pirates' 

treasures from robbery. Nova, we could be trapped in this maze - could you 

figure out its structure for us to escape later? 
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: Yes, no problem. Islemma had frequently taught me how to play this kind of 

games. Not to mention, the palace where I live is built inside a complicatedly 

designed labyrinth for protection.  

 

 

: (in a wicked tone) Guys, come to get me! 

 

As Bondi's voice came out again, there simultaneously appeared many blurred 

shadows of Bondi on many walls of the different tunnel passages. The 

phenomenon was so overwhelming and mind perplexing that all the crew 

members were astonished to temporarily lose sense of direction! Only Nova 

was busy for tracking and analyzing to allocate the true location of the sound 

source. 

 

 

: Nova, could you sense which way to go? This is getting more and more 

bizarre! 

 

 

: According to the sound’s pattern, my signal-processing analysis carried out 

a probability distribution on all the possible directions to go. It looks that the 

best decision is to first try a passage where no shadow showed up – actually, 

those shadows are fake to mislead our senses. 

 

 

: Are you sure? But, without any shadow, how can we follow her then? 

 

: Wait, what's the game rule here? It's a setup to trap us inside at all!  

 

: Monique, guys, this is an evil world without reasonable rules. Just trust our 

own instinct one more time, let's see what the Dark Magician can do! By the 

way, Nova, what do you mean by "proba … ba … bility"? 

 

 

: Oh, probability - it's a concept which Islemma taught me about likelihood. 

Simply put, there is no sure thing on any single outcome, so there is a chance 

for us to find Bondi through every route of the maze. The higher the probability 

is for taking a certain pathway at a junction, the higher chance we'll find Bondi 

during the next steps.  

 

 

: Interesting … Got it. Then maybe we should split to enter different pathways 

for increasing our total chance, right?  

 

 

: I guess so. But the risk is that we cannot help each other and lose the synergy 

of our intelligence to outsmart the Dark Magician. We could end up all getting 

lost individually. 

 

 

: Stark, no, we shouldn't split. Remember our last lesson. 

 

: Omar is right. Only I can dynamically assess the probability distribution about 

how to adjust our strategies for best choosing the route to go. We better stick 

together. 
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: Hey, you know what. I got an idea to trick the Dark Magician. We can pretend 

to split and called for help with telling fake locations. Then, the weird Bondi 

could get confused and lose her patience to play the game soon, and show up 

thereafter. 

 

 

: Wow, Monique, you're truly a smart cookie. 

 

: You bet! 

 

: (opening his sleepy eyes) What, wait, Omar. Did you just mention a cookie? 

I am starving! 

 

 

Howard’s goofy talk made the crew laugh out loudly, and surprisingly it not 

only eased the tension but also toughened up these little guys before they took 

the formidable challenge.  

 

The crew, confidently but cautiously, moved ahead among the complicatedly 

arranged walls and pathways while perfectly executing their strategies and 

tactics - even Howard did a good job for faking cry and telling false location 

from time to time.  

 

 

: Stark, if this is really a setup by the Dark Magician, what does he really want? 

 

: It’s hard to tell now. Maybe he is trying to prove to Master that we’re going 

to fail our mission sooner or later. The Dark Magician is no normal evil. Master 

didn’t want to talk much about him, only mentioning that, after the Magicians’ 

defeat of the Great War at the Enigma Canyon, the Dark Magician has been 

trying to revenge with his more and more matured tentacle magic power; but 

Master always reminded us not to lose our souls to him. 

 

 

: What does that mean? Sounds creepy. Is he a soul-eating demon or 

something?! 

 

 

: Well, we’ll see. Nothing ventured, nothing gained. Perhaps, he can provide 

lots of clues about our mission. 

 

 

Monique's strategy seemed to work well because Bondi's voice was getting 

more and more impatient and the dramas of her shadow-show were getting 

more and more bizarre - sometimes she was chased by strange monsters; 

sometimes she was surrounded by fire balls to burn her; sometimes she even 

fought with a witch, and whatsoever.  

 

The guys were pretty sure that these were just tricks of the Dark Magician and 

had no fear while Nova was eventually nailing down the direction for catching 

Bondi with higher and higher probability. Finally, they reached the dead end 

of a pathway - a plain stone wall with only some strange words carved on it. 

For some moments, there was no response from Bondi anymore. The guys 

were suddenly puzzled right there! 
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: (looking at Nova with an upset tone as being still mad about him) That's it?! 

This is a dead end. It looks like that the Magician outsmarts us. His wizardry 

also beats Nova's technology! 

 

 

: Take it easy, Monique. There might be something hidden here. 

 

: Wait, there are some words on the wall! 

 

: Can you read them? 

 

: I don't know … could be a hint or a warning.  

 

: (sneering at Nova with a taunting tone) Hey, maybe it says "congratulations, 

loser!" 

 

 

Nova felt that Monique was crossing the red line of his ego and was just about 

to take it off. Fortunately, Omar noticed that and was quick enough to ease the 

tension. 

 

 

: Maybe we should break the wall to see if there is the pirates’ treasures. 

 

: Hahaha …, here you go again. I rather hope there are some foods inside. 

 

: Stop talking nonsense, you stupid three stooges. I think that this is definitely 

a dangerous trap, let's go … let's go! 

 

 

: Yeah, I don’t feel comfortable over the atmosphere here now. Let's leave this 

spot to try the other routes. Nova, maybe there is something wrong with your 

analysis. 

 

 

: Sorry, I’ll try to fix it. 

 

Just when the little guys turned around and tried to retreat from this dead end, 

there came Bondi's welcome message in a very cold and creepy voice! 

 

 

: (cold and creepy tone) You found me! Here I am! 

 

The little guys stopped and froze. Omar and Howard tightly closed their eyes 

and their bodies trembled as if there was a ghost standing right behind them. 

Stark and Monique were kind of sweating from neck, palm to hip. Only Nova 

felt good because he was right once again, and so he couldn’t help himself 

turning around to take a look. 

 

 

: Guys, it's fine. Just a blurred shadow of Bondi standing on the wall. 

 

: (getting bold and mad after turning around) What the hell are you? Stop 

playing the game! 
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: (sobbing with her tone turning soft) Sorry, guys. I'm not playing a game 

anymore. Save me. I'm trapped inside the wall ... Wuh …! If you cannot pull 

me out before my shadow vanishes, I am afraid that you won't see me again. 

 

 

: Bondi, how? What should we do to pull you out? 

 

: Easy, just let Nova read the spell on the wall loudly! 

 

: Me?! Why me? I couldn't recognize those characters! 

 

: Only you have the needed magic power. Don’t worry, just follow me to read 

it! 

 

 

: (yelling) Whoa, wait, no way! It must be a trick! Now, I got it! You're the 

Dark Magician, not Bondi. You're trapped inside for some reasons and need 

our help to get out! Guys, don’t listen to him! 

 

 

: (in a begging tone as crying innocently) No, no! Guys, listen to me, the Dark 

Magician is challenging your determination to rescue me. He said that I'm 

boring and pathetic, and you don't love me at all. 

 

 

: (shaking his head with a sympathetic look) Oh boy! Stark man, it’s your call 

now! 

 

 

For the first time, Stark hesitated so painfully and deeply struggled to make 

his call! 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 5. The Rescue by the Angel Light 
 

A painful expression was shown on Stark’s face while Monique was anxiously 

waiting for his call. Then the glamour began to make the mysterious characters 

on the wall glow with blue light, and Nova seemed to be bewitched by it and 

his eye-marbles began to spin unconsciously. Astonishingly, Bondi's shadow 

was moving - not in a two-dimensional way, but a three-dimensional way – 

looking like Bondi was trying to break out of the wall through a layer of rubber. 

 

 

: (in a tone with a magic charm) Stark, help me, help me ... Nova, good boy, 

just follow me to read the magic spell - Kah Sah Quei Suh Yih … 

 

 

: (in an extremely weird tone) Kah Sah Quei Suh Yih … 

 

: (shouting madly) Stop reading, Nova, what are you doing? Stark, do 

something! 

 

 

: Yih Mar Lan Tah Chih Koh Min Suh Kuh 

 

: Yih Mar Lan Tah Chih Koh Min Suh Kuh 
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: (shaking Nova) Hey man, do you know what you're doing? … Stark … 

 

Stark absentmindedly stared at the cave wall - It seemed that Stark couldn’t 

find his instinct, and even worse, his soul could’ve left his body to hide 

somewhere already. 

 

 

Watching Stark standing there like a statue, Monique decided to jump on 

Bondi's shadow with violent hits and kicks. However, she was quickly bounced 

back from the wall and fell onto the ground. 

 

 

: (yelling hastily) Omar, Howard, stop Nova! Hit him on the mask. 

 

: (suddenly shouting irrationally) No, let Nova keep reading! 

 

Ignoring Stark's command, Omar and Howard jumped on Nova. Stark 

immediately joined the fight to protect Nova - just like a dog fight for the four 

boys. Nova's mask was turning so opaque and pink that he couldn't clearly 

follow Bondi to continue the spell reading!  

 

Just when Monique was about to jump on the wall for her second attack on 

Bondi's shadow, the shadow was growing bigger and bigger, darker and 

darker, and eventually morphing into a huge shadow of a man, with a barely 

seen terrifying face, in a high-hat and a big bat-wing cape. Monique had got it 

right, and this was the first time when the Dark Magician met them face to 

face, sort of. 

 

 

: (gasping) Oh, my god …, guys, stop fighting. Look at that! 

 

: (Dark Magician speaking in a loud angry growling voice) Get me Nova to read 

the spell, or you're all going to the hell! 

 

 

All the little guys backed off away from the wall as soon as seeing the figure 

of Dark Magician. However, the intimidation didn't last long as Stark realized 

that Bondi was really gone! 

 

 

: (bracing himself for moving forward) Where is Bondi? You played a trick on 

us with your lousy black magic. Want a piece of me? Come on out. You're just 

a coward hiding inside the wall with a pathetic shadow! 

 

 

: (murmured to himself) Whoa, I've never seen Stark so pissed off! 

 

: Hey, chicken Magician, wanna piece of me, too?! Come on! You’re soft! 

 

Omar would like to add some challenging comments but found his throat 

tensely clogged as the Magician was growling louder and louder. Howard hid 

closely behind Omar, trembling like a leaf.  
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: (in a snobbish tone) You little rats of the Capital Temple are really annoying 

me! 

 

 

Before Stark and Monique could make their moves, the Dark Magician showed 

his red glowing eyes on the shadow, and then the crew members were all 

slowly lifted into the air. Strong winds came in every direction from all the 

tunnels and merged into a tornado. The little guys struggled and screamed 

hard but all ended up floating and going in circle like a merry-go-round on the 

top of the tornado, rotating faster and faster. 

 

 

: (shouting amid wind-blowing sounds) Nova, be a man! Kick his ass!  

 

: Nova dude, use your secret weapon! 

 

: (in a taunting voice) Well, well, well, show me what you got, funny face! 

 

Nova regained his free will amid the chaos, grudged and hated that the Dark 

Magician used him and even called him "funny face", so humiliating especially 

in front of Monique. Thus Nova turned his rage into action by concentrating all 

his power to shoot out his greenlighted laser beams, targeting the Dark 

Magician's eyes. 

 

 

: (not even trying to avoid the attack) Whoa … comfy, thank you for warming 

me up in this cold cave. Is that all you got? … What a pity! Now, I think I should 

return a gift to you with mercy. 

 

 

: (whispering) Uh-oh, Nova is in trouble! 

 

: (yelling) Nova, run! 

 

Before Nova could turn around to flee away, there came out a burst of red light 

from the Dark Magician's eyes. Nova immediately cried in pain with sounds of 

extremely high pitch as his mask quickly turned into pink and then red! Just 

when the crew members thought that Nova was going to die, there suddenly 

appeared a beautiful cloud of silky light elegantly shifting and dancing like a 

butterfly over Nova's head.  

 

After some moments, Nova eventually calmed down and peacefully looked at 

the Dark Magician in the eyes. With the aid of the magic light, Nova seemed to 

be doing some kind of communication with the formidable Magician. Shortly 

after the butterfly-shaped dancing light disappeared, the Dark Magician began 

to emerge off the wall. 

 

 

: (in a delighted cunning tone) Well then, we have a deal. Congratulations!  

 

: (in a calm but tense voice) What if you break your promise? 
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: (laughing out wildly) Hahaha … You better be worried about your guarding 

angel’s promise. The Z5's master shall know what to do if you make me break 

my promise. By the way, I like the fancy light from your guarding angel. 

Farewell, my little partner! 

 

 

Once the talk was over, the tornado was eventually slowing down and then 

collapsed into winds. The dark figure of the Magician suddenly dispersed into 

a troupe of bats and swiftly flew away with his cunning laughter in the winds. 

The crew fell onto the ground softly and were all puzzled by what happened 

between Nova and the Magician! 

 

 

: Nova, are you okay? 

 

: (some random images flashing over his mask screen) Yeah, yeah, I’m fine. 

Just a little bit headache now! 

 

 

: Hey, Nova dude, it was so cool to talk with the Magician that way! 

 

: (in a flustered and exasperated voice) Nova, you better explain why the 

Magician just called you "little partner". The whole thing is a setup with a 

scheme since we met, right? He used you to make us come here, right? 

 

 

: (widening his eyes as being clicked) Whoa, good point, Monique! Our journey 

had been going smoothly before we met Nova. … Yeah, what's the deal? 

Traitor! No, worse, you’re created by the Dark Magician as an undercover agent 

from the beginning. We have not been truly friends after all. 

 

 

: (twisting his face to show his anger and disdain) Traitor! How … how could 

you …? We trusted you so much and nearly got killed! 

 

 

: (yelling in an upset tone) Quiet, let Nova talk! 

 

: (in a tone of grievance) Guys, that’s bullshit! Trust me, I'm a good guy. I can 

prove with a good news and cheer you up. The beautiful dancing light you just 

saw was sent by my guarding angel Islemma from my home planet. It was 

actually a message. 

 

 

: Wow, fancy communication! I like your planet. 

 

: Give me a break! That’s just a fancy trick to fool us! 

 

: (getting impatient) Don't interrupt Nova. Let him finish, will you? 

 

: In the message, Islemma's intelligence told me that the Dark Magician won't 

kill us - he wants to play a game with us, but his intention is not clear so far. 

So, we should negotiate with him rather than fight with him now. Not to 

mention, Bondi has been actually very sick for long, and the Magician is the 

only one who can keep Bondi alive. However, he is maliciously trying to 
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transform Bondi and needs my potential to empower the transformation 

through reading the spell. So, I had a deal with the Dark Magician by the 

instruction from Islemma. Guys, you can definitely trust Islemma. 

 

 

: Where is Bondi then? 

 

: Inside the dark world behind the cave wall! The Magician said that, after he 

leaves, it's up to me to read the spell on the wall in order to release Bondi 

when she knocks on the wall from the other side. Anyway, the Magician had 

proved that he wasn't trapped in the cave wall already. 

 

 

After all, the dilemma came back to the reading of the suspicious glamour on 

the wall. Nova still could clearly see the doubt and confusion from the crew’s 

expressions, and he knew that he got to forcibly convince the guys quickly 

because the timing was urgent for Bondi. On the wall, the characters of the 

spell are glowing more and more vigorously.   

 

 

: Guys, you have no choice but to trust me if you still care about Bondi. By the 

way, I made an even better deal than Islemma's instruction. I added my own 

conditions and the Magician agreed. 

 

 

: (in a less suspicious tone) Conditions?! What conditions, smart guy?! 

 

: I demanded a more energetic and healthier Bondi so that the spell had been 

accordingly modified. 

 

 

: Then you got to tell us what he wants for return in the deal. 

 

: He didn't say it exactly to me because, inside the message, there is a key part 

of the deal which I cannot understand now. He also said that he respected my 

guarding angel and your master, but we'll eventually found out what we have 

to pay. Guys, trust me for the last time …, please! 

 

 

: (finally in a determined voice) Nova, read it! 

 

: Wait, just one more question! How could Islemma figure out where you were? 

 

: (in a very reluctant tone) Ermmm … Well, it's quite embarrassing. In the past 

few days during our adventure together, I cried out with high pitch sounds 

several times whenever my life was under serious threat. Those sounds are 

actually SOS signals for seeking Islemma’s help. She told me that she had tried 

very hard to track the signals and eventually find out my allocation in the Solar 

System by our smart intergalactic GPS. 

 

 

: Wow …, but you'll go home soon. We'll miss you very much. 

 

: Thanks Howard. But, unfortunately, Islemma said that I won't be able to be 

teleported back home until she finds the capsule which I was packed in for 
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coming to Earth through the wormhole. It's missing now, and I got to help 

Islemma find it. 

 

 

: Nova, don't worry, we'll help you find the capsule after escaping from the 

cave. 

 

 

: Yeah, we don't want to hear your crazy cry again. 

 

At this moment the little guys all laughed to ease a bit despite the glowing 

spell characters started to move in a weird manner. 

 

 

: To thank you, I'll definitely invite you to visit my home planet someday. It 

might not be a heaven, but it’s a bright wonderful world. 

 

 

: Sure, but now, let’s first help Bondi get off the hell dark world! 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 6. The Suspense over the Surreal Reunion 
 

The crew waited for quite some time, but there was still no knock on the wall 

by Bondi even after Howard had fallen asleep on the dry ground for a while. 

Stark and Nova was anxiously watching and listening to any sign on the wall 

while Monique and Omar were playing a mind game which their master taught 

them to kill time and keep calm. It was becoming more and more humid down 

there in the labyrinth of tunnels, and the little guys were sweating like a pig. 

 

 

: (asking anxiously) Nova, are you sure that you didn't miss any detailed step 

for releasing Bondi? 

 

 

: I don’t think so. 

 

: Maybe you need to read the spell before Bondi knocks on the door. 

 

: I recorded everything that the Dark Magician said. Not like the human, I 

cannot misremember things. Don’t worry, Bondi might need some time to find 

her way out. 

 

 

Finally, something was changing before the little guys ran out of their 

patience. A chilly breeze was gently blown inside the tunnels of the labyrinth, 
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and that woke up Howard while Omar just lost the mind game to Monique by 

the distraction. 

 

 

: (speaking in a sloppy voice while robbing his bleary eyes) Hey guys, where 

is Bondi? … Oh, I think I just had a dream.  

 

 

: (chucking) What dream? 

 

: I dreamed that the wall became a beautiful door like those in a fairy tale, and 

Bondi elegantly walked out as a happy princess, smiling at us. She also nicely 

brought us a basket of yapples to eat. 

 

 

: (bursting his laughter) Yeah right! Hahaha …  

 

Nova glanced at Monique when Howard mentioned “princess”. However, 

Monique, with a poker face, seemed still mad and suspicious about the whole 

thing. Only Stark was still paying his full attention to the wall. 

 

 

: (in a voice of excitement) Guys, look! 

 

The surrounding walls were starting to change their shapes one after another, 

like a rising hell rather than what Howard dreamed about at all, with many 

different kinds of horrifying noises while there were appearing more glowing 

glamour characters on the main wall, moving dramatically like someone was 

solving a word-puzzle in an overwhelming manner.  

 

The little guys were immediately frightened to flock together. Then, there 

came the heavy sounds of running footsteps in a hurry from far to near, and 

soon the footsteps paused with three big hasty knock sounds. 

 

 

: (in a panic voice) Help, help! Anyone there? Please, the monster is chasing 

me, please let me in! Come on! 

 

 

: (shouting anxiously) It's Bondi's call! Read the spell quickly, Nova. 

 

: (in a calm voice) Kah Sah Quei Suh Yih, Yih Mar Lan Tah Chih Koh Min Suh 

Kuh, Undah Loh Kah Quei Suh Yih … 

 

 

: (puffing in panic) Oh my god, the monster is coming. Come on! Come on! 

 

: (trying to refrain his own panic) Easy! Bondi, we’re here! Nova is opening the 

wall in no time. 

 

 

The other guys were stunned again - stood there and didn't know what to do 

while Nova was concentrating on reading the spell three times. There suddenly 

burst out bright white light from those carved characters which had been 

glowing with blue light, and the stone wall began to become liquidized just like 

through an ongoing chemical reaction under the stimulus of the astonishing 

light.  
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Bondi, like a stunt actress, dived through the wall in the nick of time, and rolled 

over her body on the ground to perfectly finish her move right beside Omar. In 

the blink of an eye, a huge monster scorpion's clamping pedipalp followed 

through the wall and nearly got Omar while missing Bondi’s head, and 

fortunately, it quickly retreated before the cave wall became solid.  

 

Finally, after a strong wind blew out of the closing hole on the wall with some 

dark smokes eventually dispersing into the air, all the magic variation of the 

surroundings came to an abrupt halt with everything being recovered to its 

original status except for a bunch of kids who were nearly scared to death. 

 

 

: (in an easy tone, standing up leisurely as if nothing happening) Hey, Omar, 

what's up?! 

 

 

Omar was so shocked and confused that he could only shake his head with the 

face turning so pale. 

 

 

: Hahaha …, Omar, you look hilarious. Aren't you happy to see me again?! 

 

Omar hastily nodded with his throat tensely clogged like a dork. 

 

: Hi guys. How are you? 

 

To the little guys, perhaps, Bondi’s new look and unusual talking and behaving 

style looked even more astonishing than what just happened to the 

surroundings and the terrifying attack of the monster scorpion. Everyone was 

too shocked and confused to find words for response. 

 

 

: (whispering in Howard’s ear) Howard, I think we got another Monique.  

 

: (murmuring silly) Whoa …, man, you’re telling me. She’s definitely a 

“Monique Plus!” What’s going on here? It’s completely not like what happened 

in my dream! But she can definitely become a goddess of nerds. 

 

 

: (tuning her voice softer and more politely) Hey Monique, sister, how have 

you been? 

 

 

: (not buying Bondi’s hypocritical greetings) Bondi, what's wrong with you? 

You didn’t talk like that! 

 

 

Stark and Nova still froze like two statues over there while Omar giggled and 

Howard silly chuckled. 

 

 

: Shut up, you two fools!  

 

: Nothing, I just wanted to change and have fun after my new life experiences 

on the other side. My life in the past was so boring, right?! … Stark, you must 

get bored by the pathetic Bondi in the past, right? 
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: (his face turning reddish and his throat cramping) Uh … Erm …, Ahem I …, I 

… 

 

 

: Bondi, stop teasing Stark. He fought so hard, even betting on his life, to save 

you. You're pathetic this way! Be serious, alright?! 

 

 

: (ignoring Monique then) Sorry, Stark, I’m serious! I just want to be different 

from now on. There is a new fun world out there waiting for us. 

 

 

: It's okay, Bondi. I just … just … just need some time to get used to your 

change. Anyway, I'm really glad to see we are all together again. 

 

 

: (whispering) Stark doesn't look appreciating Bondi’s new style! But I kind of 

like her with a tingle! 

 

 

: (whispering) What are you talking about? Don't you think that she is weird? 

 

: (whispering with a teasing tone) People change, you know. By the way, I 

don't think you're weird, either. 

 

 

: (glaring at Omar with a scowl) Omarrrr … 

 

: Bondi, you should thank Nova. We can see you again because of his efforts.  

 

Bondi turned to look at Nova with a crooked smile which no one could guess 

for its meanings. Nova took it as a “thanks” although his sixth sense told him 

that something was not right – unlike expelling the snake on the hidden trail, 

he didn’t have a great feeling for helping the crew out this time.  

 

 

: Well, don’t mention it. I just did what I got to do. 

 

: (muttering) Maybe you had done too much!  

 

: (hearing Monique and immediately switching the conversation) Alright, we 

should try to escape from this hell hole as soon as possible. 

 

 

: Nova, did you ask the Magician how to get out of here? The maze is very 

complex. Also, the steep and slippery water slope is a barrier nearly impossible 

to climb over even if the ropes are still there. 

 

 

: (his eye-marbles sinking a bit and turning down) Sorry, I forgot to ask. … 

The labyrinth is fine for I remember the route-combination for the way out, 

but the water slope is indeed a big challenge. 

 

 

: (rolling her eyes) Great! We’ll be doomed in this underground world anyway. 

Well, it doesn’t matter anymore if something changes or not! 
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: Monique, please … We’ll figure it out! 

 

: Yeah, follow our instinct! 

 

Bondi suddenly laughed out loudly – actually in a quite rude manner. It was 

kind of annoying Omar and making Stark feel uncomfortable. 

 

 

: (frowning) What’s so funny?! 

 

: (talking with an attitude) Nothing. Pious thinking won’t help here; only 

knowledge about how to play the survival game makes sense. 

 

 

: Oh yeah?! Tell us something we don’t know. 

 

: (replying firmly) Well, pay your attention then. We have to wait for the 

currents - that's the only way for us to get out of the cave. 

 

 

: (frowning skeptically) What do you mean - "the currents"?! How do you know 

that? 

 

 

: (in an easy tone) Had you seen an opening at the other end of the cave before 

you found the water slope? 

 

 

: Yeah! 

 

: Well, that's the only way out. However, there is no way that you can climb 

over to the top of the water slope. Just wait for the currents and you'll see 

how. … My mentor told me that. 

 

 

: (saying darkly) Bondi, it sounds mysterious, I don’t like it! By the way, your 

“mentor”?! You mean "our Master"?! 

 

 

: (talking in a bewildering manner) No, someone very knowledgeable and 

powerful in another world on the other side of the cave wall. He taught me 

how to take a great adventure with courage. 

 

 

Monique’s sullen expression showed that she didn’t buy Bondi’s story at all. 

However, she managed to refrain herself from arguing more for the sake of 

the reunion.  

 

 

: Hey Bondi, you haven’t told us how you got into there and changed … you 

know … 

 

 

: It's a long story, and also it's too complicated for me to explain the currents 

to you with the precious time we have now. We better take a nap to gain some 

strength before the currents come. 
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: Nap! Good idea. I am completely exhausted. 

 

: (saying crisply) Alright, I believe in Bondi. You all go to sleep, and I'll stay 

awake to watch the coming currents. 

 

: Oh, Stark, take it easy, it's really safe here for now. When the currents come, 

you'll be gently waken up, and you need some strength to get a ride on it. So, 

let’s all take a nap! 

 

 

Bondi sounded so confident as if she was the new leader of the crew. But no 

one really noticed that amid so many things happening in such a short time-

span. The crew were so exhausted that they all fell into deep sleep in no time.  

 

Only Nova was still awake for he was very concerned about "new" Bondi - she 

indeed looked energetic and healthy just as he wished from the Dark Magician, 

but she sounded so confident, sophisticated and intriguingly complex; also, 

could her mentor be the Magician? How about the exotic world on the other 

side of the cave wall? - could his capsule had been somehow displaced there 

so that Islemma couldn't find it? There were so many questions bothering him 

amid the snoring sounds of the guys.  

 

After pondering over these questions in his brain for a few hours, Nova 

suddenly felt cold and wet on the ground. He leaped from the wet ground when 

he saw water everywhere. 

 

 

: (yelling) Guys, wake up quickly! Water is coming out of the ground. 

 

Except for Bondi, all the other crew members were awaken up in confusion 

and panic. 

 

 

: (yawning) Calm down, guys. Take it easy! The currents just arrive. The water 

doesn't come off the ground, it’s flowing in from outside. 

 

 

Bondi was right. Actually, some underground tunnels of the labyrinth are 

connected to the sea shore under a cliff. Whenever a big tide comes over, the 

current water will fill up the lower part of the cave, below the water slope, 

through the labyrinth-tunnels. 

 

 

: Bondi, what should we do now? 

 

: Just keep calm. When we get out of the labyrinth, just stand straight and 

firmly grab your backpack, and wait for the rising current water to push us up 

above the water slope. And then we can easily swim to the dry tunnel toward 

the opening. 

 

 

: Wow, what a clever idea! 

 

: Sounds great! Everybody moves and follows Nova’s lead. 
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As the water was coming in quickly, the little guys needed to run as fast as 

they can. Fortunately, Nova was equipped with high-precision directional-

guiding system so that the crew didn’t waste any time on false routes to run 

ahead of the current water which was flocking into the cave exponentially 

faster and faster; otherwise, they wouldn’t stand a chance to beat the water 

and then got drowned inside the labyrinth tunnels.  

Just when the crew rushed out of the labyrinth, the violent current water flows 

flocked out from all the tunnels, and merged together to catch the crew. 

 

 

: (yelling in nervous excitement) Alright, guys. Let’s make a circle, arm in arm, 

and surge up all the way together! 
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Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 

Scene 7. The Surprise of the Magic Gem 
 

The current flood quickly filled up the underground hollow of the cave below 

the water slop and brought the little guys up to the surface over the top of the 

water slope. They all coughed out water and laughed with relief for it was 

really an exciting fun ride.  

 

The water level finally ceased to rise and stabilized. But then, they were back 

to the very dark part of the cave. Nova turned on his glowing mask light to 

check if everyone was fine, and he found that everyone was floating on the 

water and smiling except Bondi was swimming toward the dry ground alone. 

Then following Stark, the other crew members also easily managed to swim to 

the dry ground at the junction of the water slope and the tunnel toward the 

cave opening.  

 

It currently looked like Bondi hadn’t well fitted in the group after the cold 

reunion - which was supposed to move everyone to tears after going through 

such a series of life-dramas from the hidden trail to the dark cave through the 

canyon, therefore Nova felt responsible to keep his mind open to her and tried 

to learn more from her about her changes. 

 

 

: (in a pretended admiring tone) Wow, Bondi, it's hard to imagine how many 

exciting things you had learned in the world on the other side of the cave wall. 
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: (replying in a cold indifferent tone) Trust me, you don't want to go in there! 

 

: But … 

 

: Hey, I don’t think it's a good time to discuss things in another world at this 

moment. 

 

 

: (whispering to Nova) Buddy, I know what you’re thinking. But you better 

leave Bondi alone now, especially in front of Monique. You need some time to 

understand something inside human girls. Let’s go have some fun for rock 

climbing! 

 

 

Nova nodded in confusion.  

 

The crew easily found their way back to the spot under the cave opening. The 

time was the next early morning, and the light cone of sunshine, shedding from 

the opening, looked so bright, condense and magic with a holy feeling just like 

a light-passage sent from an alien spacecraft to lift them up into it.  

 

By such a scene, Nova immediately recalled some memories from his early life 

on his home planet; however, apparently there wasn’t much he could do to 

help the crew reach the opening. The crew members also didn’t expect any 

magic power from Nova due to their experience of climbing the bubble tree, 

and thus they didn't even bother to ask. 

 

 

: Whoa, the opening is so high. Stark, how can we go up there?  

 

: (in a challenging tone) Hey, adventure queen, you should've known the trick 

to get to the opening, right? 

 

 

: (being aware of Monique's sarcastic tone) Oh, well, I'm not the captain. Ask 

your captain. Don't expect another easy ride from me. 

 

 

: (raising her voice) Hello, you better give some respect to Stark. He fought so 

hard for you. 

 

 

: Yeah right! Look who never gives respect to Stark! 

 

: Pshaw! I bet you're a fake. You’re pretending to be tough, but you don’t really 

become as good as you said in that lousy dark world. 

 

 

: Well, we'll see. You are just jealous. Even I know how to get out of here, I 

could just leave you here. 

 

 

: Ladies, please! It's not a good time to fight. Actually, I'd basically figured out 

what to do. Before you came in, I had spent many hours hammering the 

pebbles into the cracks on the wall to start building a rock-climbing route. But 

the structure of the wall is very complicated and makes the choice of a safe 

route extremely tricky. Please give me some time to finish the works. 
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: (helping switch the talking issue) Stark, some parts of the wall are 

completely out of reach of the sunlight. 

 

 

: Yeah, You could put yourself into a dilemma situation at those spots due to 

any misjudgment and then risk a hard fall. 

 

 

: Dudes, got to try with prudence - that's the key for accomplishing our 

mission.  

 

 

: (glancing at Bondi) Stark, I can follow you up to help. 

 

: It's okay, Monique. I can do it all by myself. You're not good at this. 

 

: (in a taunting tone) Ha! Look who is pretending to be tough. 

 

: Hey, you’re annoying me! 

 

: Fine! Let’s not talk to each other then. 

 

Bondi’s final remark of pique gave a total relief to the boys because the crew 

better kept their mouths shut under the circumstances, especially when Stark 

got to concentrate on what he was going to deal with. With a bundle of ropes 

and a lot of pebbles loaded up in his backpack, Stark carefully climbed along 

the cracks move after move with careful adjustment of his body’s weight-

center and precise assessment of the limits of his body flexibility and strength.  

 

Stark started smoothly and the other guys watched Stark ascending with 

admire except for Bondi who looked indifferent and played with water 

annoyingly. However, under dimmer and dimmer light after a while, some 

routes looked too ambiguous to secure pebbles for climbing along it. The guys 

were getting more and more nervous about watching Stark's hesitation for 

making a move sometimes. The tension was then eventually building up 

among some of the audience. 

 

 

: (whispering) Whew, I wish we could fly like birds. Why didn't Master think 

of that when he created us?  

 

 

: (whispering, rolling his eyes) Yeah, You tell me! 

 

Nova watched Stark with admire on his ability and courage, and suddenly, 

Nova’s feel of superiority over the human was gone - he somehow realized 

that his advantage was all given by the advanced technology invented by his 

ancestors, and it's just a gift rather than a learned and inspired talent! But 

then, at the same time, he was also about to see another drama from the other 

side of humanity. 
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: (complaining under irritation, but keeping her voice down) Hey, Bondi, could 

you stop playing with water? Those annoying noises could distract Stark and 

make him fall, you know?! 

 

 

: (in an indifferent tone on purpose) So what, I'll do whatever I like. If you 

guys cannot put up with me, I’ll leave for an adventure on my own in no time. 

 

 

: (voice tense) Whoa, Bondi, take it easy. Monique was right for our good 

together although her tone was not friendly enough. She didn't really mean it. 

 

 

: (raising her voice) Well, but I indeed mean it! You look just like a bunch of 

losers - what a burden to me! 

 

 

: (still keeping his voice low while losing his temper) Excuse me, what did you 

just say? 

 

 

Hearing Bondi’s reply, Monique was just too furious about Bondi's attitude to 

contain herself in a verbal fight, and thus couldn't refrain from jumping on 

Bondi immediately – and then there started a cat fight!  

 

Omar and Howard were trying to break the girls up as soon as possible while 

Nova froze still because he didn't know how to respond to the first physical 

fight that he ever saw in his personal life.  

 

 

: (trying to grab Monique’s arm) What the hell?! Stop it! 

 

Meanwhile, Stark heard the noises, he managed hard to look back down and 

then helplessly murmured to himself "Oh, Gosh, God help me!" Even the shork 

or the Dark Magician never really depressed him before, but this scene 

depressed him so much that he lost himself amid the challenge of the mission 

impossible to climb the wall for some moments.  

 

Fortunately, Stark’s rationalities told him that there was nothing he could do 

about it under the circumstances, and thus, he chose to trust Nova and Omar 

to handle the situation and focused back to the rock-climbing task. 

 

 

: (in an unusually demanding tone, trying to grab Bondi’s arms) hey, girls, 

break up! 

 

 

As the situation was getting out of control for Nova and Omar, Howard used 

his wide body to squeeze between the two girls to break them up while taking 

some hits from both sides. Omar tried to refrain Monique, but Monique was too 

quick for him to prevent her delivering a slap and a sharp kick to Bondi. 

Monique’s successful embarrassing attacks across Omar and Howard made 

Bondi fall onto the ground, and then she unthinkingly picked up a piece of spiky 

rock with ultimate rage. 

 

 

: (yelling as staring at Bondi in utter disbelief) Hey, Bondi, stop, take it easy! 

What are you doing? Are you trying to kill Monique? Come on, calm down, 

please! 
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Bondi didn't reply as her eyes looked so evil and fierce with her body gesture 

looking like ready for a deadly charge to Monique. Something was just wrong 

in her eyes, and that sent a chill down Nova’s spine! 

 

 

: (shouting in panic) No, hell no! 

 

Bondi took the charge without hesitation in no time while Monique equally 

bracing herself for the attack with emotion out of control. To their surprise, 

Howard bravely took the hit of Bondi’s charge toward Monique - It looked just 

like an angry female lion furiously jumping onto a buffalo. Fortunately, Howard 

managed to grab Bondi's arm to avoid the piece of sharp rock, but together 

they both lost balance over the slippery ground.  

 

Howard was pushed to fall down hard on a pile of rocks, and something solid 

dropped off his pocket and bounced among a couple of rocks with crisp 

clashing sounds - the gem Monique picked up from the oracle tree! The gem 

finally settled down within the light cone just like a singing star stepping on 

his stage under the limelight which he deserves. All of a sudden, the fighting 

moods were all gone among the little guys because of something magic 

happening. 

 

 

: (dismissing his pain and yelling in excitement) Hey, that's my gem. Wow …, 

wow … so amazing … 

 

 

Surprisingly overwhelming in a miraculous pattern of beautiful light spots, the 

gem reflected the sunlight onto the cave wall which Stark was climbing. Then, 

they all heard Stark shouting in excitement from above. 

 

 

: (shouting in excitement) I see it! I see the hints of the revelation. Guys, the 

puzzle was just solved. I got the climbing map. 

 

 

: (still in confusion through the previous chaos and the later fantasy) Man, 

what're you talking about? 

 

 

: (in an excited witty voice) Don't you get it?! The light-spots of the reflection 

from the gem mark every critical spot which Stark needs to hammer a pebble 

in to construct an easy rock-climbing route. What a wonderful magic! 

 

 

: Whoa ..., what a magic journey we have so far! 

 

: You tell me! 

 

Following the hints, Stark quickly climbed up to reach the opening. He lied 

down besides the opening silently for some moments as being completely 

exhausted both physically and mentally while the guys, except for Bondi, 

cheered loudly below.  

 

Nova never saw such a beautiful scene before, even on his home planet – 

maybe the most beautiful thing always occurs in the harshest environment, he 

thought. 
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Bondi also completely changed her moods and had been keeping very quiet 

right after the moment when she saw the gem. Actually, she never took her 

eyesight away from the gem since then. 

 

 

: (yelling in excitement) Stark, my hero, I'll give you the gem. You deserve it 

for a medal, captain! 

 

 

: (in a relieved and delighted voice) Thank you, Howard, we make it all 

together. Now catch the rope with the security knots I made on it. Come on up 

one by one - grab the rope and step carefully on the pebbles along the climbing 

route. I guarantee that you'll like what you see up here.  
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 1. The Search for the Spirit Cure 
 

It took some time for all the guys, especially Howard, to struggle out of the 

cave. Bondi was the last one to climb out after Nova, but she looked reluctant 

and not happy to come out for some reasons while Nova was also noticing that 

she was trying hard to avoid the sunshine.  

 

It was a beautiful day and the time was close to noon, and even better, there 

were no annoying barus vultures in sight in the sky. Despite the gorgeous 

panoramic sea-view from the cliff and plenty of yapples on the trees, the crew 

all lay down on the top of the cave to take a good rest under the lovely sunshine 

after just coming out of a dark world, but only Bondi hid herself alone in the 

shadow of a big bubble tree. 

 

 

Nova was aware of something definitely wrong with Bondi and felt that he got 

to be responsible for it because of the deal with the Dark Magician. So he 

reached out to approach Bondi even if she didn’t look like a nice girl anymore.  

 

 

: Hi Bondi, you don't like sunshine?! … Anything wrong? Monique didn't really 

mean it! 

 

 

: (in a cold voice) I'm fine, mind your own business. 
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: (voice tense, wincing) Bondi, we … 

 

: (with her tone turning extremely harsh, terrifyingly harsh) Beat it, you alien 

freak! 

 

 

Nova was shocked by Bondi as she fiercely stared at him - he felt something 

horrible to describe in her eyes and expression - maybe "evil", yes, that's the 

word to describe. Nova backed off silently while the other guys weren’t paying 

attention to their conversation - no one, not even Stark, was trying to talk to 

Bondi because they simply didn't know how.  

 

Apparently, the crew's team chemistry after their reunion had been turning 

from “weird” to “sour” after the crazy fight. Stark knew that he got to do 

something because Bondi's soul could be mentally ill or contaminated by evil 

spirit down under the cave. Everyone's mouth was tightly sealed in such an 

atmosphere until the most innocent guy got an issue to break this suffocating 

silence, and it indeed also fully caught Bondi's attention. 

 

 

: (talking naïvely) Oh yeah, guys, I nearly forgot to dedicate the holy gem to 

Stark. He is the true hero and deserves it. 

 

 

: Thank you, Howard. I'll keep it for a while, but remember we had a deal that 

we got to return the gem to its owner. 

 

 

: You'll never find its true owner. We better keep it. We need it to accomplish 

our mission! 

 

 

: (frowning in suspicion) How do you know that, Bondi? 

 

: (replying crisply) Just my intuition! 

 

: (in a doubtful tone) We don't know yet what our mission is exactly. Master 

only said that we have to figure it out by ourselves. So do you mean that you've 

figured it out already? 

 

 

: (raising her voice) Aargh, why don't you just trust me?! I promised my 

mentor to keep some secrets before the right time to tell! 

 

 

: (murmuring in a low voice) Bullshit! 

 

: (interrupting in an expression of reproach) Monique ... please. 

 

: (standing up) I heard you! Fine, I'm not welcome here anyway. I’m starving, 

and I smelled some ripe fallen yapples lying on the ground ahead. See you 

later. 

 

 

Bondi took off and ran away so quickly that even Stark couldn't respond 

immediately. The top of the cave looked like being the start of a ridge on top 

of a chain of cascade hills which descended to the seashore.  
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The bubble trees here were even bigger than what they had seen before, and 

the delicious yapples were everywhere in the trees. The view was really 

gorgeous at the peak, but the tension between Bondi and the other crew 

members had completely messed up Stark's mind for thinking about the next 

step in the journey for their mission.  

 

The little guys spotted a small trail, going down into the woods along the first 

hillside below the ridge, and then followed Bondi to enter the woods in a hurry. 

 

 

: Where is Bondi? She ran so fast! 

 

: Yeah, but where are the good yapples on the ground?  

 

: Gosh, we are too tired to climb a bubble tree now. It looks like the stupid 

heggi birds, ants and lizards finished all those fallen yapples already! 

 

 

: (muttering, then clenching her teeth) She just likes to play the game of hide-

and-seek, but I've had it enough already! By the way, she hated yapples 

before, and she became sick after she had only one bite. But, now, she is dying 

for the yapple! Don't you think she is weird? 

 

 

: (frowning deeply) Yeahhh … It doesn’t make sense at all. Master had 

mentioned to me that Bondi's physical conditions and personality are quite 

different from ours. That's why he asked me to take good care of her. Huh …, 

what am I supposed to do now? 

 

 

: (eye-marbles gloomed) Guys, I'm guilty of it. 

 

: Why? Nova dude. 

 

: I think it’s because of my deal with the Dark Magician. 

 

: (taking her rage out) That’s right, it's all your fault. Bondi must be incarnated 

by an evil spirit now! 

 

 

: What does that mean? 

 

: Bonehead! The Dark Magician must’ve transformed her for some evil 

purposes. 

 

 

: I'm afraid that Monique might be right. We got to cure her no matter 

whatever it takes, and that could be a great challenge for us to accomplish our 

mission! 

 

 

: (murmuring) I wish Islemma could give me more scientific explanations 

about what's going on. 
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All of a sudden, they all heard some echoes of wood-choking sounds. This was 

a big good news because that could mean a villager nearby, but the weird thing 

was that Nova's infrared scan didn't find anyone around the trail within 

hundreds of yards. The crew all rushed toward the source of sounds in 

excitement. 

 

 

: (yelling) Hey, look, there is an old country folk over there.  

 

The crew members were all so excited to rush down the trail that they left 

Nova alone behind. Nova got to hide and find a detour for he was not so sure 

about how the normal people would react and treat him while he was 

wondering why his infrared sensor couldn't detect this villager. 

 

 

: (the country folk speaking in a friendly voice) Hello there, slow down or you 

might fall. 

 

 

: (recovering his breath) Thank … thank you, sir. … We are just too excited. 

 

: (smiling with a puzzled expression) Excited? For what? 

 

: You're the first person that we have ever met since we entered the Bubble 

Forest. 

 

 

: (noticing that Howard and Omar were staring into the bag which was full of 

yapples) Is that so?! Welcome then. Want some yapples?! Be my guest! 

 

 

: Thank you, thank you, sir. You're so kind. 

 

: Hey, Howard, wait … 

 

The crew members were just too hungry and thirsty to watch their manner - 

even Stark gave up his attempt to refrain his guys from voraciously consuming 

the yapples which could worth some money due to hard works. 

 

 

: Take it easy, my little friends. I have more at home. 

 

: Thank you so much, sir. Sorry for our bad table manner, we just came out of 

the cave, so … 

 

 

: (in a tone of surprise) The cave? You shouldn't go play in there. That's a very 

dangerous place. 

 

 

: Yeah, but things happened, you know. What are you doing here? 

 

: Oh, I am a woodcutter. I collect yapples and chop bubble trees into pieces of 

firewood to sell them in the market for living. 
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Stark couldn't help telling their stories to this old country folk who just looked 

so nice. Meanwhile, Nova was hiding behind a tree and very curious about this 

old man for some inexplicable reasons. Maybe he shouldn’t judge the normal 

people by his experiences from the Z5 – there might be some physical 

differences, he thought. 

 

 

: Sir, could you please show us the way to the village? 

 

: I live in the woods and there is still a distance to the village by the beach 

down under the cliff. The cliff was at the other end of the ridge you just came 

down from. 

 

 

: And where are we supposed to find a doctor or a priest, sir? 

 

: Why? I don't see anyone of you needs a doctor! And what do you need a priest 

for? 

 

 

: Uh … It's quite hard to tell. …  Did you see a girl passing by just moments 

before seeing us? She is our sister, she is possibly mentally ill or get occupied 

by some evil spirit …, you know. 

 

 

: (blinking with a sympathetic look) Ohhh … I see, poor little girl. Sorry, I didn't 

see her. 

 

 

: It’s okay, we can find her later. Sir, by the way, we picked up this gem inside 

a big dead tree on our way here. Have you ever heard that someone had lost a 

gem in the bubble forest? 

 

 

: Hmmm … that's a really good one. I don't know anyone who could have that 

kind of belongings. Well, there is going to be a moonlight party the day after 

tomorrow. You can go there to find some rich people who might know the 

owner. 

 

 

: (raising his eyebrows) Party?! Nice! Where? 

 

: I don't know, I just heard about it from some villagers in the market days 

ago. You got to find out yourself. Yet, before you go to the village for finding a 

doctor, you can try to find a priest who lives by the Barbarian Field. 

 

 

: (wincing, in a tone of concern and confusion) Barbarian? 

 

: (in an easy voice) Hehehe … Don't worry about that intimidating ancient title, 

you'll find out with good will. Well, I got to go home. See you later, my little 

friends. 
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 2. The Warning of the Country Folk 
 

When the crew enjoyed their talks with the nice country folk, Nova found a 

small detour path on the upper side of the trail to pass the wood-chopping 

spot. The small path for animals was kind of like a green tunnel covered with 

the bushes of miscellaneous plants beneath the bubble trees. Those bushes 

were so dense that he would lose his sense of direction to meet the guys on 

the trail without his infrared sensor.  

 

Just when Nova was pretty worried about whether his infrared sensor was still 

working fine, his infrared vision well spotted a red-orange figure behind a huge 

bubble tree about 20 yards away. 

 

 

: (pausing and murmuring to himself in mind with his heart pounding) Is that 

a horrible predatory creature, like the big snake, or the monster fish which I 

encountered before? Should I back off? But there is no other way to go.  

 

 

: (keeping murmuring to himself) Nova, you're a coward, you know! Don't you 

want to grow up like Stark? Monique will keep look down on you! 

 

 

So, as his fear was expelled right away by the image of Monique’s expression 

with disgust, Nova decided to approach the object carefully. With the laser 

weapon ready in mind, he gradually took bolder and bolder moves. When he 
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pushed himself within 5 yards of the creature behind the tree, he heard some 

voices from it. He immediately recognized that it was Bondi's voice, but in a 

very complex, weird and varying tone! 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself in mind) What should I do now? 

 

Nova well remembered how Bondi reacted last time when he disrupted her, so 

he lowered his body and peeped, through the bushes, what was going on with 

Bondi. He can clearly saw that Bondi had actually slept among lots of ripe fallen 

yapples for a while, and some of them got partially eaten already. She looked 

fine, and could be just tired – however, she kept murmuring a sentence in 

sleep-talking. 

 

 

: (murmuring in sleep-talking) Master, help me, my mind field had gone sour. 

… Shut up! Just follow Mentor to see the garden. … 

 

 

Sometimes crying, sometimes shouting - Bondi's bizarre behavior indeed 

scared Nova. It looked like there were two girls simultaneously occupying 

Bondi's body - Bondi and her evil twin. Nova knew that he got to let the guys 

see this to convince them that they shouldn't go anywhere before curing Bondi. 

Under the cover of the bushes, Nova managed to find a shortcut connecting to 

the trail to intercept the marching crew after they finished their talks with the 

folk. 

 

 

: Hey, look, it's Nova. 

 

: Haha, Nova, you looked as funny as a groundhog. 

 

: What happened? You looked like you just saw a ghost, or something horrible. 

 

: Guys, I found Bondi. But you better hear what she said in her sleep-talking 

before we wake her up. 

 

 

: (frowning in confusion) Take it easy, buddy. I don’t understand what you’re 

talking about. 

 

 

: Nova can show what he just saw on his mask screen. It’s really cool! 

 

Nova showed the guys what he saw and recorded about Bondi’s behaviors on 

his mask screen. Although, except for Stark, the guys had seen Nova's high-

tech trick before, this terrifying scene with the visual effect still made them all 

feel pins and needles - it was completely like a "true man" show with horror. 

 

 

: (in a weak voice of melancholy) I think the worst scenario had come true - 

Bondi has been incarnated by some evil spirit which she called "Mentor". 

 

 

: Hey man, you okay?! 
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: Stark, toughen up, it’s not the end of the world. The "Mentor" must be the 

Dark Magician. Let’s fight for Bondi. 

 

 

: (sighing deeply) Yeah, it’s easy for you to say, but how?! We got beaten up 

by the Magician in the cave, remember?! We couldn’t even touch him. 

 

 

: Stark, the evil spirit might not be the Dark Magician. Remember that Master 

ever told us that the Dark Magician was not the only evil guy in the dark world 

- he got many allies out there. So, we might have a chance. 

 

 

: (after collecting his thoughts) Okay, no matter what, let's go get Bondi, tie 

her up and take her to the priest of the Barbarian Field. 

 

 

: (saying with a fist-clenching gesture) Yes! 

 

With the ropes ready on their hands, the crew members split to approach 

Bondi’s location from different directions so that she was surrounded and had 

no way to escape. Nova led the way while Stark was closely following behind 

him and constantly giving signals to keep the other guys in the loop by his 

moves to proceed. However, when they drew close enough, to Nova's surprise, 

his infrared vision saw two red objects rather than one. 

 

 

: (pausing and talking in low voice) Stark, wait, something wrong! 

 

: (making a “stop” signal to the other members) What? What’s wrong?! 

 

: (in a hesitant tone of confusion) Bondi might split into two! 

 

: (in an uneasy voice of impatience) What the heck?! What do you mean by 

"split"? Alright, you guys stay put, I'll go check first! 

 

 

: That’s terribly insane! … Stark … Wait … Stark … 

 

Ignoring Nova’s warning, Stark quickly sneaked through the bushes to hide 

himself behind another tree. Then he saw that Bondi was not the only person 

there - another odd-looking country folk stood by the side of Bondi, watching 

her sleep and then shaking his head and sighing.  

 

This old man looked very serious and completely different from the nice folk 

who they just met moments ago. Stark made another signal to the other guys 

for drawing closer. 

 

 

: (whispering as Nova was approaching close enough) Nova, What's going on? 

 

: (shrugging his shoulders) She was alone when I was here moments ago. 

Could that man be her mentor? 
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Stark tried to signal "stay put" to the three other guys, but he couldn't be sure 

whether Monique clearly got his signal right through the bushes. His worry 

was then justified in no time. 

 

 

: (shouting as recklessly jumping out of the bushes) Hey, you bastard mentor, 

leave Bondi alone! 

 

 

: (rolling his eyes while shaking his head) Oh gosh, she mistook my signal … 

oh, well, whatever. ... Let's come out to back up Monique. 

 

 

The country folk was surprised a bit, but not much for he could well expected 

that Bondi should have accompany around. Meanwhile, Bondi woke up 

emotionlessly without any expression on her face even amid such a chaotic 

situation.  

 

Nova was still hiding himself in the bushes, and he began to seriously wonder 

why his infrared was now working fine to see the second folk while it failed on 

the first one before. 

 

 

: (in a shivering voice) We bea …beat the Dark Magician down there in the 

cave and he ran … ran away, you … you better know that. We know you're his 

friend. 

 

 

: (sighing & laughing) Okay, good for you! But, kids, you're messing with the 

wrong guy. I don’t know what you’re talking about, and I'm no friend of the 

magician or something. 

 

 

: (in a tone of suspicion) Then why are you here? Who are you? 

 

: (talking seriously in a clipped tone) Well, I am a priest and scholar. I'm 

studying how bubble trees grow and spread in this forest and just found this 

little girl here - who is apparently your friend. 

 

 

: Priest?! Hey, you're the priest of the Barbarian Field?! 

 

: (suddenly turning his voice into an upset mode) Hell no! Who told you about 

the Barbarian Field? Who?! 

 

 

Omar was shocked to step backwards speechlessly, stepping on a couple of 

fallen yapples. 

 

 

: (wincing and trying to be polite) Uh … Sir, sorry. We don't mean to be rude. 

We come from the Capital Temple. Our master is the chief wizard. Someone 

mentioned the Barbarian Field to us on our way here. We don’t really know 

who the man is. 

 

 

: (frowning while turning his voice into a softer mode) Listen, kids, forget the 

Barbarian Field. Your friend is seriously sick here, and you better bring her 

home to your master as soon as possible. Go home, go! 
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While the folk was talking, Bondi’s mood was clearly turning into grudge as 

maliciously staring at him. No one noticed that except for Nova, feeling a chill 

down his spine. 

 

 

: But we have a mission. Is it possible that we can find someone to cure her in 

the village? 

 

 

: (shouting loudly in a sudden) Who said I'm sick? I'm fine! Leave me alone. 

 

: Bondi, calm down, please. We saw you were mentally troubled in your sleep-

talking. 

 

 

: (in a bewildering angry voice) It's all her fault! It's all her fault! By the way, 

don't listen to this old bad guy. He is a wizard. He must spell some black magic 

on me! 

 

 

: (shaking his head) Listen, son, I can tell you're a decent young man and a 

good leader. Take your crew home. Forget the Barbarian Field, where you'll be 

cursed. Forget the mission at all. 

 

 

: (shouting crazily) Shut up! Shut up! Stark, don’t listen to him! 

 

: (sighing and turning around to leave, and then looking back) Oh, by the way, 

never eat the yapple. They are extremely poisonous. I recently figured out that 

there is a yin-yang mechanism Inside every pair of yapples - one is good, but 

the other is poisonous. You can’t really tell which one is good until you eat 

them. With water, the effect of poison kicks in. Ah … God shouldn't allow them 

to flourish! … So long and good luck. 

 

 

: (breaking silence as the crew gloomily watching the folk going away) Stark, 

is that true? … What else are we going to eat then?  

 

 

: (still hysterically shouting towards the folk even as he was almost out of their 

sight) Liar! Bullshit! You, go to hell. You're to be doomed in your own misery! 

… Pathetic bastard! Screw you … 
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 3. The Puzzle at the Fate Junction 
 

After the old weird-looking country folk left amid Bondi's fierce shouting, Stark 

was, once again, put in a dilemma to make a decision. The first country folk 

looked so nice while the second one looked so sincere, although weird. Neither 

of them looked like a bad guy, but their indications completely contrasted to 

each other’s - so contrary that there was no room for him to make a mistake.  

 

Nova emerged from the bushes where he was hiding from the stranger, and 

he wondered whether he should tell Stark his sixth sense and observations 

about the two old guys and Bondi. 

 

 

: Stark, don't listen to him. He looks so weird. 

 

: (eye-hinting at Bondi while talking) Stark, maybe it's time for us to go home. 

 

: (sarcastically responding in no time) Go home?! Fine, you can go home 

without me. For the adventure, I don't like to team up with a bunch of pathetic 

babies. 

 

 

: (ignoring Bondi) Stark, I think we should go home and ask Master to make 

sure what our mission is really about. 
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: Monique, the old folk must have scared you, right?! 

 

: Of course not. But he looks very serious and not evil! 

 

: He is a weirdo. 

 

: Yeah, maybe he doesn't want us to steal the yapples away from his territory. 

So he made up the stories to scare us away. Can we eat more yapples? There 

are still plenty of them on the ground. They look so delicious. 

 

 

: (in a crooked smile of contempt) Ha! Look who is smarter now! Howard, be 

my guest. You’re exactly in the wonderland of yapples. 

 

 

: (trying to ease the tension of debate while maintaining a neutral stance) 

Nova dude, what do you think? Can you check a person with your things to tell 

good or bad? 

 

 

: Not really. Before I came to Earth, Islemma ever told me that humanity is too 

complex to analyze superficially. She said that it took a long time to 

understand someone from outside to deep inside. She also said that even 

common human people are very good at disguising themselves, and told me to 

be careful - not to judge someone just by his appearance or physical 

characteristics. 

 

 

: (clapping her hands and raising her voice dramatically) Bravo, Dr Nova! 

Hahaha … Nonsense. If you don't trust people, go back to your home planet, 

loser! 

 

 

: Hey, hey, Bondi, take it easy. Nova is doing his best to help us. 

 

: (trying to avoid eye-contact with Bondi) By the way, there is one thing you 

might like to know, superficially from outside look though. 

 

 

: What's that? 

 

: My infrared sensor couldn't sense the first guy you met. 

 

: You sure? So you mean … 

 

: (in a tone of utter impatience) Alrighttt … Bullshit and bullshit, I've had it 

enough. I'm leaving! 

 

 

Bondi picked up her backpack and was about to take off just like she did last 

time. Stark jumped in front of her while the other guys all turned to look at 

Nova. Nova shrugged his shoulders, like saying "what did I do wrong?" 
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: (winking at Monique) Wait, Bondi, okay, here is the deal. Tell you what - let's 

keep moving to the Barbarian Field, but you got to promise me that you'll take 

it seriously to talk to the priest when we find him. 

 

 

: (replying with a shrug of compromise) Yeahhh … why not?! It should be fun 

to talk to a priest! 

 

 

Bondi won the coin toss at this critical moment of the crew’s fate, but there 

left so many question-marks in the minds of the crew members, perhaps 

except for innocent Howard and Omar. Monique seriously suspected that there 

might be another trap in the Barbarian Field, but she knew that Stark won’t go 

home without Bondi and thus refrained herself from causing another conflict 

with Bondi in front of him. Besides, who could know what's really on Bondi's 

mind? – The other crew members were all curious about what she wanted.  

 

It was about mid-afternoon, but strangely, the weather was changing so 

quickly along the ridge - before long, it was still a crystal blue sky, but the grey 

and dark clouds were gathering like a storm was coming - coincidently 

mirrored the situation deep in Stark's mind. 

 

 

: Stark, the weather is not looking good!  

 

: (looking back and yelling) Hey…, Howard, Nova, catch up! 

 

: Yeah, so we got to hurry up. Omar, do you see any open field in sight? 

 

: (saying faintly) Nah. Just trees, trees and trees … 

 

: (in a clipped voice) Don't worry, we'll be there soon. 

 

: How could you be so sure? It looks like a storm is coming. 

 

: Like I said before - just following my instinct which got inspired by my 

mentor. 

 

 

: (blurting out in a murmuring manner) crap! 

 

: (talking loudly) I can hear youuuu! 

 

: (interrupting the spinning junk talk with a demanding voice) Ugh, ladies, 

come on, please don't go again. We need to find a shelter before getting caught 

in the storm. 

 

 

The crew was then hastily marching in a complete silence before the dusk. The 

trail was up and down between the ridge and the hillsides - it was really hard 

to tell whether it was heading down to the beach or up to the mountain peak 

at the end. The quickly rolling dark clouds was circulating around the ridge 
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with constant thunders just like a giant formidable roaring black dragon was 

patrolling its territory.  

 

It was getting darker and darker, and finally a couple of big rain drops began 

to bomb onto the grounds. This situation was making the little guys more and 

more nervous, but Stark was kind of feeling relieved a bit because it looked 

like Bondi and Monique were not interested in fighting each other anymore 

under the circumstances. 

 

 

: Look, there is a fork-junction of trails over there. 

 

: (murmuring to himself with suppressed rage) Great, here is another guessing 

game. 

 

 

Nova slightly tapped on Stark's shoulders from behind to encourage him. He 

can sense the great stress Stark had endured in the past few days. 

 

 

: Stupid country trails and folks. The old guy wasn't nice enough to mention 

that there is junction here. 

 

 

: I told you not to worry, I know which way to go. 

 

Stark didn’t know how to reply because Bondi’s assertiveness was really 

worrisome and boggling his mind.  

 

 

The view at the junction was spectacular with the open outstanding ridge view 

on the left-hand side and the view of the whole valley surrounded by the 

cascade hills and the beach on the right-hand side. There were only two trails 

joined at the fork - one was dimly visible to connect to the cliff at the other 

end of the ridge while the other clearly went down to the beach - but there 

was no village household-lights in sight at all near dusk.  

 

However, there seemed to be an open field surrounded by many very tall 

bubble trees right below the ridge about 1 or 2 miles away, and there was a 

small path to connect the left-hand side trail to the open field. As a matter of 

fact, they didn't have to make a choice this time because the rain suddenly 

poured down to force them to rush to a shelter about one hundred yards away 

on the left-hand side.  

 

The crew were running like cats and dogs in the rain, and the only benefit of 

the rain is the water sliding down from face to mouth, quenching their extreme 

thirst after having those yapples hours ago. 

 

 

: (yelling anxiously while running in the rain) Stark, don't you think we should 

rush down to the beach by the night? Maybe we can find a village there. 

 

 

: (yelling in a firm voice) No, it's too late now. We'll stay in that shelter for the 

night and decide which way to go in the morning. 
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They ran as fast as they could and broke into the shelter without even checking 

if there was someone living there. Luckily for them, it looked like an abandoned 

temporary lodging cabin. They were all completely soaked from head to foot. 

Howard was the last one to enter the shelter, and after Howard closed the 

doors, there appeared a hotel welcome letter for them on the back of the door. 

 

 

: (in a naive tone) Whoa … holy crap. Look, guys, were these written with 

blood?! 

 

 

The guys turned around and saw the words on the door reading "Forbidden 

and Not Forgotten." It was a shock, like a lightening, flashing over the minds 

of Monique and Omar. Right at this shocking moment, Monique seemed to get 

a key hint from this sign about the whole puzzle of the events which had 

happened to them. 

 

 

: (shouting in hysteria) No, no! 

 

Monique immediately jumped up and tried to break the door open. The boys 

quickly reacted to refrain her. Monique, like a crazy woman, tried to struggle 

out of the control of the boys. Especially, Nova got hit so many times on his 

mask, and some elbows and kicks on the belly, but he didn’t mind and dearly 

felt heart-breaking for Monique. On the other hand, nobody noticed that Bondi 

was doing nothing amid the chaos, but coldly watched and giggled silently. 

 

 

: (yelling in a strong demanding tone) Monique, if you don't calm down, we'll 

tie you up! 

 

 

: (finally calming down as noticing Bondi's evil smiley expression) fine, fine, 

…, I’m fine … 

 

 

: (puffing hard) What's the matter with you, Monique? Those were just some 

words - possibly written by some punks having fun here. 

 

 

Monique suddenly began to cry and then sobbed inconsolably like a baby girl. 

This really shocked Nova for he thought Monique was the toughest girl in the 

world - even the new Bondi couldn't match her. Nova got an urge to comfort 

her, but his rationality told him not to do so at this moment – that just could 

embarrass her. 

 

 

: Uh … Ermmm … Stark, we …, Monique and I saw this warning sign before – 

during our split. 

 

 

: (shouting again) Omar, shut up! 

 

Nova felt lucky that he was right for not saying something foolish at this 

moment. 

 

 

: (wiping the tears on her face) Stark, something horrible happened in a tower 

after we split days ago. But I don't want to talk about it now. Trust me! I can 

sense the warning message of those words, like pins and needles. We got to 
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leave this hell hole right now! Please, Stark, please! … I promise to tell you the 

reasons when we’re safe in the village. 

 

 

Monique didn't really want to mention her experience in the tower because she 

was so confused by the talks inside the tower - why her, not Bondi, who was 

supposed to be mentally ill.  

 

 

Stark looked around and found that everyone seemed to have deep sympathy 

for Monique on their expressions except for Bondi, who silently sat down at a 

corner and was playing her fingers like nothing happened.  

 

 

: (saying crisply while slowly nodding his head) Alright! We'll stay here just 

for a while until the rain stops. Nova dude, can your mask light glow long 

enough to light up our way down to the beach? 

 

 

: (saying without hesitation) No problem, you can bet it on my life! 

 

Monique, with tears still all over her cute face, and Nova exchanged an 

instantaneous glance which meant "thank you so much" and “welcome, I’ll do 

whatever it takes for you” respectively. 

 

 

: Alright then, let's find some comfy spots to take a rest. Try to dry yourself up 

and maybe take a nap, I'll wake you up when the rain stops. 

 

 

It kept raining and raining without no sign to stop. The crew, except for Stark 

and Nova, all fell into sleep in no time due to the exhausting hiking, the 

tension, the fight and of course, again the yapples with the water.  

 

On the other hand, Nova was actually too excited to sleep because he again 

won back some appreciation and respect from Monique while Stark was 

struggling to keep up amid the sounds of the raindrops. 

 

 

: (noticing that Stark began to doze) Stark, why don't you take a nap! I'll watch 

the rain. Monique fell into sleep already. No hurry! 

 

 

Stark didn't reply because he gave up already. 
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 4. The Myth of the Forbidden Ground 
 

The crew all fell asleep in the shabby shelter. Nova's glowing mask lighted up 

the tiny shelter near the Barbarian Field amid the violent thunderstorm. 

"Everything will be all right after they wake up. The sunshine will welcome us 

when we open the door in the morning, and Monique won't be that upset then." 

Nova thought before he fell asleep.  

 

During that night, something weird and intriguing happened - Nova and Stark 

both had a dream quite related to each other’s, but for the other crew 

members, it was just a deep sleep into the dark world. 

 

 

Nova woke up in fear because he dreamed about how an ancient barbarian 

tribe buried weak and sick men under the ground earth of the Barbarian Field, 

where the tribe regarded as a holy ground - those buried men died but soon 

revived to become formidable warriors. 

 

 

: (urgently shaking Stark) Stark, Stark, wake up, It sounds that the rain stops. 

 

: (in a voice of relief as waking up in a cold sweat) Ohhh …, Nova, buddy, I’m 

so glad to see you again. 
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: (being nonplused by Stark’s capricious words) Why?! 

 

: I thought I died in a horrible way. Thank God, it’s just a bad dream. I dreamed 

that we were surrounded and attacked mercilessly by a bunch of barbarians 

here. 

 

 

When Stark talked, there was a weird shadow feeling of déjà vu flashing over 

Nova’s mind. 

 

 

: (shaking his head sluggishly) Believe me, you don't want to know. … Oh, 

well, just a dream. We were all captured and buried under the sour ground in 

the Barbarian Field and revived to become warriors fighting for the Dark 

Magician. 

 

 

: (feeling a chill down his spine) Stark, something wrong here. 

 

: (his eyes twitching while frowning) What?! 

 

: Did either of the two folks tell you anything about the Barbarian Field? 

 

: (replying fretfully) No, not at all. 

 

Nova told Stark what he dreamed about, and then he definitely saw the same 

fear emerging in Stark’s eyes. 

 

 

: Stark, I dream a lot. But I think it is definitely not a coincidence this time. 

Maybe, it's not just a dream, but a message. 

 

 

: Oh my God, I got an extremely bad feeling, too. Let's wake up the other guys 

and get out of here in no time. 

 

 

When they still held on to the hope that everything should be fine and it was 

possibly due to their paranoia, something deepened their fear immediately - 

Bondi was missing again. 

 

 

: (shaking his head in anguish) Oh, shit, not again. Nova, you wake up the 

guys, I'll go check outside for Bondi. 

 

 

Stark rushed out of the door. It was a beautiful morning full of sunshine with 

some white clouds hanging over the sea horizon after the storm. Some heggi 

birds flew by in packs. Stark didn't see Bondi around outside the shelter cabin, 

but he found many clear footstep-marks on the mud of the trail ground - clearly 

Bondi's - and he gloomily tracked the marks and saw more going toward a 

crooked path which was randomly paved with lots of big and small sharp stone 

pieces.  

 

This path clearly connected the trail to an open field far away in sight - must 

be the Barbarian Field, he thought. At that moment, Stark fumed and had no 

doubt that it was a scheme which the Dark Magician had designed 
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sophisticatedly to use Bondi to guide them to the Barbarian Field, and then he 

decided that they should go to the village for seeking help first. But, suddenly, 

he heard some high-pitch sounds coming from the shelter, and he knew that 

it was from Nova.  

 

When Stark rushed back to the shelter, something so worse happened that he 

got to change his mind soon afterwards - he saw Nova sitting by the door on 

the cabin’s porch, alone. Although Nova didn't have tears like the human’s, 

Stark could intuitively tell that he was crying hard in panic and depression.  

 

 

: (saying apprehensively) Nova, what … what's going on? 

 

: (murmuring, hanging his head and looking at the floor) They couldn't be 

woken up, Stark! We should've listened to Monique. … We should've listened 

to Monique. … 

 

 

Stark rushed into the cabin. He saw that the three guys were all in deep sleep 

with silky breath, and their bodies were turning pale and cold. Stark tried to 

wake up them with a couple of shakes, but the guys had no responses. Nova 

followed in and looked at Stark with inexplicable sympathy. 

 

 

: (panting with voice trembling) Gosh, they're dying … they’re dying. Nova, 

hurry, we got to find the village and a doctor. 

 

 

: (feeling Stark possibly collapsing emotionally soon) Stark, we got to calm 

down, don't panic. We got to take some minutes to figure out what's the best 

way to do. 

 

 

: (trying hard to collect his thoughts, weeping and face twisted) Right …, 

you're right, we are not even sure about where the village is. … But …, oh …, 

Close the door, you're not supposed to be seen. We don't want more troubles 

now. 

 

 

After Nova closed the door, he told Stark that he had used lots of energy to 

scream with high-pitch sounds right after he found the guys in coma and hoped 

that Islemma could get this help-seeking signal to do something. Stark 

planned to go down the trail to find the village and let Nova watch and protect 

the guys from possible attacks of animals; but Nova insisted that he should go 

with Stark to assist him with his high-tech equipment.  

 

The biggest gamble here was that Stark and Nova were not sure about where 

the village was or whether there was a village down there or not – or should 

they climb up to the ridge so that Nova could have a better look down into the 

valley? It was a decision-making dilemma under pressure of time. They 

discussed and argued without conclusions while the three little guys were 

dying and waiting for life rescue. Finally, Stark insisted to take his original plan 

just by following his instinct, and Nova couldn't really do anything about it and 

hoped that it was good for Islemma to track up his position when he kept 

staying somewhere for long.  
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When Stark picked up his backpack and prepared to leave, there surprisingly 

came the sounds of door-knocking by someone. Nova quickly hid himself 

behind the pile of wood under the bed while Stark cautiously approached to 

answer the door. 

 

 

: (in a cautious but hopeful tone while wiping tears off his face) Who is it? 

 

: (in a hoarse voice) I am the priest of the Barbarian Field. Who is in there? 

 

: (muttering crisply) Great, no surprise, is this good or bad?! Come on … 

 

Stark braced himself for quickly opening the door without hesitation and saw 

an old man with long white hair and beard in a hood, and to his surprise, this 

old man looked somewhat like his master. - "looks like a decent man." he 

thought. 

 

 

: (taking off the hood with a warm smile) Hi there. Kids, you're not supposed 

to play here. This shelter is for saving people's lives. 

 

 

: (in a tone and expression of humble submission) Sir, sorry, we don't mean to 

intrude your property. But we got some guys to be saved as soon as possible. 

 

 

: Oh, I see, poor little fellows. It happens that I'm a doctor, too. I can help if 

you allow me. 

 

 

: (in a voice of desperate appreciation) Sir, of course, thank you so much, 

please. 

 

 

Stark was so thankful that he couldn't help shedding tears on his face. 

However, Nova was sure about it and very suspicious about this man because 

his infrared was not working again on this man. But, he didn’t have a chance 

to hint Stark at this moment, so he could just wait and see. The old man 

carefully examined the guys' pulses and eyes, and then he shook his head. It 

was then a big blow again to Stark as he saw the old man frowning and shaking 

his head. 

 

 

: (in a deep long sigh) Ah…., it's too late, all too late. 

 

: (voice trembling and choking) What wha … what do you mean, doc … doctor? 

Whyyy?! 

 

 

: (frowning deeply) Ah, ermmm … they are poisoned too deeply and the poison 

has got all over into their hearts and brains. No doctor can save them now. 

 

 

: (crying loudly and choking) No, no, no, nooo, no way, it can't be, it can't be 

that way. They are brothers and sisters of … of mine. We came ... came a long 

way here together. We we…hav… have a mission. They shouldn't die here. 

Wuh… No …, no … 
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: I’m sorry, my little friend. I’m afraid that even God cannot help now. 

 

This is also a heartbreaking moment for Nova, too. It's hard to see a tough guy 

like Stark collapsing like this. Not to mention, all of a sudden, all his bitter and 

sweet memories with Monique, including those in the dreams, came up 

whirling in his mind. He felt his mask was turning hot and pink, and then red - 

what a tough moment! 

 

 

: (hopelessly murmuring to himself in mind) Please save them, Islemma, 

please, please, Islemma … Islemma, where are you?! 

 

 

: (crying in desperation) Please save them, doctor, please, just try everything, 

please… 

 

 

Stark kneeled down in front of the priest and firmly grabbed the robe around 

the priest’s legs. The old man's expression showed his deep sympathy toward 

Stark's sorrow, but hinted that there was really nothing he can do. But then, 

he closed his eyes for some moments and then opened afterwards with a long 

long sigh. 

 

 

: Ah … You know, as a doctor, I cannot help. … Sorry! But, as a priest, I feel 

that there is one thing I should let you know. It's a secret kept for God's sake. 

I might get punished to tell you. But I think it’s the right thing to do under the 

circumstances, and it will be your own call at all. 

 

 

: (in a tone of desperation and determination) Sir, please tell me what to do. 

I'll do whatever it takes to save them! 

 

 

: You know, the Barbarian Field up there - you'll see a path toward it on the 

trail heading north. It's the sacred field discovered by an ancient savage tribe. 

They were merciless and ambitious for conquering other people. Therefore, 

they needed lots of fearless and reckless warriors. They somehow found that 

they can turn sick and weak people into brave warriors by burying them alive 

under the ground in the field. Unfortunately, after long bloody abuse of the 

field, the ground had then become sour, and that made the buried live people 

become terrifying zombies. 

 

 

: You mean I got to bury my guys alive. … But … but you said the ground had 

turned sour. 

 

 

: Patience, kid, patience. I know what you feel now. But you got to calm down 

to make things right. Let me finish. 

 

 

Stark nodded while wiping tears off his face. 

 

 

: (combing his beard with his fingers) One of their most admirable chief priests 

and wizards - the mighty Kakuro-Lebio Priest - spent his whole life to study all 

the astrological conditions of the Barbarian Field’s surroundings and many 

black magic manuscripts. Before he died, he finally figured out and built the 

Karma Gate on the forbidden field, which then became a better gateway for 
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transforming people between two different worlds. And luckily for your little 

friends, tonight was the right rare timing to give them new lives. Tonight the 

dark moon will empower the Karma Gate to transform your friends into better 

crew members. Their bodies are nothing, their spirits count for pursuing your 

mission. All you have to do is to put your friends' bodies, live or dead, right 

inside the gate before sunset, and wait for the dark moon to appear. Got it?! 

That's all I can tell you. But you got to be responsible for your own decision. 

However, no free lunch, so you might have to sacrifice your own life if anything 

goes wrong or …  

 

 

: Or what?! 

 

: Or you could lose your soul in the dark world when the ghost of Kakuro-Lebio 

asks you to pay back. 

 

 

: (nodding with appreciation in his eyes) Sir, I’ll do it, I have no fear! 

 

: (standing up and preparing to leave) Well, son, I can see you as a brave kid. 

But remember – it’s your own call. Excuse my age, I cannot help you there. 

You got to move their bodies up there on your own. Farewell, my tough friend. 

 

 

After the priest left, Nova came out from behind the pile of wood, and his 

expression looked like he was upset. Stark closed the door and turned around, 

standing there with the bloody words “Forbidden and Not Forgotten” right 

behind him, while Nova was gazing at him in the eye. 

 

 

: (voice firm) Stark, you cannot trust him. This is definitely a trap. I can feel 

that this old man has something to do with the first folk. It happened that my 

infrared couldn't sense this old guy, either. 

 

 

: (in a surprisingly cold tone) So what?! … Monique, Omar and Howard are 

probably dead already now. I got to try it even this is a trap. Even I could 

become a zombie or something, I'll do it for my brothers and sisters. 

 

 

: (voice tense) No, Stark, please, keep cool. You got to keep your mind clear 

now! Maybe we can still make it to the village. 

 

 

: (yelling in a deep grudge) Where? Where is the lousy village? You tell me, or 

where is your Islemma? … You know, I could lose the chance to revive them 

with the dark moon. 

 

 

: Stark, you promised Monique, remember?! Looked at the words on the door. 

It's a forbidden ground. The second folk is right about all what had happened. 

Think about our horrible dreams. 

 

 

: (raising his voice) If the second guy is right, why am I still alive now? I ate 

the yapples, too. The words, the dreams, they don't mean anything to me now. 

They are just nonsense which cannot bring the guys back alive. 
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: (softening his voice) Stark, listen to me. You're still fine because you didn't 

eat too much yapple, and you're a tough guy. Please don't do things crazy just 

because you’re desperate to save lives. 

 

 

: (a tiny crystal tear-bead rolling down his face) Nova dude, I know you're 

trying to protect me from taking the risk. But I’m tired of arguing with you, 

and I think it's time for you to find your capsule to go home. You've done 

enough for us. Please go! 

 

 

: (his tone turning very tense) No, I won't allow myself to see you selling your 

own soul. I cannot let you move their bodies. 

 

 

: (in a tone of extreme determination) I say "go"! Or I'll break your mask! 

 

Nova shook his head and stood firmly in front of Monique's body. 

 

Stark jumped onto Nova without any hesitation. Nova never had any 

experience of physical fight before. Stark hit Nova so hard that his mask turned 

into red immediately although he tried not to make any high-pitch sounds. For 

Nova, it was so painful - mainly mentally rather than physically - because he 

was shocked that Stark was attacking him like a crazy animal and realized that 

Stark could really kill him. Lowering his head and protecting the mask with his 

hands, Nova floundered toward the door under Stark’s non-stopping fierce fist-

attacks. 

 

 

: (in a voice of grievance and reluctance) Alright …, alright, alright, I'll go. Take 

care of yourself. I'm sorry, man. 

 

 

Nova quickly broke out of the door with both hands still covering his mask and 

ran away without looking back. He didn't see that Stark was crying and 

repeatedly murmuring "sorry, dude." 
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 5. The Rush to the Karma Gate 
 

After running out of the cabin, Nova quickly ran down the hill along another 

trail connected to the junction, like a maniac losing his mind - yelling, shouting 

and complaining till he got completely exhausted and then finally slowed 

down.  

 

Meanwhile, Stark had calmed down himself, and he knew what he was 

determined to do, but he got to have a plan to execute precisely to carry three 

bodies uphill to the Barbarian Field without exhausting himself too quickly 

before sunset. 

 

 

: (complaining in an upset tone) Why is this place called "Treasure 

Wonderland"? … It should be called "Thriller Weirdland". Stupid Islemma, it's 

all her fault to set up the capsule-launching pad which absurdly sent me here. 

What have I learned? Nothing but evil spirit and human stupidity! I'm a prince 

on an advanced planet, why should I learn these dirty, mean lessons? I don't 

get it. So unfair! 

 

 

: (continuingly murmuring to himself in confusion) Why is still there no sign of 

a village in this weird land? What am I supposed to do tonight if I cannot find 

a village? What can I do even if I find a village? 
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: Should I go back to help Stark? No way, I don't want those thrillers anymore! 

 

: (shouting towards the sky) Argh …. Islemma, have you found me? … Give me 

the light. Tell me what to do.  

 

 

After Nova left, Stark wiped off his tears right away because time was 

invaluable to him before carrying all the bodies to the Barbarian Field. Then 

the emerging problems were how to carry them up there and what might be 

the optimal order to carry them one by one. Stark was pretty sure that he 

didn't have enough time to make any simple carrying vehicle, and thus the 

main challenge was that Howard's weight could be way over his limit by 

moving Monique at first and Howard at last.  

 

Stark was a cautious optimizer most of the time, and thus he wouldn’t give up 

anyone of them. Therefore, he decided to carry Howard at first with careful 

planned timely rests for not hurting or over-exhausting his muscles so that 

Omar and Monique could be well carried up as well later. Step by step, Stark 

felt that Howard was not that heavy as concerned previously until he reached 

the narrow path towards the Barbarian Field - what a steep uphill challenge!  

 

Stark had eventually sensed that the physical burden was increasing so 

enormously along his heavy steps that he started to recall all the happy 

memories they shared back in the Capital Temple to distract his own attention 

from physical suffering. 

 

 

: (murmuring to Howard on his back) Howard, sorry that I led you to this 

situation in our adventure. Please forgive me. You're so innocent that maybe 

you should stay with Master. But, sometimes, you need grow up quickly. You 

cannot always act like a baby, or bad guys will take advantage of you. You got 

to toughen up. 

 

 

These memories indeed gave Stark extra epinephrine to maintain his strength, 

and finally, he reached the top of the steep path where he saw an amazing 

open field with breeze gently circulating around it - it was actually a plateau 

on the top of a hill just right next to the hill under the ridge, and there was a 

shabby suspension-bridge connecting these two geological structures across 

a deep cliff-seam with a drop of hundreds of feet below it. The round plateau 

was surrounded by some stiff cliffs, and there was an awesome panoramic 

view toward the sea with the spectacular high mountain ridge standing in the 

background. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself while exhaling deeply) This must be the Barbarian 

Field. 

 

 

The whole field was neat and empty except for a huge deeply carved pattern 

of octagon and an inner circle on the ground at its center. More intriguingly, 

there were eight big strong wooden levers put in an equally spaced manner 

inside the octagon with their long ends placed at the octagon’s angle points 

and the short ends up inside the inner circle. Stark was a smart kid, and so he 

tried to figure out the ritual pattern to support his judgement.   
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: (murmuring to himself with Howard’s body still on his back) Is this the Karma 

Gate? It doesn’t look like a “gate” in a straight forward sense – does it?! Well, 

maybe great things always look mysterious. … Ah …, I got it. The levers must 

be used to open the invisible gate through which people can come back and 

“revive.” 

 

 

Stark nodded with satisfaction over his own cleverness, but he didn’t have 

time and mood to celebrate his discovery. There was a mysterious atmosphere 

making him look at the gate with awe; moreover, the gate didn’t look evil in 

the sunshine under the blue sky, and that really made Stark feel much better 

about his decision and relaxed quite a bit. He carefully entered into the octagon 

and put down Howard's body inside the inner circle of the Karma Gate. 

 

 

: (voice firm) Buddy, don't be afraid, I'll be right back. 

 

Stark raised his head, looking into the sky, and the position of the sun told him 

that the time passed noon already. So, he quickly ran back towards the shelter. 

 

 

Meanwhile, due to excessive emotional movements, Nova finally exhausted 

himself and took a nap on a big boulder by the trail so that he was also able to 

absorb some solar energy under the sun. Amid Nova’s nap, there appeared 

some very bright light-burst about 10 feet high above his head, but he couldn't 

really tell whether it was some kind of illusion from the sunlight or the angel 

light he saw before in the cave while he was indeed receiving a simple coded 

message which read "no village."  

 

Nova woke up and lost himself. However, he was pretty sure that it was a 

message from Islemma, but was completely disappointed without more help. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself in depression) What the heck! What am I supposed to 

do now? How could I find the capsule to go home? Isn't there anything more 

you can do, Islemma? Gosh … 

 

 

: (clenching his fists) Stark is the only one who I can really count on in this 

world of weird lands. We are supposed to help each other! Maybe I should go 

back to help him. But … he is so stubborn, and he nearly beat me to death … 

no … no way … Stupid Islemma, where are you? What can I do?! 

 

 

For the second run on Omar, Stark felt much easier to carry the body on his 

back this time. His strategy and tactics seemed working quite smoothly. 

 

 

: (talking to Omar on his back by himself) Dude, you are always by my side 

whenever I take a risky move. Although you are such a trouble maker 

sometimes, we can always go through any tough situation together. We have 

lots of fun together, brother. I never let you down before, neither this time. 

Hang on. 

 

 

At the last turn of the crooked path, Stark paused for seconds to catch his 

breath before he reached the field. With the body on his back, he had been so 

focused to race with time and watch the uneven ground of the path that he 

didn't raise his head to look up all the way. When he looked up to the field and 
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then the sky to check the position of the sun, he was completely shocked - a 

troupe of barus vultures were circulating right above the Karma Gate. 

 

 

: (shouting in fume) No, no, damn birds, you bastards! 

 

While outrageously condemning those vultures appearing at the wrong time, 

Stark quickly put Omar back on his back and rushed hard uphill because he 

was worried that the vultures could have been eating Howard's body.  

 

Fortunately, when Stark reached the Karma Gate, Howard's body remained 

intact as, strangely, a couple of big barus vultures just stayed on the levers 

and watched them. With the similar experience on the river before they got 

attacked by the shork fishes, Stark began to realize that these spying birds 

were there to make sure that something happens for the Dark Magician.  

 

 

: (murmuring with grudge) Okay then, let’s see what kind of game you want 

to play here!  

 

 

Stark convinced himself that the two bodies should be fine here for some time 

as he needed to go back to get Monique as soon as possible and come back to 

take the challenge from the Dark Magician. With this idea on his mind, he 

actually felt hopefully better because the guys likely have a chance to be 

revived if this is a setup of a game by the Magician - he didn't really care what 

could happen to him if he lost the game.  

 

Therefore, Stark rushed back to the shelter as quickly as he could for he had 

about two hours at most before sunset. Recalling how hard Monique had tried 

to warn Stark about the water curse and the warning sign before, Stark felt 

very guilty and couldn’t help getting emotional before he picked up her. 

 

 

: (whispering gently) Dear sister, you looked so sweet, you won't die on me, I 

promise! Let's go. 

 

 

Stark put the comparatively very light Monique on his back with her arms 

hanging on his shoulders, and he never felt so close to Monique. When he again 

recalled how Monique begged him to leave the cabin right away, some tears 

burst out. He used his right hand to wipe up his tears, but suddenly he felt a 

great pain on his back. 

 

 

: Ohhh, no! I must've torn my back muscles when rushing uphill with Omar on 

the back. Oh, well, no pain, no gain! 

 

 

Stark thought that he should be able to make it with Monique's light weight - 

he was deadly wrong! The severe back pain he suffered was exponentially 

increasing. He could barely make to the path from the trail without a stop for 

every ten steps counted. He knew that he was running out of time. The trail 

was flat, and then he was about to fight against the steep uphill crooked path.  

 

There were night turns along this troublesome crooked path. At the first turn, 

he almost fumbled as his body trembled due to the back pain. He got to put 

down the body of Monique and took a rest. He lay on the ground and hopelessly 
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looked at the sun which was about to sink below the sea horizon in one hour. 

Then he couldn’t help crying. 

 

 

: (sobbing) Oh, Monique, I'm sorry, I'm so sorry. I knew you like to challenge 

me. But I'm about to fail this time. It was all my fault, I shouldn't make Nova 

go. 

 

 

Stark remembered when they were very little kids, the little cute naughty 

Monique liked to follow him everywhere and fooled around. Although 

sometimes she was very annoying, she was usually the one who made Stark 

laugh. 

 

 

: (in a determined tone) Come on, even I broke my back, I'll get you there in 

time. 

 

 

Stark put Monique's body back on his back and struggled to stand up and move 

his legs. But, again, the extreme pain made his body and legs trembling, and 

just when he felt he was about to fall and pass out, he suddenly felt that 

Monique's body became much lighter. He managed hard to turn back, and then 

saw the probably cutest smiley face in his life – that was Nova, naughtily 

imitating a human expression of smiling while helping Stark support Monique's 

body from behind. 

 

 

: (in a naughty tone) See, I told you. You're not a superman, and you need me! 

 

: (with appreciation tears floating in his eyes) Dude, thank God. … Sorry, I'll 

never hit you again. 

 

 

: (shaking his head) You got to teach me how to fight. We need to fight against 

the Dark Magician together, right? Put Monique on my back, let's go. 

 

 

Even with Monique on his back, Nova rushed like a rabbit. Stark couldn't even 

catch up with him due to his back pain. They were racing with the sun - they 

got to touch down inside the octagon before sunset. Seeing from behind, Stark 

got a weird but wonderful feeling that an alien from an advanced civilization 

far away from Earth was carrying Monique to rush to some gateway of ancient 

black magic amid sunset. Soon, they rushed into the Karma Gate like raiders 

and scared away those annoying vultures. 

 

 

: (shouting in excitement) Nova, we made it, we made it! 

 

: Yeah, hope this will end up with a good turnout. 

 

: Look, the sun is sinking below the sea. The view is so beautiful. Life is 

precious! 

 

 

Nova was amazed by such a natural view because, on his home planet, most 

area is covered by artificial complex structures - there was no landscape like 

a sea. The sunset tinged the clouds with some light beams penetrating through 

them to reach the Karma Gate. Then, there was the immense mysterious 
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beauty of the gate in the twilight of dusk with the three little guys' bodies 

peacefully lying at the center and the duo sitting beside - what a tranquil 

moment for the little guys to wait for some miracle to happen as sunset turned 

to dusk. 

 

 

: Stark, are we supposed to do something now? I'm very nervous. 

 

: Me, too! Nothing. Just cross our fingers and wait for the dark moon to emerge. 

 

: The dark moon sounds creepy. 

 

: Let's brace ourselves for it, shall we?! 

 

: Surely, captain! 

 

While they were quietly waiting for the dark moon to emerge, more and more 

barus vultures were circulating in the sky above the Barbarian Field at dusk. 

In the meantime, there also appeared a big flock of heggi birds hovering over 

the bubble tree woods between the ridge and the field. It’s fun to watch the 

spectacular swarming scene of the flock dancing in the air with random 

rhythm. By the time the birds - both the barus and the heggi - all dispersed, it 

was pitch black, and finally, the bright full moon rose behind the ridge. 

 

 

: (whispering in suspicion) Stark, that's a bright moon. 

 

: (replying haltingly in a hopeful voice) I guess it will turn dark soon. 
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 6. The Invitation to the Moonlight Party 
 

The brave duo, sitting closely side by side in companionable silence, were 

nervously waiting for the moon to turn dark. On the other hand, there were a 

deep sorrow in their hearts. Nova knew that the three guys should've been 

formally dead already for his infrared couldn't sense any heat from their 

bodies. Nova hoped that this was just a silly urban legend, but then it would 

mean that the three little guys, including Monique, were all gone forever.  

 

Under the circumstances, Nova was finally able to understand why Stark was 

so desperate for trying even though he knew something horrible could happen 

to himself. It was a chilly full-moon night, and the howling of wolves 

constantly came from the surrounding deep woods in every direction, echoing 

around the Karma Gate in the cold air. 

 

 

: (trying to reduce Stark’s tension) Stark, what's your own dream for the 

future? 

 

 

: (with his eyes closely watching the guys’ bodies) I don't really have a special 

one for myself. I’ve been raised up and trained by Master for the mission. How 

about you? 
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: (claiming crisply) I want to be the king of the Black Castle. 

 

: Wow, sounds ambitious. Where is the Black Castle? 

 

: I don't know yet. Islemma told me in my favorite dream. 

 

: Hahaha, oh … my back hurts. … Dude, you are funny. 

 

: (raising his voice) No, it will become true for my life. Seriously, it’s my 

destiny, and I can feel it. … You can be my first knight if you like. 

 

 

: (putting his forefinger on his mouth) Shhh … Thank you. It's my honor. But 

first you need to let me know where the Black Castle is before we have a plan 

to conquer it. 

 

 

: (staring into the starry night-sky) Deal, I will. … I will! 

 

Just when the two boys were about to forget their fear as wandering into the 

future, the wolves stopped howling. The atmosphere around the Barbarian 

Field was then suddenly frozen by the iffy complete silence. They immediately 

sensed that the surroundings became darker and darker under the moonlight 

- it should be time for the dark moon to show up. 

 

 

: (in a tense low voice) Nova, I got it. The dark moon actually means a lunar 

eclipse. Look at the moon, it’s getting covered by a shadow. 

 

 

: How's that? 

 

: It's an astrological phenomenon. Many legends say that the dark power will 

prevail amid the lunar eclipse. 

 

 

: Oh yeah, I remember that Islemma taught me about an astronomical 

situation in which Earth blocks the sunlight from the sun to the moon. … 

Should I turn on my mask light then? 

 

 

: (saying hastily) No, no! You could interrupt the process! 

 

At the peak moment of the eclipse, it was completely dark and silent on the 

field. Stark could even hear his own heart pounding. Just moments later, the 

moon began to recover its brightness. Then, there came the most critical 

moment to see if the little guys were revived.  

 

Many questions immediately emerged in the minds of Stark and Nova, such as 

"is this the right moment to check, or is some more time needed for the revival 

process to be completed?" "Will the revived guys be the same as they were 

before?" and "what if they become zombies?” However, Stark and Nova were 

totally shocked and puzzled again by the unexpected outcome at their first 
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glances into the inner circle of the octagon while those questions became 

irrelevant anymore - the bodies were gone, just gone! 

 

 

: (in an upset voice of confusion) What the heck?! What's going on? 

 

Stark couldn't believe his eyes, speechless and lost as standing there, 

 

: Oh, gosh, this is a sophisticatedly designed scheme. We've been fooled and 

used from the very beginning. 

 

 

: (kneeling down and beginning to cry) No way, no, noooo … 

 

Seeing Stark collapsing thoroughly in this way, Nova didn't know how to 

comfort him, but he felt there might be still something they can do. So he 

turned on his mask light to check inside the octagon and the surrounding 

closely. Unfortunately, there was nothing for him to find. 

 

 

: (in a tone of encouraging and demanding) Stark, get up, there should be 

some hope to find them. 

 

 

: (still crying in depression) Dude, you don't understand. Master created us, 

and the Magician has tried whatever he can to steal them away. It's all my 

fault, I fail to protect them. It’s clear that we lose the game. We lose the game. 

… What a loser I am! 

 

 

: Well, then, why should the Magician leave you here? 

 

: (in a tone of indifference) I don't know. Maybe he doesn't like me or I’m 

useless to him. Or maybe I am too troublesome for him to handle. 

 

 

Suddenly, Nova's infrared detected a red object moving across the suspension 

bridge from the direction of the ridge. Also, he could hear the creepy creaky 

sounds of the bridge as the object of thrill was crossing it. 

 

 

: (in a nervous low voice) Stark, get up. … Quickly, someone or something is 

coming towards us. I don’t think it’s friendly. 

 

 

: (in a dejected tone as still hanging his head) What …? 

 

: (voice hasty) Please, just take a look towards the direction of the bridge. 

 

: (suddenly turning his voice in outrage although not really seeing anything in 

the dark) That must be the Dark Magician coming for us! Damn it, I'll kill him! 

 

 

Just when Stark prepared to charge on the object while Nova was warming up 

his laser weapon, there came the familiar voice, and then the familiar face was 

emerging with a pair of glowing red eyes which was new and intimidating! 
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: (in a cold cunning voice) Hi, guys, what’s up?! Miss me? 

 

Nova subconsciously shook his head, and then unaccountably nodded. 

 

: (in a tone of contempt) You're no Bondi, I know that, who the hell are you? 

What do you want? Where are our guys? 

 

 

: (shaking her head and talking sarcastically) Well, I can understand how badly 

a loser feels now. I'm here just for sincerely inviting you to join the guys' 

revival party. 

 

 

: Party?! Whoa, another setup?! 

 

: My mentor saved and revived them from the other side of the world just like 

he did for me. You better appreciate that. 

 

 

: (in an outrageous voice) Appreciate what?! You become so evil. Damn you, 

damn Magician. 

 

 

: (in a very cold and threatening tone) Listen, the party will start two hours 

later on the cliff at the end of the ridge. Come or not, up to you! It could be the 

last chance you'll ever see them. Farewell! 

 

 

After delivering the message, Bondi turned around and “floated” closely above 

the ground back toward the bridge and merged into the darkness quickly with 

eerie giggles. Stark and Nova didn't even bother to chase her. They were not 

sure if they should keep playing the next step of the chess game in which they 

were seemingly doomed to lose more for each move inside a mastered scheme. 

 

 

: (in a very calm voice, but his expression turning grim) Nova, just as I told 

you before, it's meaningless for me to live alone without them. But you still 

have a great future back home. So, it's better for me to take the challenge on 

my own now. … Ermmm … I cannot beat you again as I told you. You know 

what I mean, right?! 

 

 

: (voice trembling) No, Stark, please. You promised to be my first knight, 

right?! 

 

Trying to avoid a direct eye contact, Stark turned his face up and looked into 

the starry night-sky with tears floating in his eyes. 

 

 

: (in an even more pressing tone) If we cannot conquer the cliff, how can we 

conquer the Black Castle together? Right? … Stark, answer me! 

 

 

Finally, after some moments of silence amid Nova’s mood turning from 

desperation into frustration, Stark turned his face back to look naïve Nova in 

the eye, and he saw some light flashing over at this touching moment! 

 

 

: (laughing wryly and ending with a long sigh) Yes, Your Majesty. The army is 

ready for the mission to conquer the cliff. Shall we?! 
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: (showing an expression of big smile on his mask) Knight, mission permitted. 

I got the light to march in front, you watch my back. Let's move! 

 

 

: (replying crisply in a warm smile) Order confirmed, Your Majesty! 
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Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 

Scene 7. The Escape across the Rainbow Bridge 
 

After Nova and Stark carefully crossed the creaky suspension bridge, there 

was clearly a nice big trail up there along the ridge towards the cliff in the 

moonlight. The cliff was still far away, but they could definitely see a light spot 

on it as the indication of the party.  

 

In fact, Stark and Nova, although brave, didn't really have a plan for fighting 

the Dark Magician. They didn't even know what the Magician wanted - if killing 

or capturing the Z5 was his intention, it was just a piece of cake for him in the 

cave or on the field - why bother setting up a series of interlocked puzzle 

games to play?! 

 

 

: Stark, shouldn't we have a plan - plan A, plan B, whatever - before we get 

there?  

 

 

: (replying haltingly) Yeah … but the Dark Magician's scheme is puzzling me. 

Is he playing us just for fun or is he onto a big evil purpose against Master? 

I’m worried about being used as a tool or bait. 

 

 

: So …, what's your point? 
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: If he is playing us for fun, maybe we should just surrender – the more we 

fight, the more fun he has. If it’s the other case, we need to be very careful or 

we'll be used by him to do something very bad against Master - and we could 

even help him make a disaster to the world. 

 

 

: Stark, what if he has made the guys evil, and then make them attack us for 

fun? … I wouldn't use my laser against them even they try to kill me, you know. 

 

 

: (swallowing, hard) Right …, that’s a good point. Ah …, we do need to figure 

out some plans … 

 

 

 

No more watching the guys' bodies emotionally, Stark became much more 

rational and began to collect his thoughts, thinking of things in a clearer and 

bigger picture. It was a beautiful night, especially with the view by walking 

along the cascade ridge - the bright full moon, the dark but clear landscape 

composed of wonderfully aligned hills, the Milky Way stars in the sky-strip 

between the two tip-lines of tall bubble trees along the two sides of the trail 

and the shining coastline which was visible through the tree-branches.  

 

Stark and Nova silently marched toward the cliff with their minds perplexed 

by the situation in which they were going to take their biggest challenge ever 

in their lives. 

 

 

: (his eye-marbles sparkling) Look! Stark. A shooting star over the sea horizon. 

 

: Yeah … amazing, isn't it?! Usually, we make a wish on that. … Wish we can 

save our guys from the dark world. … Hey dude, I just got a great idea to make 

our game plan! 

 

 

: Bravo! My first knight! 

 

: (putting his right hand around Nova’s should, walking closely side by side) 

Alright, here is the plan. When we are about there, we got to split. I believe 

there won’t be real people at the party except for our guys, and so you rush 

into the party and tell them that I fell into the abyss below the seam bridge 

when it collapsed as we crossed. I'll hide somewhere nearby to see how they 

respond upon my fake death. Then I'll give you signals about how to fight over 

or simply running away. 

 

 

: (uttering haltingly) Okay, but … but what if … 

 

: (interrupting crisply) Your Majesty, to be a great leader, will you fully trust 

your first knight? 

 

 

: (pausing, gazing into Stark’s eyes for some moments, and then nodding) 

Let's do it! 

 

 

With the game plan firmly made for their first moves into the party, Stark and 

Nova then marched very fast towards the cliff. The trail became narrower and 

narrower, steeper and steeper down towards the end of the ridge.  
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When the duo entered the surrounding terrain of the cliff within the last mile, 

they began to see lots of lizards with glowing eyes, watching in the bushes 

and branches. They also heard lots of heggi birds flapping their wings to fly 

back and forth between tree branches. The noisy and mind-boggling scene 

looked like the lizards and the birds were the crowd of folks welcoming them 

just outside the castle as excitedly waiting to witness the final battle between 

the duo and the black knight. When they got even closer, the wolves began to 

howl again just as if the elite soldiers of the black knight were beginning to 

blow the horns and trumpets for signaling that the game was on.  

 

Finally, within hundreds of yards, Stark and Nova clearly saw a castle-mansion 

with weird dazzling colorful lights flashing over the cliff – there seemed to be 

a party noisily going on inside. Those colorful lights made the mansion look 

even more ridiculous, sitting on a rise in the middle of nowhere. Nova seemed 

to be overwhelmed by what he saw and heard, and then Stark suddenly pulled 

Nova aside to hide behind a big tree. 

 

 

: Nova, listen. Fortunately, no spying barus appears to see me still alive. So, 

we got to split now. You’re cool about what to do in the plan, right?! 

 

 

Nova nodded, with a dim light flashing over his eye-marbles. 

 

: (seeing Nova’s inexplicable nervousness in his innocent eyes) Buddy, tell you 

what! We are true friends now after we went through so much together. In 

case the guys have become evil and are trying to harm you, don't hesitate to 

use your laser to well protect yourself. I'll do the same in that kind of situation. 

As your first knight, I'll fight to protect you with my life. 

 

 

Nova had no tears, but the slow rolling movements of his innocent eye-marbles 

well told Stark how much he appreciated and that he was so moved that he 

couldn't even talk. 

 

 

: (puffing heavily to suppress his emotion inside) See the big tree right beside 

the castle’s wall? After we split, I'll manage to climb up and hide myself in the 

branches over there to watch. When I give you the first signal, you rush 

straightforward into the party inside the mansion to tell them the death news 

with panic. Then, you use your infrared to check my body gesture at good 

timing – hands-up for "laser-attack"; hands-spreading for "run." Clear?! 

 

 

Nova nodded, firmly gazing into Stark’s eyes. 

 

: Buddy, see you later! 

 

: (breaking his silence in a tense tone as watching Stark turning to leave) 

Stark, what’s the plan B? 

 

 

: (turning and replying after gritting his teeth while shaking his head) No plan 

B this time! Just fight with our guts and instinct. 
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Stark quickly lowered his body and melted into the darkness among the bushes 

between the trees. Nova was nervously watching and admiring Stark's moves 

by his infrared. Just moments later, Stark reached the big tree and started to 

manage to climb up. Then, suddenly, he got stuck on the long tree trunk for 

some reason. After a while, it seemed that he was still struggling to hold on 

there. 

 

 

: (nervously murmuring to himself) Oh, no, Stark's back pain must've taken its 

toll. What am I supposed to do now? 

 

 

Nova got an urge to help Stark - he couldn't simply watch Stark fall from that 

high. But he hesitated then because that could spoil Stark's plan. Fortunately, 

Stark was back on the move again. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself with awe) Stark, you're such a great guy. I hope we 

can return to the Novahan Planet together and then build an army to conquer 

the Black Castle. This is my wish on that shooting star, hope it's not too late. 

 

 

Finally, Stark reached the top of the tree and hid himself in the dense branches. 

And then, without wasting any bit of time, he waved his hand in no time for a 

call to Nova to make the move. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself) Okay, it's my turn to bring the show on and let the 

Dark Magician see what I can do! 

 

 

Nova rushed as fast as he could. The colorful light beams, randomly reflected 

through the ghostly fog, were so dazzling in front of the mansion that he 

couldn't really tell any danger before him - like a rookie soldier was charging 

in the front line through the heavy smokes on the battle field. Nova rushed and 

rushed, entering the gate of the castle and bypassing the fountain, until he 

fumbled at the first step of the stairs toward the big door of the mansion.  

 

After Nova’s embarrassing ending move of his heroic action, he heard some 

guys laughing at him up there, but he couldn't see clearly. He bravely stood up 

and ran up the stairway without hesitation. He paused a couple of steps before 

reaching the top of the stairway and saw their guys, sitting on the upmost step 

and laughing at him - they got weird expressions on their faces with their eyes 

all intimidatingly glowing red, and he could tell those expressions were 

definitely not friendly – as a matter of fact, he wasn't surprised at all.  

 

 

: (in a cold wicked voice, familiar to Nova) Well, well, well! See who is here 

now. Too bad, you’re late, the party was over. 

 

 

: (wicked smirking laughter) Hahaha … loser! 

 

: (in a sharp wicked tone) I expect Stark is with you. Oh … I see - without us, 

he didn't want to team up with a loser and preferred going home alone. Hahaha 

… what a pair of losers! 
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Nova felt strongly embarrassed and thus forgot to say what he was supposed 

to say. He looked around, trying to find Stark with his infrared, but he drew 

Monique's eye contact first. 

 

 

: (in a tone full of disdain, shaking her head) Nova, see you again. Tsk tsk tsk 

… you're such a disappointing loser ... always. 

 

 

Nova was somewhat upset by their malicious comments - especially Monique’s 

- although he knew that they were not really the guys. However, he managed 

to calm down and dismiss their disrupting words, then he finally recalled the 

plan’s next step.  

 

 

: (in a deceptive tone of deep sorrow) Guys …, Stark died. He accidentally fell 

into the seam abyss between the ridge and the Barbarian Field from the 

collapsed suspension bridge. 

 

 

As soon as learning the news, the revived crew members looked at each other 

with anger rather than sorrow. Stark did see their reactions clearly, so there 

was one thing for sure then - they were not their guys anymore from deep 

inside; instead, they became an evil crew of the Dark Magician.  

 

"Sorry, Master, I believe that you'll forgive and understand what I'm going to 

do later soon." Stark murmured as he closely monitored the drama between 

Nova and the evil guys.  

 

 

: (in a very angry tone, being extremely disappointed) So, the gem was gone 

with Stark, too?! 

 

 

: (in a tone of pretending to disbelieve) What?! Bondi, all you care is just about 

the gem?! Stark died! 

 

 

: (in an indifferent tone) Shit! Our Mentor will be very upset about that! Alright 

then, since we cannot get Stark, you're useless anymore. Guys, let's have some 

fun to show this alien freak what the hell looks like!  

 

 

: (in a cunning grin) Oh yeah, let's find out what's interesting inside his mask. 

 

: Haha …, it’s fun, it’s fun. Hahaha! 

 

Monique giggled like an evil doll with an inexplicably fierce wicked expression 

on her eyebrows. 

 

 

Facing the evil crew’s merciless approaching threats, Nova began to retreat in 

panic, and he again forgot to seek Stark's signal while Stark was anxiously 

spreading his hands first for a "run" signal and soon changed the signal with 

his both hands up for "attack" as he saw that Bondi and Monique had sneaked 

behind Nova to block his way off – it was just too late for Nova to run.  

 

It seemed that Nova had been paralyzed by his own fear, just like a lamb 

surrounded by a pack of voracious wolves; therefore, Stark quickly slid down 
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the tree truck nearly in a freefall and rushed towards the mansion, but then he 

had no choice but to abruptly halt and hide himself behind the fountain 

afterwards when he heard someone storming the door open loudly and 

laughed wildly. 

 

 

: (shouting like thundering) Behave yourselves! Will you? I should've trained 

you to have better manner towards our little precious visitor. He is a prince, 

isn't he?! 

 

 

The evil crew backed off to stay quietly behind the Dark Magician. 

 

: (voice turning gentle and pretentiously friendly) Hello there, Nova, really nice 

to see you again. Pity! You come to the party too late. Many important guests 

from the other side of the world couldn't wait long enough to see you. 

 

 

Nova involuntarily stepped backwards a couple of steps. The real figure of the 

Dark Magician was quite intimidating with a black cunning-looking high-hat, 

glowing evil-red eyes inside a dark mask, a spreading eerie bat-wing cape and 

an extra huge terrifying red-eye barus standing on his left shoulder. The Dark 

Magician was very tall and floating over a cloud of black smoke in the air, his 

legs being barely visible. 

 

 

: Why are you backing off from me?! Am I scaring you? Oh, sorry, I thought 

you'd like my outfit for tonight’s party. 

 

 

: (noticing Monique and Bondi giggling behind the Magician) S…S…Stark died. 

 

Hearing Nova stammer, the evil crew all laughed out loudly behind the 

Magician. 

 

 

: (in a pretentiously sympathetic tone) Ohhh … I heard that inside already. It's 

sad, isn't it? But I wondered how the little fellows behind me, as his best 

friends, could laugh like that upon his death. 

 

 

Bondi and Monique stopped laughing right away and their glowing red eyes 

began to dim. Nova was aware that something horrible was about to explode, 

so he backed off further by a couple of steps until his bottom was blocked the 

rim of the fountain pool. 

 

 

: (his voice turning upset) So..., I think that they should be punished by their 

bad attitudes, shouldn’t they? 

 

 

Omar and Howard kept laughing for they thought their new mentor was 

teasing Nova for fun. All of a sudden, the outer black lining-stripes of the Dark 

Magician's cape spread out widely like a peacock, and four of them swiftly 

stuck and extended out towards the four evil guys. Just before they could 

respond, the stripes caught their necks one by one, strangled and lifted them 

into the air. The scene not only shocked, but also confused Nova and Stark. 

The four guys struggled painfully in the air - they couldn't even breathe, and 

not to mention, scream. 
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: My little friend, I saw you're scared. Do you think that I'm nuts, crazy or 

something? 

 

 

Nova shook his head speechlessly and unaccountably. 

 

: Of course not! It would be a shame to invite you to the party just for seeing 

how I crazily punish my new pupils.  

 

 

Nova tried to find Stark with his infrared scan while keeping his eyes on the 

Dark Magician. However, he was so nervous that he lost his sense of direction, 

not even knowing that Stark had sneaked to the back of the fountain already.  

 

 

: (voice getting very seriously) Guess what, I want Stark! Without him, the 

others are just junks - Howard ate too much like a pig; Omar was just a stupid 

dog; Monique was as annoying as a sour cookie; Bondi …, ugh, she was simply 

dull and pathetic! … Oh, Boy! Well, since Stark fell into that abyss, I wouldn't 

bother to revive him piece by piece. 

 

 

: (in a naïve begging tone, seeing a chance for Stark’s scheme to outsmart the 

Magician) O … Okay …, then … then could you just let us go, please? 

 

 

: (laughing wildly) Go? Where? If I let you go, I'll become a laughing stock in 

the dark world. Tell you what, I found you very interesting now. I thought you 

were just a little alien baby before, but tonight you came here to prove me that 

you got some guts. Why don't you just stay here and become my new pupil? 

Together, we can conquer the world sooner than you can imagine! 

 

 

: (shouting and choking) No…Nova, a…accept Mentor's mercy now. It's all your 

fault. Do … do us a favor. 

 

 

Nova shook his head uncompromisingly, keeping searching for a trace of Stark 

by any chance. 

 

 

: (shouting while struggling like a crazy cat) Nova, say yes! You little freak! 

 

: (in a tense determined tone, his eye-marbles glittering somehow) In your 

dream. It’s a shame for you to make them become evil already. Who cares! 

 

 

: (his tone turning ferociously mad, growling) Oh, is that so?! Watch this! 

 

Some dazzling lightning pulse-shocks traveled from the Dark Magician's 

shoulder, along the stripes, to reach the four little guys. They struggled and 

screamed in extreme pain, and then passed out. Then, there was a complete 

dead silence except for the sounds of the roaring cliff wind and the strong 

waves down below.  

 

The Magician was standing still there like a black statue with a pair of red lights 

in the eyes while Stark and Nova were anxiously waiting for what would 

happen next. Moments later, the four guys woke up with their original souls, 

shocked and crying for help. 
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: (crying in panic) Stark, Stark, where are you? Save us. 

 

: (spotting Nova and shouting in an encouraging tone) Nova, do something! 

Screw the Dark Magician with your secret weapon. 

 

 

: (in a snubbing and teasing tone) Oh, no, please. I saw that scratching toy-

tool in the cave already. Hahaha … 

 

 

Nova didn't hesitate to do that for he knew Monique was back. He shot two 

laser beams toward the Magician and scared the barus on the shoulder to take 

off to fly into the night sky. However, the strong light beams were completely 

absorbed into the Magician's cape with no harm at all. 

 

 

: (shaking his head) I told you not to annoy me like that before. You scared 

my pet away, and they got to pay for your naughty endeavor. 

 

 

The four stripes took off from the cape into the air and became longer and 

longer, and then their free ends joined together to form an X-shaped set of 

spokes with the four little guys tightly tied to the four ends. They were all 

strangled around the whole body by the stripe. After some moments of floating 

and spinning, the spokes quickly descended and settled down in unstable 

equilibrium that the center joint-point was pivoted by the top tower of the 

castle.  

 

Stark and Nova were then shocked by what they saw about the Magician’s 

cunning trick – Bondi and Monique were hung, by the neck, on the roof edge 

of the mansion while, on the other side, Howard and Omar were hung on the 

cliff - and their screams for help were clearly heard. 

 

 

: (in a cunning tone) Now, little smart guy, here is the first crux exercise for 

you to solve - see if you're qualified to be my pupil. You can cut the stripes 

immediately with your laser to save the girls and let the boys drop and scream 

like pigs; or you can leave the girls suffocating to death and rush to save your 

dudes if they can hang on long enough. 

 

 

Seeing the faces of Monique and Bondi turning dark red and badly twisted with 

extreme pain by the strangling, Nova struggled inside in great panic and pain 

because he knew some of them could die in no time. Therefore, Nova began to 

scream high-pitched sounds while his mask was turning red. 

 

 

: Oh no, the baby is crying again. … Ugh …, why don’t you just give yourself in, 

will you? … Give me your soul, and I’ll let them go! 

 

 

: (jumping out from behind the fountain) Magician, let them go immediately. 

I'm yours! 

 

 

All of a sudden, it was the Dark Magician's turn to be surprised, but he 

managed to keep himself cool. On the other hand, Nova was not really happy 

to see Stark coming out – he knew that his first knight must show up somehow, 
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but he rather hoped that Stark ran away already under the circumstances 

because Stark was the Magician’s main target on some evil purpose. 

 

 

: (shaking his head and raising his voice) Ah, look who is there! I'm so 

impressed, wiseacre! How about a little prize for you?! Hope you like it, then 

we can have some talk. 

 

 

The spoke-stripes began to loosen up and float up back into the air, and then 

became a black cross slowly spinning in the night sky with the four little guys 

tied to the ends like a merry-go-round. The huge barus vulture was circulating 

beside it under the full moon. The whole scene looked so exotic that the duo 

was sort of overwhelmed. 

 

 

: (shouting) Let them go, or I and Nova will fight to death with you. You won't 

get us anyway! 

 

 

: (with even more intimidating growling) I don't negotiate when I’m pissed 

off, no one leaves here tonight! Hand me over the gem first. That gem had 

belonged to me before! 

  

 

: Liar! 

 

: Well then, you’ll watch them crash in a free fall. 

 

Stark and Nova gazed at each other and then tacitly charged to jump onto the 

Dark Magician together. But, like a phantom, the Magician vanished right away 

and re-emerged behind them in no time. They both fumbled onto the stairs of 

the mansion. 

 

 

: Little punks, you want to play hide-and -seek?! 

 

: (whispering hastily) Nova, come on, I'll throw the gem into the fountain to 

keep our guys alive and distract the Magician. Let’s grab the chance to rush 

into his mansion to find some secrets and his weakness. 

 

 

: The gem? Maybe we still need it for some miracle like we had in the cave. 

 

: Do you think he is kidding?! 

 

: (in a nervous tone of confusion) But … but ... inside the mansion … 

 

: Nothing ventured, nothing gained! Just follow our instinct, let's go! 

 

Stark abruptly threw the gem into the fountain, and the Dark Magician 

furiously went after it immediately. Not lucky enough for the duo, there was 

no miracle from the gem this time; but at least they exchanged it with a few 

precious seconds to quickly rush into the mansion, and they were immediately 

astonished even more by their first sight inside than what had happed outside.  
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The big round-shape lobby was surrounded by five strong carved Greek 

columns, pivoting the inner dome of the castle, and topped by a high ceiling 

with a pentagon-star sign in a big circle and a centered pattern similar to what 

they saw at the Karma Gate, and moreover inside the pattern, the blue-glowing 

characters of glamour recalled their memories of meeting the Magician last 

time in the dark cave. By this moment, some key puzzles of their adventure in 

the past few days seemed to be completed already in a clearer picture 

emerging in the minds of Stark and Nova.  

 

On the other hand, there was actually no ground inside the area surrounded 

by the five columns – instead, they saw a huge opening right down below as 

they approached the edge of this area. The hole was so huge that it looked like 

an abyss toward the hell, and inside it, there were very dense dark clouds 

slowly swirling like a monster tornado rising from the hell.  

 

Moreover, the most intriguing thing was a cube, seemingly a masterpiece of 

black magic, floating above the hole. The copper-brown cube was also slowly 

spinning with, on its surface, many complicated patterns consisting of circles, 

triangles and squares, shimmering in metallic luster. It looked like a very 

sophisticated designed combinatorial metallic box with an intricate structure 

full of tricky mechanisms inside, and some parts were beginning to open up, 

shedding out dazzling light beams. The dark tornado of clouds seemed to be 

driven by an invisible magic force coming from the cube.  

 

Just when the two little guys were wondering what the whole thing was all 

about, the Dark Magician quietly followed in and spontaneously shifted into 

the center of the lobby, just right below the magic cube. When the 

overwhelmed duo were aware of the emerging Magician, looking even bigger 

and more intimidating, it was too late for them to find a hiding spot. 

 

 

: (in a tone of being delighted, having the duo inside the mansion without extra 

effort) Hello, little fellows, welcome to my base for conquering the world. Since 

you're so interested, allow me to introduce you more about this engine of dark 

power. 

 

 

: (in an uneasy naïve tone, trying to sidestep behind one of the Greek columns) 

Ermmm …, actually, we've seen enough. The center of dark power, good for 

you! But, don’t bother, could we just go? 

 

 

: (laughing wickedly and loudly) Oh …, don’t be silly, please be my guest. There 

is only the way in, but no way out here! This is a place with much more fun 

than the Capital Temple, isn't it? You must be curious about why I’ve spent so 

much effort to get you here. 

  

 

: (saying indignantly, without displaying a shred of cowardice) Yeah, what’s 

it? 

 

 

: (turning his voice seriously) Glad that you’re interested in. Well, I'm calling 

an army to rise from the dark world down under, but, to enforce them, I need 

you Z5’s pure souls - thanks to your Master for preparing me such a wonderful 
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gift. I'll replicate and transform your souls to the whole army. So, join me, we 

will conquer and rule the world together. 

 

 

: (shouting) In your dream! I’d rather die.  

 

The Dark Magician began to growl deeply while the cube was spinning faster 

and faster, and wild winds were blown out of the tornado of dark clouds. 

 

 

: (voice of blasting in rage) How dare you not appreciate my mercy! 

 

: Nova, shoot, shoot the cube with your laser. 

 

Without hesitation, Nova fully concentrated his laser power and shot it onto 

the cube. Unfortunately, the cube remained completely intact, and the laser 

beams were bounced back to Nova's mask and knocked him nearly 

unconscious. After Nova failed his attempt and fell to the ground, his first 

knight Stark immediately followed to throw out his momentum arrow, and it 

turned out to be a really great shot, penetrating into some space between two 

parts of the cube. The cube got stuck and stopped rotating and shedding light 

right away.  

 

However, before the brave duo got a chance to celebrate, the Dark Magician, 

completely upset, became so furious that his cape stripes spread and stuck out 

to mercilessly attack the two little guys in no time. Nova was still getting dizzy 

after falling to the ground, and he quickly lost his balance to fall into the hole 

as he tried to avoid the attack of one black stripe. Meanwhile, Stark was quick 

enough to reach out his hand to catch Nova's in the nick of time. However, due 

to his earlier back injury, Stark was in great physical pain for grasping Nova 

to hang on there. 

 

 

: (in a begging voice with deep sorrow) Stark, let me go, let me go …, or we'll 

fall together. Please …, Please, Stark, let go, just promise me to tell Islemma 

my story! 

 

 

: (shouting in a tone of unquestionable determination) No way. I'm your first 

knight. I got to protect you, remember?! 

 

 

Stark's body trembled violently in great pain, and the strong winds were 

adding pressure to challenge his endurance. The swirling dark clouds down 

under looked like a big black hole, trying to absorb them with enormous 

gravity. There seemed to be no miracle this time, so no fear was left, either, 

as panic faded away. Right at some expected moment, Stark’s another hand 

lost its grip on the edge of the hole, and then, like a slow motion in a black-

and-white mime, he and Nova fell into the dark clouds together.  

 

 

: (shouting to Nova in a peaceful tone on their way down) That's it, dude. See 

you in our next lives. … I’ll be still your first knight! 
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Nova raised his head, staring into Stark’s eyes, and then nodded with a crisp 

“smile” as he suddenly felt very satisfied in his mind – he never thought that 

his life would end like this, ending together with a great friend like Stark after 

an extraordinary adventure together. 

 

 

: (murmuring to himself in mind, completely ignoring what was going to 

happen on their way down below) I guess that the dream about the Black 

Castle has to become true in my next life. 

 

 

But then, just when Stark and Nova had convinced themselves that this is their 

final destination for this life, two long black stripes caught them from behind 

and quickly pulled them back into the air. Life for them couldn’t be so easy – 

at least in the world of the Dark Magician! 

 

 

: (in a very angry tone, fire in his red-glowing eyes) You aren’t going anywhere 

until you make some compensation for the damage which you've done here. 

I'm not going to waste your little flesh to feed my dark army. I know how to 

extract your souls!  

 

 

The Dark Magician called in the stripes which had kept spinning outside, and 

then tied the Z5’s five crew members one by one to the five columns, and hung 

Nova in the air under the cube. The little guys, with their heads hanging down, 

were all exhausted to almost lose their consciousness.  

 

In the meantime, the cube broke Stark’s arrow, which then fell into the dark 

clouds in two pieces, and began to rotate again, and it looked like that the cube 

was voraciously absorbing energy from Nova right below while, outside the 

castle, a tornado of dazzling light clouds was being raised by the power of the 

cube, rising toward the night-sky from the dome-ceiling of the mansion. 

 

 

: Listen, you little funky punks, I just changed my game plan. Since you're so 

stubborn to deny my kindness, there is no more mercy this time. Your master 

created you, but I can completely transform you. Besides, I got this extra 

bonus from the outer space. I decided to put your souls together in fusion and 

transform it into a monster spirit with the ultimate dark power. If you don’t 

have any more objection about this little experiment, let’s begin, shall we?! 

 

 

: (shouting towards the dome-ceiling) Let the show begin, my dark army. Kah 

Sah Quei Suh Yih … 

 

 

As soon as the Dark Magician shouted out the spell, there emerged the angel 

light right above the cube and the image of the Z5’s master clearly surfaced 

right in the light. The little guys, in a groggy state, were all dazzled and puzzled 

by such a virtual way - in which their master appeared - that they were unsure 

that this wasn't their illusion.  

 

 

: (in a husky low voice, calm but demanding tone) Magic, stop your game now. 

 

: (in a tone of being surprised) Well, well, well. Long time no see, Weirdo. What 

an impressive new trick you got here! … What if I want to keep the game 

going? It looks like our game is just warming up! 
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: (in an even more pressing tone) Listen, allow me to remind you of the Accord 

of Illuminati. What you had done at the Karma Gate indeed violated the accord! 

 

 

: (in a snubbing tone, expressing his suppressed hatred) So what?! I live in 

the dark world. You know that. 

 

 

The Master realized that the situation was on thin ice, facing the deeply 

unpredictable Magician, so he let the Magician’s emotional words sink in before 

he continued to reply in a more euphemistic way. 

 

 

: (in a more respectful tone, but firm enough to hold his stance) Magic, my 

little pupils have learned their lessons, let them go. I apologize if they indeed 

bothered you.  … (noticing the cube was rotating even faster after his words) 

Let them go or else … 

 

 

: (still snubbing, but softening his voice) Else what?! 

 

: (in a deceptively peacefully calm, but untouchably firm, tone) Or I'll call all 

the most powerful wizards together to declare another war of defense against 

your dark ally. … (taking a glimpse over some paintings of the eight greatest 

magicians on the dome-ceiling) Recently, I heard some problems going on 

among your ally. The Purple Magician and the Slash Magician are missing from 

the dark side; the Bear Magician is causing some disturbance … Oh, also that 

clown, what a sham … You don’t really want to wage a war, do you?! … 

 

 

: (breaking out into wild laughter after a dead silence for some moments) 

Whoa hahaha ..., take it easy! You're getting old and serious, you know, 

Weirdo. … Fair enough, fair enough …, farewell! See you soon, hahaha … 

 

 

After the Dark Magician sank himself and melted into the darkness in the 

center of the swirling whirlpool of dark clouds down under, the huge open hole 

had eventually closed and the mansion and the whole castle had quickly 

vaporized into massive chaotic dark smoke, eventually fading away along with 

cliff winds. The angel light was gone afterwards, too.  

 

The little guys were all gently put onto the cliff ground and recovered their 

consciousness - it was just like they had gone through a long nightmare 

together. Except for Stark and Nova, the other guys didn't even have any idea 

about how they got there. They hugged together and cried with joyful tears 

for the true reunion since they entered the canyon while wondering why their 

master didn't stay to talk to them. 

 

 

: (in a weak but excited voice) Guys, Islemma has a message for us! The angel 

light was created again by her. 

 

 

: How about our Master? 

 

: Well …, according to Islemma, actually the Master didn't come physically. His 

image we saw was just a hologram for communication between Master and 

Magician. 
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: Wowww, cool. Master didn't show that trick to us before. 

 

: No, it's not a wizardry magic. It's a technology. 

 

: Like the trick you use to show something on your mask? 

 

: (Monique’s interest making him proud of the Novanhan’s high-tech) Right, 

exactly! 

 

 

: (in a voice of being exhausted, rubbing his eyes) But how come Master didn't 

want to talk to us? 

 

 

: Alright, guys, don't interrupt, let Nova finish first. There might be something 

more urgent in the message. 

 

 

: Stark is right about the urgency. Islemma said that the cliff is actually 

cracking, so we need to leave here as soon as possible. Her main point is that 

she had contacted Master to cooperate for preventing some disaster in the 

making. Islemma figured out some very significant clue - what the Dark 

Magician did to us at the Karma Gate in the Barbarian Field could have a deep 

spacetime causal relation to some future destructive events in the Black 

Castle. They suspect that the Dark Magician has a scheme much bigger than 

what we have seen, and his scheme is all about our mission. 

 

 

: (getting excited) So what is our mission at all? 

 

: She didn't mention in the message. But she warned us that the present 

danger hasn't been gone yet. We got to fight on against the Magician. Oh, and 

the good news is that Master is coming to the village to meet us. 

 

 

The little guys all cheered loudly, dismissing whatever the danger was. Omar 

and Howard even rushed to the edge of the cliff, shouting towards the shining 

sea in the moonlight – “Master, we love you!” 

 

 

: Guys, guys …, I haven't finished yet. Islemma also said there was no village 

down another trail either at the Devil's Junction. The two trails together were 

created by the Dark Magician as a setup trap for us. We need to go back to the 

top of the cave and cross the Rainbow Bridge to the other side of the falls, and 

we'll see a real trail toward the village. That bridge is the only way out to the 

civilization world, and the cave is actually the entrance into the transition 

mirage toward the dark world. Anyhow, as she stressed, we need to get back 

to the top of the cave as soon as possible for the Dark Magician might change 

his mind anytime soon and send a pack of wolves to hunt us down. 

 

 

: Great, let's go then! Guys, get your stuff and move. 

 

: Oh, one last thing. We need the magic cube which is actually the key for 

opening the Rainbow Bridge. The rainbow we saw at the falls under the top of 

the cave is just a visual phenomenon. When the sunlight comes out, the cube 
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can reflect the sunlight onto the rainbow and freeze it into a real bridge to 

cross. However, we only have seven seconds to cross it to the other end, or 

fall into the falls again. 

 

 

: But the Magician has the cube, buddy. 

 

: (the long-time-no-hear sweet voice emerging) Fortunately, it was left here. 

I found it already. And also here is your arrow, Stark. … But it was broken … 

 

 

: (looking Bondi in the eye, trying very hard to suppress his emotion inside) 

Thank you, Bondi. … The arrow is nothing once you’re back.  

 

 

There came another short moment of silence when the other guys all bore 

some sensational tears in their eyes as recalling some memories back in the 

small canyon-cave that night. No one really cared about the magic cube at that 

moment. 

 

 

: (breaking the sensational silence) Ahmmm, the cube must be left by the 

Magician for his promise to let us go, and we better act before he change his 

mind. Alright! Let's get back to the cave top by the dawn and open the Rainbow 

Bridge with the first rays of sunlight in the morning. 

 

 

The crew were finally all together again since they were last time in the small 

cave by the canyon creek, plus the extra member Nova, who had established 

an unbreakable team-membership in the crew. For winning the trust of the Z5, 

Nova had shown the proof in the pudding. However, he knew that there were 

still lots of lessons he got to learn to help the Z5 accomplish their mission due 

to his own fundamental weakness - he had well recognized that, especially in 

comparison with Stark's behaviors.  

 

The whole crew were excited but all kept very quiet during their march back 

to the cave top for they clearly heard wolves beginning their howling right 

after they left the cliff. 

 

 

: Bondi, look, a shooting star towards the shining sea. 

 

: Yeah, how beautiful. I just made a wish! 

 

: Don’t say it, or it won’t come true! 

 

Bondi and Monique look at each other, exchanging warm smiles. Stark and 

Nova glimpsed the girls, feeling totally relieved at such a wonderful moment. 

Nova recalled his own wish and began to realize that these guys are not just 

friends – there seemed to be a mysterious bond between them for his destiny. 

 

 

: (in a nervous tone) Hey, Stark, we better run. I think something is coming 

after us. 
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The crew looked back and saw lots of pairs of red eyes swiftly coming up 

together toward the trail from both sides of the ridge. 

 

 

: Shoot, those must be the pack of wolves sent by the Dark Magician. 

 

At this critical moment, there had unknowingly emerged in sight the seam 

bridge towards the Barbarian Field. 

 

 

: (yelling) Come on, the girls go first, Howard and Omar going next. Nova, we'll 

be the last, and once we pass the bridge, cut the bridge’s ropes with your laser. 

 

 

: (voice firm) Will do, captain! 

 

Most crew members didn’t realize how dangerous the seam bridge was 

because, in the moonlight, they couldn’t clearly see how deep the drop was 

below. After Monique and Bondi rushed across the bridge, the bridge swung 

so violently that Howard immediately lost his balance and broke several pieces 

of rotten wood, and then his left foot got stuck in the hole. Without a bit of 

panic, Omar followed to pull Howard up from behind. Apparently, the crew was 

getting tougher and tougher through those challenges.  

 

After all the crew members crossed the bridge, Nova calmly concentrated his 

laser power to burn down the suspension ropes of the bridge. It worked very 

well and the bridge collapsed into the narrow and deep cliff canyon so that the 

whole pack of wolves were stopped at the other side. 

 

 

: (celebrating as Omar and Howard was making faces at the wolves) Yu-hoo! 

We did it. You bastards. 

 

 

: (seeing the creepy view of the Barbarian Field after midnight) Stark, where 

is this place? What's next? 

 

 

: (replying crisply in a calm voice) We are passing the Barbarian Field. Be 

careful. See that path?! It's heading toward the Devil's junction. Come on, let's 

move. 

 

 

For Nova, it was weird that he got an inexplicable feeling of yearning as they 

had a chance to visit back the Barbarian Field alive. In fact, he got to go 

through more lessons in the future to find out how dangerous, unpredictable 

and mercilessly brutal this place could be. 

 

 

As crossing the field and rushing down the path, the little guys, except for 

Stark and Nova, were all very curious about what had happened there - 

especially, Islemma had mentioned the thing at the gate in the field. But they 

all knew that it was not a good timing to ask Stark or Nova then.  

 

On the other hand, Nova had tried hard to refrain himself from telling them the 

remarkably touching story about how Stark had suffered physically and, 

moreover, mentally for moving their bodies up there. Before they reached the 
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Devil's Junction, they all remembered the shelter there. Monique just couldn't 

help asking Stark a question. 

 

 

: (in a tone of hesitation) Erm …, Stark, have you figured out what the warning 

sign "Forbidden and Not Forgotten" means? 

 

 

: Not really! I think that Master has the wisdom to figure it out after we meet 

him in the village. Just let Nova show him what had happened. 

 

 

: Righttt … good idea. 

 

Monique then wondered if she should tell Master what happened to her in the 

tower; meanwhile, she didn’t observe that Bondi was frowning deeply when 

she talked to Stark. All of a sudden, their thoughts and talks were interrupted 

by the howls and barks of the wolves gathering onto another trail.  

 

This time, a much bigger troupe was coming up from the trail which was 

created toward the coast. There was even no time for the crew to stop to catch 

their breath for the fresh air at dawn. They kept running, passing the spots 

where they met the folks - at that time, they had learned a good lesson for not 

judging people from their superficial looks and kindness. Somehow they 

should be thankful to the “Mentor” for these precious learning lessons. 

 

 

: (puffing heavily) Stark, the wolves are catching up with us. 

 

: (puffing hard) Don't look back, everyone! The rainbow above the falls is 

within our sight. Hang on there, let's go for the final crazy sprint toward the 

cave top. 

 

 

The guys all ran and yelled loudly like maniacs towards the cave top. Finally, 

they reached the edge of the falls while the troupe of wolves were closing in. 

At the first glance, the falls was so deep that it looked very frightening to pass. 

Luckily for them, the sunlight happened to come out up from the ridge and 

already built a rainbow in the vapor minutes ago.  

 

Stark quickly took out the magic cube from his backpack while the others were 

trying to catch their breath for a while. Stark knew that he only got no more 

than a minute to set up the gadget on the edge of the cave cliff to open the 

bridge. He tried to calm himself down and refrain his hands from shaking. Nova 

noticed that Stark was under tremendous pressure – it was the final moment 

to decide their fate after all. 

 

 

: (tapping Stark’s right shoulder) Take it easy, my first knight. 

 

Stark looked over his shoulder and gazed into Nova's eyes, nodding while 

gritting his teeth. 

 

 

The troupe-leading wolf was approaching within one hundred yards, barking 

voraciously. Nova shot his laser beams randomly toward the wolves to slow 

them down. Stark put the cube on the ground and quickly rotated it in the 
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sunshine to reflect sunlight onto the rainbow while the other crew members 

anxiously waited. For the first moment, it looked like nothing was going to 

happen.  

 

 

: (in a voice as calm as usual) Stark, you better take your hands off the cube. 

 

Once Stark’s hands were completely off, the cube suddenly reflected massive 

dazzling sunlight onto the rainbow, the water vapor began to condense quickly 

into crystal-like solid material, and clearly right in front of them, the Rainbow 

Bridge formed in no time.  

 

This crystal rainbow bridge, surrounded by the falls’ foggy water vapor, 

perfectly simmered in the sunshine, and it was so fascinating that, watching 

it, most crew members forgot to run for their lives at the very first moment.  

 

 

: (yelling tensely) Run, everyone! Seven seconds, 6, 5 ...  

 

Monique was the first to take the bold action for running across this beautiful 

short bridge. Bondi and Howard closely followed through while Omar, Nova 

and Stark were pressing ahead from behind. When Omar was about to reach 

the middle, he suddenly stopped and turned around.  

 

 

: (shouting) Omar, what are you doing? 

 

: The cube! 

 

: (grasping and pushing Omar) No time! Let it go! 

 

Stark was right. Right at the moment when they all reached the other side of 

the falls, the Rainbow Bridge spontaneously dispersed into water vapor again. 

Many wolves followed on and fell into the falls, then the wolf-troupe’s leader 

halted the wolves at the edge of the other side and picked up the cube with its 

teeth, coldly watching the crew members on the other side – it looked like 

saying "lucky for you this time, see you soon!"  

 

Finally, the little guys could cheer with complete relief and excitement - 

especially, they were about to see their master in the village, visible at the end 

of the trail heading down to the beach. 

 

 

: Omar, Islemma said that the cube belongs to the Dark Magician. It needs to 

stay in the dark world. Also, the gem, too. 

 

 

: What?! He got our gem, too? 

 

: (staring at Omar, shaking his head) Hey buddy, we don’t really need those 

things. You understand? 
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: Yeah, we have Bondi back! We are even with the Magician after all. 

 

: (giving Howard an old-fashioned look) Yeah right! 

 

: (looking at Nova tenderly) Nova, what did you just call Stark on the other 

side? Knight or something? 

 

 

: Yeah … I heard it, too. 

 

: (shaking his head, then shrugging his shoulders) Nothing, it's a secret 

between me and Stark. 

 

 

Stark didn't reply, smiling gently. 

 

: Come on, hey, you two seem to be getting hanky-panky back from the 

Barbarian Field. 

 

 

The crew all laughed, silly and wildly - even Bondi lost her reserved manner. 

 

Amid their easy moments after so many brutal challenges, a big fluorescent 

green butterfly appeared over the rainbow water vapor, and then flew to dance 

among the little guys – looked like it was trying to attract their attention. Nova 

was immediately able to tell that this wasn't a real butterfly - it was a dynamic 

3D hologram. Just when Nova was aware of the presence of Islemma nearby, 

there suddenly emerged the angel light over their heads. 

 

 

: (in a very pleasant voice) Hello, my friends, I'm Islemma. Nova must've 

already mentioned me to you frequently. Glad to see you passing your first test 

on your mission. Now, it's time for some talk about your mission before you 

see your master. 

 

 

Except for Nova, the little guys were all astonished, staring at the butterfly 

dancing amid the fascinating angel light. 

 

 

: (in an innocent tone) Wow …, Islemma is so beautiful. I never thought that 

a butterfly can be a teacher. … Whoa …, cool! Nova, I envy you so much. 

 

 

: (in a very sincerely low voice) Shhh … Howard, quiet! 

 

: Thank you Howard! But the more important thing is that your planet and our 

planet are both undergoing through some big troubles, and these challenges 

all have the same root in some fundamental problems in humanity. Our 

ancestors had long come to Earth before, and I was invented then to help them 

solve problems for many missions on Earth. So I am very familiar with the 

evolutionary history of your civilization on Earth. Recently, I called the 

attention of your master to cooperate on a mission to resolve the basic 

problems for taking the challenges. That's why you are all here, and the final 

destination of your mission is to pass the Twin Peaks and reach the Archstone 
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Hill. Hope you can find the ultimate treasure lost from the Capital Temple long 

ago there, and use it to fix those problems. Nova will do whatever he can to 

help you. I'm confident that you, together as a team, will be growing stronger 

and stronger after more and more tests and willing to take any challenge. 

 

 

: (glancing at Nova) So …, Nova is the “chosen one?” 

 

: Monique, no one is sure about that. As a matter of fact, we didn't arrange the 

trip for Nova to come to Earth. It actually happened by an accident. That 

doesn't really matter now. What's really matters is "passion" inside all of you. 

With passion, you'll fight on for any challenge together, and take any risk by 

your instinct with compromise. I believe, sooner or later, you'll be there. 

 

 

: (voice tense, feeling his throat clogged) Islemma, how about the Black 

Castle? When am I supposed to go home? 

 

 

: Dear Nova, I am surprised that you’ve learned so quickly, even in the part of 

your dream. Well, if you cannot help the crew on their way to the Archstone 

Hill with your gifts, then it's meaningless to talk about the Black Castle. On the 

other hand, you can say goodbye to the guys, and try to find your capsule on 

your own. Once you find it, I can make you come home in no time. It's 

completely up to you. 

 

 

: Nova, don't worry, we'll help each other. I promised you already, right?! 

 

Although kind of being frustrated by Islemma's answer, Nova nodded when he 

looked into Stark's eyes with appreciation. 

 

 

: Well, if you have more questions, I believe that your master is waiting for 

you to give you proper instructions. However, note that your master and I 

cannot help you too much by many constraints from the Code of Cybernetix - 

you need to take the challenges on your own for most of the time during the 

journey of your mission. Trust your own instinct and move of your own 

volition. Moreover, remember that your destiny together is much more 

significant than your individual destinies. 

 

 

: Ahm, one more thing! For passing your first test, you deserve some prizes for 

better accomplishing your mission. You’ll find those prizes on your way to 

meet your master, and you need to learn how to use them to survive for next 

crucial tests. So long! 

 

 

: (yelling after a moment of hesitation) Islemma, wait! Wait! … Islemma … 

 

The butterfly disappeared along with the angel light fading away. From Nova's 

expression, the guys could tell that he was crying due to homesickness. 

 

 

: Nova, be tough. We got a heck mission to accomplish. 
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: Yeah, let’s go to the Archstone and the Black Castle! 

 

: The places sound very far away – make me feel very hungry now! 

 

: Oh man, no kidding. I’m exhausted and starving. Let's go to the village for 

some good meal and a good sleep. 

 

 

: Nova, we are like a family now, right? You'll like Master very much when you 

see him. 

 

(looking at the guys with deep appreciation) Thank you, guys. … Sure, why 

not, let's go! 

 

 

: Oh, one last thing - let's go declare our determination to take the challenge 

from the Dark Magician. 

 

 

By the lead of Stark, they rushed to the edge of the falls and looked back 

toward the other side. Stark raised up his broken arrow into the air and 

declared their determination to defend their mission. The little guys shouted 

with their full passion, they thought. Then, without looking back, they happily 

went down the trail towards the village.  

 

A couple of barus vultures quietly took off from their nest under the cliff while 

some vicious dark clouds were gathering into a storm on the far horizon, 

coming after them with a fierce lightening illuminating the emerging angry 

face of the Dark Magician. 
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Appendix 

Adventure Maps in Treasure Wonderland 

 

 

Chapter 1. The Encounter in the Bubble Forest 

 

      [1]            [2]            [3]            [4]            [5]            [6]            [7] 
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Adventure Maps in Treasure Wonderland 

 

 

Chapter 2. The Attractor at the Rainbow Falls 

 

      [1]            [2]            [3]            [4]            [5]            [6]            [7] 
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Adventure Maps in Treasure Wonderland 

 

 

Chapter 3. The Trap in the Dark Cave 
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Adventure Maps in Treasure Wonderland 

 

 

Chapter 4. The Party on the Cracking Cliff 
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Appendix 

About the Author & the List of some Magic Books 

 

 

Jenher Jeng (born in 1967) is a passionate scientist and entrepreneur. 

He double-majored in physics and mathematics.  

He has a PhD degree in statistics from the University of California, Berkeley. 

He has spent 15 years to design and develop a system of artificial intelligence. 

Its tasks are structured to track capital markets for analyzing systemic risk. 

He has also innovated a project of big data to build a knowledge-base. 

Then he found something intriguing about humanity and our civilization. 

He also found that most adults might be too prejudiced or too busy to listen. 

Thus, he tries to tell these clues to youngsters through imagination. 

Hope the Generation Z will create a better future in the era of Web 3.0.  

Many thanks to the inspiration and motivation from the following magic books: 

I Ching 

The Republic, Plato  

Cybernetics, Norbert Wiener  

The Origins of Species, Charles Darwin 

The Grand Design, Stephen Hawking & L. Mlodinow 

The Art of War, Sun Tzu 

The Alchemy of Finance, George Soros 

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn 

Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, John von Neumann & O. Morgenstern 
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